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Kurzfassung

In dieser Dissertation werden finanzielle Risiken für lange Zeithori¬

zonte untersucht. Als Risikomasse werden Value-at-Risk und Expected

Shortfall betrachtet. In einem ersten Teil geht es um Fragen, die eine

zweiwöchige Zeitspanne betreffen. Für GARCH-ähnliche Prozesse und

Stochastische Volatilitätsprozesse werden Methoden zum Messen von

Quantilen finanzieller Risiken für diesen Zeithorizont vorgestellt, und

mit der weit verbreiteten Wurzel-der-Zeit Regel verglichen, welche Ein-

tages-Risikomasse mit vTÖ skaliert, um Zehntages-Risikomasse zu er¬

halten. Für GARCH-ähnliche Prozesse können zudem Parallelen zu

einfacheren Modellen wie Irrfahrten benützt werden, um Grenzen für

den Value-at-Risk zu konstruieren.

Der zweite Teil der Dissertation befasst sich mit Jahresrisiken. Mehrere

Modelle für Finanzzeitreihen werden eingeführt und miteinander ver¬

glichen. Die verschiedenen Modelle werden auf ihre Eignung zum Schät¬

zen des Einjahres Expected Shortfall auf dem 95% und dem 99% Niveau

geprüft.
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Abstract

In this thesis financial risks for long time horizons are investigated. As

measures for these risks, value-at-risk and expected shortfall are con¬

sidered. In a first part, questions concerning a two-week horizon are

addressed. For GARCH-type and stochastic volatility processes, meth¬

ods to measure quantiles of financial risks for such two-week periods

are introduced, and compared with the widely used square-root-of-time

rule, which scales one-day risk measures by vlO to get ten-day risk

measures. Additionally, for GARCH-type processes, similarities to sim¬

pler models such as random walks can be used to construct bounds for

value-at-risk.

In the second part of this thesis, a framework for the measurement of

one-year risks is developed. Several models for financial time series are

introduced, and compared with each other. The various models are

tested for their appropriateness for estimating one-year expected short¬

fall on 95% and 99% confidence levels.
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Introduction

Most of the current research in asset management and market risk man¬

agement focuses on short-term risk (daily, weekly). Clearly, in many

cases, a long-term analysis (e.g. quarterly, yearly) is just as relevant and

important. Indeed, in financial institutions (e.g. banks) risk measures

are typically calculated for a one-day to two-week horizon. In insurance

for instance risk exposures may have to be measured and managed over

much longer (i.e. yearly) time spans. While for the measurement of

short-term financial risks some consistent and reliable frameworks al¬

ready exist, for longer time horizons, only relatively few papers can be

found in the academic literature.

Existing modelling instruments such as RiskMetrics allow for a rela¬

tively good measurement of market risks of trading books. These mod¬

els, however, have some severe deficiencies if they are applied to longer

time periods (typically one year), as needed in the case of strategic

investments of institutional investors or within insurance. A notable

exception is the ForeSight Technical Document [46] of the RiskMetrics

Group which focuses on forecasting beyond a two-year horizon.

In a first part of this thesis we concentrate on a two-week horizon. In

particular, we investigate whether a one-day risk estimate can be con¬

verted into an appropriate ten-day risk estimate by scaling it with the

square-root-of-time, as proposed by the Basel Committee on Banking

Supervision [9], [10]. Since this question is obviously model dependent,

it cannot be answered in an absolute way. It depends on the underly-
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2 Introduction

ing process
- in particular on the distribution of daily returns and on

the dependence between succeeding values - whether the square-root-

of-time rule is appropriate. We concentrate on investigating processes

which are standardly used for modelling financial data. In Chapter 1

we compare the square-root-of-time rule with other methods to estimate

ten-day value-at-risk for GARCH-type processes. In Chapter 2 we use

similarities between GARCH(1,1) processes and random walks on the

one hand, and between AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) and AR(1) processes on

the other hand, to construct upper and lower bounds for value-at-risk.

Chapter 3 concludes the part about ten-day risks. It investigates the

appropriateness of the square-root-of-time rule for estimating ten-day

value-at-risk for stochastic volatility models with jumps.

In the second part we develop a theoretically well-understood and empir¬

ically-founded conceptual framework for the measurement of long-term

financial risk of strategic investment portfolios. The main criterion to

judge the appropriateness of different models is the reliability of ex¬

pected shortfall estimates of profit and loss distributions for financial

portfolios over a period of one year. Expected shortfall was chosen as

risk measure because it is coherent for continuous distributions in the

sense of Artzner et al. [4].

An obvious approach to model yearly financial risks is to use standard

methodologies for short-term risks (i.e. for a horizon h smaller than one

year), and to apply a scaling rule for the gap between h and one year.

It is well known that daily (or higher frequency) returns are dependent

due to volatility clustering, while returns over a longer time horizon

(fortnightly, monthly data) are closer to being independent. Because of

the weaker dependence for lower frequency data, time aggregation rules

usually perform better when starting with longer horizons. On the other

hand, using low frequency data means working with a small number of

returns, implying a high variability of the risk estimates. There is a

tradeoff between bias and variance. The pivotal point is the choice of

the data frequency on which to calibrate the models.

Chapter 4 gives an overview on possible models for long-term hori¬

zons. The presentation of each model includes a description how to
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scale shorter term values to yearly ones, and how to estimate one-year

risks. In Chapter 5 measures for backtesting the different approaches

are introduced. Real financial data is used to test the appropriateness

of the models for estimating yearly risks.

Comments on the thesis

The first three chapters of this thesis are based on papers [16], [17]

(with R. Brummelhuis) and [43]. The last two chapters are based on

the papers [44] (with P. Patie) and [31] (with P. Embrechts and P. Patie).





Chapter 1

10-day value-at-risk for

GARCH-type models

In a first part we analyse financial risks on a two-week horizon. We

investigate whether converting a one-day risk estimate into a ten-day

risk estimate by scaling it with the square root of time is appropriate.

The motivation for this investigation comes from the banking industry.

When one searches The New Basel Accord by the Basel Committee on

Banking Supervision [10] for an instruction for incorporating market

risks, one is referred to an earlier publication of this committee, the

Amendment to the Capital Accord to Incorporate Market Risks [9].
The following three citations can be found in this document:

• In calculating the value-at-risk, a 99th percentile, one-tailed con¬

fidence interval is to be used.

• In calculating value-at-risk, an instantaneous price shock equiva¬

lent to a 10 day movement in prices is to be used.

• Banks may use value-at-risk numbers calculated according to shorter

holding periods scaled up to ten days by the square root of time.

5



6 Chapter 1. 10-day value-at-risk for GARCH-type models

The key message is that market risks should be measured on a 10-day

basis, and one should evaluate the one-in-a-hundred event. The Basel

Committee on Banking Supervision explicitly permits banks to use the

square-root-of-time rule to get a 10-day 99% value-at-risk out of a one-

day 99% value-at-risk. In the present work, we investigate whether this

simple rule is justified.

This question does not have an absolute, universally valid answer, but

is highly model-dependent. We analyse the square-root-of-time rule for

some popular models in financial risk-management practice. In partic¬

ular, in this chapter, we investigate random walks, GARCH(1,1) mod¬

els and AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) models. Moreover, in practice one would

like to have reliable estimates based on relatively small samples of 250

trading days. For longer data series there can be problems with the sta-

tionarity assumptions underlying the estimation procedures for a given

model.

We examine the issue of the square-root-of-time rule and of potential

alternatives from both an empirical and a theoretical point of view. As

regards the empirical approach, we propose a number of alternative 10-

day value-at-risk estimators. We evaluate their performance, relative to

the square-root-of-time rule, on samples of size 250 each, for each of the

afore-mentioned time-series models.

We mostly concentrate on unconditional 10-day value-at-risk estimates.

In practice, unconditional risk measures are at least as important as

conditional ones. We also stress that, for the various models, we assume

that there is no trend in the data. In fact, it is not difficult to account

for a non-zero one. Non-zero trends, even if negligible on a one-day

scale, can become important on a 10-day scale, since their contribution

to the value-at-risk number grows linearly in time.

Before analysing the square-root-of-time rule mathematically, we illus¬

trate the problems faced graphically. As a reasonable model for daily
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log-returns (Xt)tez, we introduce the following GARCH(1,1) process:

Xt=o-teu etiA~ ^(0,1),
0 0 0

c« = «o + «l -X't-i + ßi <rt-i->

a0 = 3 • 10"6, ai = 0.05, ßx = 0.92.

We simulate 250 values (^t)t=i,...,250 from this process. The top graph

in Figure 1.1 shows the 10-day log-returns (X]t=iofe-9 -^t)k=i,...,25 for

non-overlapping periods. Obviously such a data set of 25 values is

much too small to provide a reliable estimate of a 99% quantile. One

possibility to increase the number of data is to use the overlapping

values (X^=fc-9^i)fc=io,ii,...,250- This is done in the middle graph in

Figure 1.1. The main disadvantage when working with these overlap¬

ping data is that subsequent 10-day log-returns are strongly dependent,

which is not desirable for statistical evaluations. An alternative method

to increase the number of data is to first estimate a risk measure on daily

basis, and then scale it with the square root of time (here \/ÏÏÏ) to get

a two-week risk measure. This proceeding corresponds to scaling the

daily log-returns by vTÏÏ to get values which can be interpreted as being

representative for a two-week horizon, and then estimating the risk mea¬

sure on these scaled values. The values (•v/10-X't)t=i,...,250 obtained via

scaling are shown in the third graph in Figure 1.1. The disadvantage of

this method is the fact that artificial instead of real 10-day log-returns

are used.

In Section 1.2 we present several alternative methods which can be used

to estimate 99% quantiles for a 10-day horizon. In Section 1.3 we discuss

the performances of these estimators for random walks, GARCH(1,1)
and AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) models. Section 1.4 gives theoretical results for

quantile estimation of GARCH(1,1) and AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) models.

1.1 Price process models

We introduce a minimum set of definitions and notation. Fix on some

probability space (Q, A, P) some real-valued random variable R which
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has a continuous distribution and finite mean. R is considered the return

of some asset. By E[.] we denote expectation with respect to P. Fix

also some confidence level a.

Definition 1.1 The value-at-risk at level a of R is defined as

VaRa(R) = - infjz G R | F[R < x] > 1 - a},

i.e. VaRa{R) is the negative (1 — a)-quantile of R.

For a given (daily) price process (Pt)te%, alternatively to considering the

returns Rt =
*~

t~1, one can work with log-returns Xt = log(-^—).
Log-returns have the nice property that N-d&y log-returns (X^ :=

log(pp* )) are simply the arithmetic sum of one-day log-returns:

XtN = log(Pt/Pt_N)

= \og(Pt/Pt-i) + log(Pt_i/Pt_2) + • • • + logÇA-^-^/Pt-iv)
= Xt + Xt-i + \- Xt_(N_iy

Since we are foremost interested in the relation between one-day and

TV-day value-at-risk, we use log-returns throughout this thesis. The two

processes (Rt)tez and (Xt)tez are in any case simply related:

Rt = eXt - 1, VaRa(R) = 1 - exp(-VaRa(X)).

As mentioned above, we work with three different well-known classes of

processes for modelling daily log-returns. Our first family of models are

random walks. We assume the daily log-returns (Xt)te%

Xt=aetj E[et] = 0, E[et2] = 1, et i.i.d. (1.1)

to have either normal, Student-ts or Student-^ innovations (et).

The second, more flexible class of models is that of the GARCH(1,1)

processes. For these processes, the daily log-returns (Xt)tez satisfy the

following recursive equation:

Xt = at et, E[et] = 0, E[e2t] = 1, et i.i.d.,

(1.2)
O 0 0

o-t = a0 + ax Xt_l + ßi at_1,
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with stationarity conditions 0 < ao < oo, a\ > 0, ß\ > 0 and a\ + ß\ <

1. For real financial data, a\ is usually below 0.25 and ß\ over 0.70

(see e.g. Alexander [2]). In this thesis, unless mentioned otherwise,

when simulating from a GARCH(1,1) model, we use the parameters

«o = 3 • 10~6, ol\ = 0.05 and ß\ = 0.92, which are typical values for

log-returns of foreign exchange rates, stock indices, single stocks and 10-

year government bonds. As before, we assume either normal, Student-ts

or Student-^ innovations.

As a generalisation of a GARCH(1,1) process, the mean can be modelled

with an AR(1) term. This gives an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) process (Xt)tez

fulfilling

Xt=iH + <rt et, E[et] = 0, E[e2t] = 1, et i.i.d.,

tH = \Xt-i, (|A|<1) (1.3)

crt = cyo + a\ (Xt-\ - ßt-i) +ßio-t_1.

Again, the innovations (et) are assumed to be normally, Student-^ or

Student-^ distributed. Here, we use the parameters À = 0.04, ao =

3 • 10~6, ol\ = 0.05 and ß\ = 0.92 as typical values for financial log-

return data. The AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) process (1.3) can be rewritten in

the form

oo

xt = Y,^kyt-ki
k=0

Yt=<rtet, (1-4)

o o o

o-t = a0 + a\ Yt_l + ßi o-t_±,

E[et] = 0, E[e2t] = 1, et i.i.d.

The process (Y^tez satisfies the GARCH(1,1) equation (1.2).

As a first step, we investigate the performance of the square-root-of-

time rule for large data sets. We do this by simulating each of our

models for a very long period, thereby obtaining good approximations

for the scaled one-day value-at-risk on the one hand, and the actual

10-day value-at-risk on the other hand. If not specified otherwise, we
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investigate the value-at-risk at the level a = 99%. The results of these

simulations are shown in Figure 1.2. For a random walk with normal

innovations the square-root-of-time scaling rule is exact (see top graph

in Figure 1.2 for a random walk with standard deviation a = 0.01). The

two values coincide in this case. For heavier tailed innovations, applying

the square-root-of-time rule gives an overestimation of the true value-at-

risk. The heavier tailed the innovation is, the worse is the performance

of the square-root-of-time rule.

For the GARCH(1,1) process (see second graph in Figure 1.2) we ob¬

serve that for normally distributed innovations the square-root-of-time

rule underestimates the 10-day value-at-risk, while for Student-^ dis¬

tributed innovations with v = 8 and v = 4 the scaling rule leads to an

overestimation. It seems that the \/ÎÏÏ scaling rule is in general not the

perfect choice for unlimited data sets. This is in line with earlier results

presented in Christoffersen et al. [20] or Diebold et al. [23], who conclude

that for big data sets working directly with 10-day models is generally

better suited to precisely estimate financial risks (e.g. via volatility or

value-at-risk) than scaling results from one-day models with a factor

of VlO. However, from these investigations for big data sets we cannot

draw conclusions for the situation where the available data set is limited

to a few hundred observations, whence the present study.

Turning finally to the AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model (1.3), the bottom

graph in Figure 1.2 shows that for all three innovations under consider¬

ation, the scaled one-day quantiles stay very close to the corresponding

quantiles in the GARCH(1,1) model (see middle graph). This can be

explained by the fact that the unconditional one-day variances of the

two processes differ only by a factor of 1 — A2, as follows from (1.16)
below. On the other hand, reasoned by the linear dependence of subse¬

quent values when including the AR(1) term, the 10-day quantiles show

a slight increase by a factor of about 1 + À for small values of A. This

stays in line with the fact that the 10-day variances of the two pro¬

cesses differ by a factor of (1 + y^A + 0(A2))2, as can be concluded from

equation (1.17). In the case of normally distributed innovations, this

relative increase of variance results in an underestimation of the true

10-day value-at-risk by the square-root-of-time rule, whereas for the (in
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practice more realistic) Student-t innovations the VlO rule works very

well: for Student-ts and Student-^ innovations, the increase in variance

is compensated by the fact that the corresponding 10-day log-returns

are lighter tailed than the one-day log-returns.

1.2 The scaling rule and alternative esti¬

mators

One of our main interests is to obtain good 10-day value-at-risk esti¬

mates based on data sets of not more than 250 daily returns. For the

sake of concreteness, we assume the latter to be generated by a known

process from the random walk, GARCH(1,1) or AR(1)-GARCH(1,1)
classes. It seems reasonable to explore potential alternatives to the

square-root-of-time rule, and to investigate whether these, on average,

under or outperform this simple scaling rule for the models under con¬

sideration.

In this section we propose and investigate a number of non-parametric

alternatives, in the sense that these will not explicitly use the structure

of the process generating the data (in a practical situation, the model

fitted to the data). These alternative estimators could therefore be

used on any data set. In Section 1.4, by contrast, we will take the

GARCH(1,1) or AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) nature of the process as given,

and look for theoretically motivated improvements of the VlO-rule.

The alternative value-at-risk estimators studied in this section are:

1. Square-root-of-time rule. Starting with the daily log-returns

Xl,...,X25o, we evaluate the empirical quantile. This one-day

value-at-risk is scaled with \/ÎÏÏ to get an estimate for the 10-day

value-at-risk.

2. Non-overlapping periods. Using the 25 non-overlapping 10-day

log-returns: Yn := J2i=o ^lOn-i (n = 1, 2,..., 25), the 99% quan¬

tile is estimated.
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3. Overlapping periods. Using the 241 overlapping 10-day log-returns:

Yn := *52i=oXn+i (n = 1, 2,..., 241), the empirical quantile is

evaluated.

4. Random resampling. Randomly (with repetition) 10 out of the

250 daily log-returns (Xi1}... ,Xi10) are chosen, and the sum of

these 10 values (Yn := X]fc=i^u) *s built. This procedure is

repeated 10 000 times, and the empirical quantile of these values

(yn)n=iv..)ioooo is evaluated. This method is also known as boot¬

strapping.

5. Independent resampling. In this method, 10 weakly dependent val¬

ues out of the 250 daily log-returns are chosen: pick Xi1,..., JQ10
such that minj<fe (ik—ij) > 10. The 10 chosen values are summed

up (Yn := ^2k=iXik). This procedure is repeated 10 000 times,

and finally the empirical quantile of these values (^n)n=i,...,ioooo
is evaluated.

Note that by claiming (ik—ij) > 10 we make sure that the de¬

pendence of chosen values in a GARCH(1,1) model is small. In

these models, the conditional variance for day t depends on the

one s days before as follows: E[a2 \ cr2_s] = ao [_^ fa K + (oti +

ßi)sa2_s (see (1.9) below), i.e. the dependence decreases exponen¬

tially with time. From equation (1.4) it follows that also for an

AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) process the dependence decreases exponen¬

tially with time.

6. Dependent resampling. Here, 10 strongly dependent values out

of the 250 daily log-returns are chosen. For n = 1,..., 231, pick

X
,...,
X

,
where ik G [n,n + 19]. Sum these 10 values to get

Yn := X]fc=i Xj1 In order to finally work with about 10 000 values

as for the methods presented above, this procedure is repeated

44 times (Yn,l,l = 1,...,44). Finally, the empirical quantile of

these values (Yn>1) is evaluated.

7. Extreme value method. We use the generalised Pareto distribution

(GPD) Q, defined by

n ( ,
J l-(l + ^)-1/ ifÉ^O,

&£[X)
= <

4V ;
I l-e~x iff = 0,
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for

x > 0 if £ > 0,

0<a:<-l/e if e < 0,

to fit the largest 10% and the smallest 10% of the data. For

the remaining 80% of the distribution the empirical values are

taken. From this new distribution, 10 values (X[ ,..., X[ ) are

simulated and summed up (Yn := X)fc=i X[ ). This procedure

is repeated 10 000 times. Then, the empirical quantile of these

values (^n)n=i,...,ioooo is evaluated.

When comparing these estimators, we work with k = 250 daily values.

For analogous investigations for larger values of k it would be important

to have consistent estimators, i.e. estimators converging to the true

value-at-risk for stationary time series as the length of the time series

increases. Since in our case the data set consists of a fixed number

of k = 250 values, consistency is not the key issue. The aim is to

minimise the deviation of an estimated value-at-risk from the true value-

at-risk. Hence for small values of k the variance of an estimator plays

an important role.

For each estimator we evaluate the mean deviation of the estimated

quantile from the true 10-day value-at-risk, denoted by VaR99%. The

quotient of this deviation and the corresponding deviation for the square-

root-of-time rule measures the relative performance of the chosen alter¬

native estimator. More specifically, for each stochastic process under

consideration we simulate 1000 independent paths of length 250. For

the i-th simulation the square-root-of-time estimator of VaR99% is de¬

noted by x\ and the alternative estimators described above are denoted

by y\ (j = 2,..., 7). We evaluate Si = v^looo. !~^ ^"%i as a measure
J a3 KJ ' ' ' J

121=1 \x -VaR99%|
for the relative goodness of the estimators. If Sj > 1, then the mean of

the absolute deviation of the alternative estimator from the true value-

at-risk is bigger than the corresponding deviation for the \/ÎÏÏ-rule. In

such a situation, the \/ÎÏÏ-rule should clearly be preferred. More gener¬

ally, Sj > Sk means that the fc-th method outperforms the j'-th method.

Additionally, we compute a number of descriptive statistics of each es¬

timator individually. The first one is the mean relative deviation of the
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value-at-risk estimates from the true value-at-risk

.
1000 \ i ^t D I

ço _
1

y^ \y)
~

VaR99%|

j
~

1000 ^ VaR99%
'

which implies Sj = Sj/Si. We also evaluate the (signed) difference

between the mean of the estimators (?/!-)i=i,...,iooo and the true value-

at-risk VaR99%:

x
_

y~j - VaR99%
3 VaR99%

where ]/• = ^^i=1 y%-. Measure Sj calculates the mean squared

error of the estimator:

.,
1000 i \r r> o

2
_

1

y> (V)
~

VaR99%\2

J
~

1000 ^ I VaR99% ) •

Measure Sj is a skewness-type quantity:

-,
1000 i \r r> q

1

v^ (Vi
~

VaR99%\3^3 _
l

y> fVj

~

vaJt99%y
j
~

1000 ^ I VaR99% J
'

and the last measure is a kurtosis-type quantity:

S
j

1
1000

nnn 2^ '
y) - VaR99% A

4

1000 ^
\ VaR99%

These numbers will be helpful to understand the statistical properties

of the estimation methods introduced above.

1.3 Performance of the estimators

In this section we compare the square-root-of-time rule with the alter¬

native value-at-risk estimators defined above. We analyse their perfor¬

mance for the processes introduced in Section 1.1. We start with an

example. Figure 1.3 shows the comparison between the square-root-

of-time rule and the method using overlapping periods (method 3) for
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a random walk with normal innovations. Every point in the graph

represents one of the thousand simulations we did. The ar-values rep¬

resent the VaR99% estimates for the square-root-of-time rule, while the

?/-axis shows the corresponding risk estimates based on overlapping 10-

day periods. The horizontal and the vertical line mark the true value-

at-risk VaR99% for the random walk with normal innovations. The

dashed line has slope 1 and goes through (VaR99%, VaR99%). The

continuous line goes through (VaR99%, VaR99%) as well, its slope is

Sj =

s°
= ^iooo|^_vaR99%| (here J = 3' i-e' overlaPPing method).

Sj is the ratio of the mean deviations of the value-at-risk estimates (y1-)
and (xl) from the true value-at-risk, as introduced in Section 1.2. In

Figure 1.3 we observe that the slope of the continuous line is clearly

bigger than 1; it is close to 2. This means that the mean difference of

a 10-day value-at-risk estimate using overlapping 10-day log-returns is

about twice the difference we get when applying the square-root-of-time

rule. If neither of the two methods would outperform the other one, the

continuous line would coincide with the dashed line.

Each of the Figures 1.4-1.12 displays for a fixed underlying process the

comparison of the square-root-of-time rule with the alternative quan¬

tile estimators. We observe that for the methods working directly with

10-day log-returns (methods 2 and 3; left graphs in each of the Figures

1.4 to 1.12) the deviation of y-values is much larger than the deviation

of #-values, which results in slopes Sj 3> 1. This indicates that for

all processes under investigation, scaling with vlO is better than us¬

ing directly 10-day intervals. For these two alternative estimators, the

heavier tailed the distribution of the random term is, the more the slope

of the continuous line decreases. But also for these heavier tailed cases,

scaling with y/W is still better than using directly 10-day intervals.

The clearness of this result is striking, especially for the GARCH(1,1)
and AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) models, which contain a certain dependence

structure that is neglected when applying the square-root-of-time scal¬

ing rule. Hence one might have expected that the methods working

with real 10-day log-returns and thus taking dependence into consid¬

eration would outperform the \/ÏÔ scaling rule. But apparently, the

uncertainty of estimating a one-in-a-hundred event based on only a few
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values has a huge unfavourable impact on the estimator's performance.

Additional investigations showed that the poor performance of methods

2 and 3 cannot be improved by replacing empirical quantiles by GPD

estimates.

Also method 6 (dependent resampling, top right graphs), which aims at

keeping some dependence, has a relatively poor performance. Further

investigations made clear that this cannot be improved considerably

by increasing the number of repetitions which is 44 in our simulations

(leading to about 10 000 values). The results for the remaining three

methods (4, 5 and 7, i.e. random resampling, independent resampling

and extreme value method) do in general not differ much from each

other. Exceptions are the models with Student-^ innovations (see Fig¬

ures 1.6, 1.9 and 1.12), where the extreme value method underestimates

the tail index a(= l/£) in some of the simulations seriously, which re¬

sults in an increase of the slope for this EVT method, compared to

random resampling and independent resampling.

These estimators 4, 5 and 7 perform particularly well for the heavy-

tailed independent models (random walks with Student-t innovations).
Method 4 (random resampling) is the easiest of the three estimators

and it is not outperformed by any of the two others (independent re¬

sampling and extreme value method). Hence we concentrate on com¬

paring the square-root-of-time rule with random resampling (top mid¬

dle graphs). For all three types of models (random walk, GARCH(1,1),

AR(1)-GARCH(1,1)) with normal innovations, the two methods per¬

form equally well. When log-returns are heavier tailed (in our case

Student-tg and Student-^), random resampling performs much bet¬

ter than the vlO rule in the random walk model, slightly better for

the GARCH(1,1) processes, and about equally well for the AR(1)-

GARCH(1,1) processes. This is due to the fact that for random walks,

working with the sum of 10 independent values as done in the ran¬

dom resampling gives an unbiased estimator, whereas scaling a one-day

value-at-risk of a heavy tailed distribution by vTÖ leads to an overesti¬

mation of the 10-day value-at-risk. This overestimation is much smaller

for GARCH(1,1) and AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) processes, as we saw in Fig¬

ure 1.2.
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Figure 1.13 summarises the information contained in the slopes in Fig¬

ures 1.4 to 1.12. This graphical representation of the values Sj shows

that for all nine processes under investigation, the square-root-of-time

rule performs at least reasonably well, even though it does not always

reach the performance of the random resampling method. As expected,

for models with light tails none of the other standard methods outper¬

forms the square-root-of-time scaling.

The various graphs in Figures 1.4 to 1.12 actually contain more informa¬

tion than just the slope. For most methods, the majority of points lies

below the horizontal line drawn at VaR99%. To investigate this visual

impression, we compute the descriptive statistics Sj introduced before.

In Figures 1.14 to 1.17 the corresponding values are shown in dotplots.

We start by analysing the bias Sj. In Figure 1.14 an unbiased estima¬

tion method would produce a point on the dotted zero line. We can

observe that methods 2-7 tend to underestimate value-at-risk (nega¬
tive values of Sj), whereas the square-root-of-time rule is the only one

tending to overestimate value-at-risk. For random walks, the bias for

the square-root-of-time rule gets worse for heavier tailed innovations.

This behaviour stays in line with the following consideration. Since the

distribution of the sum of k independent Student-t distributed random

variables tends to a normal distribution for k increasing, the quan¬

tiles of the 10-day log-return can be approximated by quantiles of a

normal distribution: VaR£ue'10-day « VaR^'10-day = vTOVaR^1"^.
Hence the relative error S\ made when scaling the 99% quantile of a

Student-t distribution with v degrees of freedom can be approximated

by ^VaR^J;^SlaR^"day
,
which equals

9^~ qg%
.
For v = 8 and

ViuvaK99% qgg%

v = 4 this gives the theoretical values 0.078 and 0.139, respectively,

which are quite close to the values 0.06 and 0.10, observed in the simu¬

lations (see Figure 1.14).

In Figure 1.15 we see the reason for the fact that random resampling

and independent resampling provide good estimates of value-at-risk (see

Figures 1.4 to 1.12). These two methods have lowest variabilities. For

random and independent resampling also the third and the fourth mo¬

ment of the difference from the true value are relatively low (see Figures
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1.16 and 1.17). Low third and fourth moments imply that these esti¬

mators are stable. Note that the main issue is not consistency, but

variability. In a practical situation there is only one single (small) data

set available. Hence an estimation method with a low variability (and
at the same time a mean close to the true value-at-risk) should be pre¬

ferred to a consistent one with a huge variability. This means that

measures similar to the mean squared error (MSE) are the right ones

to use in this context. A clarifying example for this is the comparison

of dependent resampling and independent resampling. In Figure 1.14

we observe that dependent resampling gives for GARCH-type processes

in the mean better results than independent resampling, but the vari¬

ability with respect to the true value-at-risk VaR99% over a size 1000

sample is still bigger than in the case of independent resampling (see

Figure 1.15). In a practical situation we would prefer the latter. In

Figures 1.4 to 1.12 it can be seen that independent resampling always

yields a smaller slope S than dependent resampling.

One should be aware of another peculiarity when analysing the mea¬

sures Sj. We highlight this by means of the GARCH(1,1) model. On

the one hand, for dependent resampling (method 6), the absolute values

of Sq are quite small (see Figure 1.14). For this method, the mean of

the estimates is close to the true value-at-risk. On the other hand, the

slope S is rather large. The distribution of the estimates is skewed (see

Figures 1.7 to 1.9), and hence the median of these estimates is far below

the true value-at-risk. This explains why the slope S - which depends

strongly on the median of the estimates - is so large (see again Fig¬

ures 1.7 to 1.9), indicating a rather poor performance of this estimation

method.

Reasoned by the fact that the AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) process in equa¬

tion (1.3) can be rewritten in the form (1.4), most peculiarities when

estimating value-at-risk in GARCH(1,1) models also hold for AR(1)-

GARCH(1,1) models. In particular, the descriptive statistics Sj for the

two processes differ only slightly.

The comments we made based on the slope S (see Figure 1.13) stay

in line with the conclusions which can be drawn from the descriptive
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statistics S\ (Figures 1.14 to 1.17). Overall we can conclude that for

estimating unconditional 10-day value-at-risk numbers at a level 99%,
the y/ÏÔ rule works quite well. Random resampling is as good, and

sometimes slightly better.

Brummelhuis and Guégan [14] and [15] investigate conditional value-at-

risk estimates in GARCH(1,1) models. They show that for a —> 1 the

square-root-of-time rule generally fails. There are two main differences

between our approach and [14], [15]. We consider unconditional value-

at-risk, and we look at a = 99%, as opposed to ft —> 1. For both

choices of a the tail behaviour of the distribution is important. But for

a = 99% there is still an important influence by the central part of the

distribution, which has a rather strong effect on value-at-risk estimates.

Also McNeil and Frey [49] concentrate on estimating conditional risk

measures. For conditional quantiles, applying the square-root-of-time

scaling is clearly outperformed by the Monte Carlo method presented

in their paper. The square-root-of-time rule tends to underestimate

conditional quantiles.

1.3.1 The importance of the confidence level a

From the Central Limit Theorem we know that the normalised sum

of n independent and identically distributed random variables with fi¬

nite variance converges weakly to a standard normal distribution as n

tends to infinity. In practical applications, one would typically like to

approximate the sum of n independent and identically distributed ran¬

dom variables by a normal distribution, if n is reasonably large. Here,

immediately the question arises: what n is large enough?

To find an answer to this question, we study the convolution of Student-

t distributed random variables. Let Xi,... ,Xn denote independent

copies of a Student-t distributed random variable with v degrees of free¬

dom, expectation 0 and variance 1. Let S := A=(X\ + • • • + Xn) denote

the standardised sum, and Fs the corresponding cumulative distribu¬

tion function. We compare the quantiles sa := Fg (a) of the sum with

the quantiles qa := $_1(o;) of a standard normal distribution. We first
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do this for v = 8 degrees of freedom. The contour plot in Figure 1.18

shows the area, where qa is a good approximation of sa. The ar-values

represent the number of convolutions n (on a logarithmic scale). On

the 2/-axis 1 — a can be read off. The range of values for the level a

goes from 0.50 (top) to 1 — 10~7 (bottom). The lines (in pairs) show

the range, where the approximation error e := I log ^1 equals a certain
la.

threshold. For example for the sum of n = 8 Student-tg distributed ran¬

dom variables, the only levels for which a normal distribution yields a

very good approximation (e < 0.01) are the ones with a G [0.897, 0.984]

(and for symmetry reasons also a G [0.016,0.103]). Allowing for an

error e < 0.05, for n = 8 all quantiles with a G [0.0008,0.9992] can

be approximated by normal quantiles. In order to read off the quan¬

tiles easier for small values of n, we plot the same lines a second time,

using a linear scale for the a-values, see Figure 1.19. For the original

Student-ts distribution (n = 1), asking for an error of at most e = 0.01,

we observe that only quantiles in the range a G [0.959,0.971] (and
a G [0.029,0.041]) can be replaced by normal quantiles. For all levels

between 0.041 and 0.959, normal quantiles exceed ^-quantiles, while for

a > 0.971 (and a < 0.029) replacing ^-quantiles by normal ones leads

to an underestimation (in absolute values).

Repeating this comparison for a Student-t distribution with v = 4 de¬

grees of freedom yields the expected outcome. The sum must be taken

over a bigger sample (n large) in order that quantiles can be closely

approximated by normal ones, see Figures 1.20 and 1.21. For exam¬

ple for n = 16 terms, allowing for an error e < 0.01, the range of

good approximations only contains the levels a G [0.957, 0.980] (and
ae [0.020,0.043]).

On the other hand, going far into the tails of the distribution of the

convolutions, the power behaviour always persists. For independent

random variables (^)i=i,...,n with P[Xi > x] ~ cx~v as x —y oo (as is

the case for Student-^ distributed random variables), the same power

decay holds for the standardised sum S = -k=(X\ + • • • + Xn): P[S >

s] ~ n c(y/ns)~u as s —y oo. Hence high quantiles sa = F$ (a) of the

standardised sum can be approximated by the quantiles xa := Ff (a)
of the original distribution: sa ~ nxlv~xl2 xa for n large, as a —y 1.
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Similar to the above investigation for approximations with a normal

distribution (Figures 1.18-1.21), the lower limits of a can be calculated,

from where on the approximation error e := | log i/vii/2—I ls small.

For Student-t distributions with v = 8 and v = 4 degrees of freedom, the

corresponding lines for e G {0.1,0.2,0.5,1.0} are drawn in Figures 1.22

and 1.23. For v = 4 we observe that already for the sum of two random

variables (n = 2) one has to go very far into the tail (a G [0.997,1] and

a G [0, 0.003]) in order to get an approximation error e smaller than 0.1.

For v = 8, the power decay of the tail has an even weaker influence for

the convolutions. Here, for n = 2, the approximation error is smaller

than 0.1 only for levels a G [0.99996,1] (and a G [0,0.00004]).

These investigations make clear that the results for quantile estimation

strongly depend on the choice of the level a. In particular, analysing a

99% quantile yields different results than investigating the asymptotic

behaviour as a tends to one.

1.3.2 Scaling a 1-day 95% VaR to a 10-day 99% VaR

Another problem which is related to the confidence level a is the ques¬

tion how to scale a 1-day 95% value-at-risk to a 10-day 99% value-at-

risk. A straightforward method would be to multiply the 1-day 95%

VaR with the quotient Q.0^%/%^% (where q^ denotes the a quantile

of a standard normal distribution), and then scale the resulting value

with the square-root-of time. But this first step - multiplying with the

quotient - is in general not appropriate, as a short investigation shows.

Taking a random walk with Student-^ innovations as an illustrative

example, we can read off from Figure 1.21 that using the quantile of a

normal distribution as an approximation for the true a quantile yields

an underestimation of about 13% for a = 99%, and an overestima¬

tion of more than 8% for a = 95%. Hence the error committed when

multiplying with %$%/%$% is more than 20%. For 10-day quantiles,

the corresponding error is about 7%, composed by an underestimation

of 5% and an overestimation of 2%. One could now argue that pro¬

ceeding the other way around - first scaling the 1-day 95% VaR with
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the square-root-of-time and then committing an error of (only) 7% by

multiplying with q^g%/qg5% ~ was not that serious. But the problem

is that already the first step - multiplying a 1-day 95% VaR with the

square-root-of-time - produces a rather big estimation error for realis¬

tic models with dependent subsequent log-returns. While for a = 99%

the overestimation of quantiles caused by the square-root-of-time rule is

partially compensated by the dependence in the model (which increases

the 10-day quantiles), for a = 95% the square-root-of-time rule causes

an underestimation of quantiles, which gets even worse for dependent

log-returns.

These considerations make clear that transforming a 1-day 95% value-

at-risk into a 10-day 99% value-at-risk is rather delicate. One should

first transform the 1-day 95% estimate appropriately into a 1-day 99%

estimate, before applying the square-root-of-time scaling rule. An ap¬

propriate transformation from one quantile level to the other one re¬

quires knowledge of the tail of the one-day distribution, which corre¬

sponds to the recommendation to start directly with a 99% quantile

level for daily log-returns.

1.4 Theoretical results for quantile estima¬

tion

After having compared various ways of estimating a 10-day value-at-risk

in Section 1.3, we pose the question, what is the reason for the square-

root-of-time rule performing so well not only in the case of indepen¬

dent identically distributed normal data, but also for GARCH(1,1) and

AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) processes, which can be seen as generalisations of

random walks. Under which conditions is this rule appropriate? Where

are the limits? We start by raising the opposite question: in which

environment does the square-root-of-time rule have a less satisfactory

performance?
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1.4.1 Potential reasons for a bad performance of the

square-root-of-time rule.

There are at least two potential reasons for the square-root-of-time rule

to be less satisfactory, and even downright misleading: the presence of

trends on the one hand and linear dependence of successive log-returns

on the other hand.

We begin with trends. For all our investigations on 10-day value-at-risk

we assume zero trend in our models, but in fact it is not difficult to

account for a non-zero one. First, one estimates the trend for a one-day

horizon:

Next, one estimates the 10-day value-at-risk for the centered log-returns

Xt := Xt — ft. Calling the latter VaRa(X), the 10-day value-at-risk of

the original time series can be estimated by simply subtracting the 10-

day trend:

VaRa(X) = V&Ra(X) - 10/2.

The following example shows that trends can have an important effect

over 10 days, even when over a single day they are quite negligible:

Example 1.2 Consider independent one-day log-returns (X^t^z with

7V(0.1%, (1%)2) distribution. The method described above leads to the

correct 10-day 99% value-at-risk of 6.36%. Direct multiplication of the

one-day value-at-risk with vTÏÏ gives the wrong value 7.04%- More gen¬

erally, staying in the framework of a normal random walk, the error

arising from using the y/ÏÔ-rule in a straightforward way
- i. e. without

accounting for trends - equals

VaR1® - VTÏÏ VaR}a = (\/ÏÔ - 10)//.

D

Turning to the effect of auto-regression, one can argue that one reason

for the relatively good performance of the square-root-of-time rule in a
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(trend-less) GARCH(1,1) model is the fact that successive log-returns

are uncorrelated. The inter-dependence is only indirect, through the

variance process, which influences the absolute size of the successive

log-returns, but not their signs, which remain completely random. In

an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model, this changes. In such a model, the di¬

rect linear dependence between successive values causes the \/ÎÏÏ-rule to

be increasingly off with increasing AR(l)-parameter A. The following

example illustrates this in the context of a classical AR(l)-model with

i.i.d. normal errors (for which everything can be computed explicitly).

Example 1.3 Consider the following one-day log-return process (JQ)iG^:

Xt = 7}Xt-i + et,

where et ~

'

Af(0,1). Then Xt = X^o ^~set-s, and the Xt 7s are there¬

fore normally distributed: Xt ~ A/*(0, |). Applying the square-root-of-

time rule leads to a 10-day 99% value-at-risk estimate of 8.495. To

calculate the correct value-at-risk, we have to analyze the 10-day log-

returns XjQ = ,}2k=oXt-k, which are easily seen to be normally dis¬

tributed as well, with X^° ~ A/*(0, 34.672) (cf. the proof of Lemma 1.4

below). Hence the true 10-day 99% value-at-risk equals 13.698, which

is much larger than the vlO-estimate. D

This example easily generalises:

Lemma 1.4 Consider the following one-day log-return process (Xt)t^:

Xt = XXt-i + et, where |A| < 1 and et '~
'

A/*(0,1).

The corresponding 10-day value-at-risk equals

1 /.. -,1-Aio .,

VaRm% = Y^yiO
-

2Ay—^<,%, (1.5)

where q{^g% denotes the 99% quantile of the standard normal distribu¬

tion.
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Proof: Since Xt = J2T=o xset-s, we have that Xt ~ JV(0, t^tj)- The

10-day log-return can be computed as

9 oo 8
1 — Afe+1 1 — A10

°°

Xt° = Yl Yl XSet-s-k = Y
i_x

t~k +
1-A

5Z xk~9et-k-
k=0s=0 fc=0 fc=9

Since the e^'s are independent and normally distributed, this leads to

1-A10\\

^10~^(o,^^(lO-2A-1-A2

which corresponds to a 10-day 99% value-at-risk of

VaR99% =

YZTxV
10 ~ 2A

1 - A2
^%

D

Applying the square-root-of-time rule leads to a 10-day 99% value-at-

risk estimate of

Ä / 10
Äf

VaR99% = J
1_ X2 499% • I1-6)

It can be shown that the square-root-of-time rule (1.6) underestimates

the true 10-day value-at-risk given in (1.5) by a relative error

VaR99% - VaR99%
7T-B > 0.68A,
VaK99%

which means that applying the square-root-of-time rule leads to an un¬

derestimation. In such linear dependence cases, when A is large, we

cannot expect the square-root-of-time rule to perform well. Fortunately,

in practice, when fitting AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) models, one typically gets

low values of A. The largest one we found when fitting daily log-returns

for foreign exchange rates, stock indices, single stocks and 10-year gov¬

ernment bonds was an estimate of A = 0.14. For most data sets, the

coefficient A takes values around 0.04.
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1.4.2 Reasons for the good performance of the square-

root-of-time rule for the models under inves¬

tigation.

Returning now to the GARCH-processes, the relatively good perfor¬

mance of the square-root-of-time rule came as something of a surprise

in the light of previous work on time scaling for GARCH-processes:

Brummelhuis and Guégan [14] and [15] computed asymptotics of con¬

ditional 10-day VaRa as a —y 1 and found that the square-root-of-time

rule can fail dramatically in this limit. Apparently these asymptotics

are not relevant for a = 0.99, and we have to reexamine the issue.

To investigate the (conditional and unconditional) TV-day value-at-risk,

we first compute the variance of N-day log-returns in GARCH(1,1) and

AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) models.

Lemma 1.5 For a GARCH(1,1) process (Xt)tez defined as in (1.2),
the conditional N-day variance equals

H2N := Var(f> | a,) = No*. + \~ (°* +
/^ (a2 - <£), (1.7)

and the unconditional one is

N

Var(^JQ)=^L (1-8)
t=\

where a2^ = lim*^ E[a2] = 1_(a"i°+/3i).

Proof: We first calculate the conditional N-day variance:

N NN

S2, = E[(£ Xt)2 | a,] - (E[£ Xt | a,])2 = J>[X2 | a,].
t=i t=i t=i

The terms E[X2 \ a\] = E[a2 \ o~\] can be calculated as follows:

E[a2 | at-a] = E[a0 + «l (o*-i et-i)2 + ßi a2_1 \ at-s]

= a0 + (ai + ßi) E[a2_1 \ at-s\-
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Using this formula recursively leads to

E[a2 | at_s] = ao1"^1*^' + (<*i +W at-s for s > 0. (1.9)
1 - (ai + ßi)

Hence,

l-(a1+ß1)t~1
E[X I ai] = ao

1
V 1r\ + (ai + ^ ai

1 - (ai + ß\)

= a200^(a1+ß1)t-1(a2-a200),

which yields

N

V% = N*200 + 5^(ai + ft)'"Vi - <4)
t=i

2 l-(ai+A) ,2 2 x

1 - (ai + ßi)

(1.10)

Thus, for the unconditional TV-day variance in a GARCH(1,1) model

we get:

Var(^Xt)=E[Var(^Xt |ai)]+Var(E[^Xt |a!])=A^.
t=i t=i t=i

D

An analogous result can be stated for AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) processes:

Lemma 1.6 For an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) process (Xt)tez defined as

in (1.3), with A ^ ai + ß\ ^ A2, the conditional N-day variance equals

N

T?N := Var(J^ Xt \ /ii, cti)
t=i

aM7V-2A- - + A2 —-—-] +
i-a)U °°v A-i a2-i ;

(L11)

,,2
2,(l-(ai+ßi)N 9,\N-(ai+ßi)N

,

+ (cri-^7oo) -;—7-—r^r^_2A"°°yV
i_(ai+/3i) A-(ai+)9i)

A2W-(a1+/3ir

2A- -(ai+/JiJ-\

A2-fai+/3i) /
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If X = ai + ßi or A2 = a\ + ß\, the conditional variance is found

by taking the appropriate limit in (1.11). The unconditional N-day

variance is

..

.A... oL ,.. ,.1-A"-
a-{N) := Var£>,) = -^(n -

iXj^j. (1.12)
t= l

Proof: We first calculate the conditional TV-day variance for AR(1)-

GARCH(1,1) processes:

N N

%% =E[C^Xk)2 | /zi,(ti] - (E[^Xk | //i,ai])2. (1.13)
fc=i fc=i

Using JQ = /^ + at et and /^ = XXt-\ recursively, we get

N NN N-k
1 .jv

E[^2xk |//i,ai] = ^i^Afc-1+E[^afeefe ^ As |//i,aj = /n

k=\ fe=l fe=l s=0

The first conditional expectation in (1.13) can be rewritten as

N NN N-k

E[C£xk)2 | m,ai] =E[(m ^A^"1 + ^afeefe ^ A5)2 | m,ai
fc=l fe=l fc=l s=0

N

= («i^x) +E( -!_A ) n4\^
k=\

and thus

SJv = ^( ) E[a2|ai].
fc=i

Plugging in the formula for the conditional variance in GARCH(1,1)
and AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) processes (see (1.9)) yields

~2 f/1-A^+Yf, l-^i+A)^1 +,,_i2\
S^ = M 1-A J I"0 l-(a1+^)

+ ^1+^
^J-

/C— 1

Using a2^ = 1_(aai°+/3i) leads to

2 N 2 2 w

^ ' fc=l
^ ' fc=l
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For |A| < 1, terms of the form X]fc=i(l — ^N k+1)2 can be written

N N

5^(1 - XN~k+1)2 = £(i - 2XN~k+1 + X2N~2k+2)
k=l k=l

while if A ^ ai + /3i, X2 ^ a\ + ß\,

N

ifc-1

^(1_A»-t+i)2(ai+A)
TV

£(1
-

2Aw-fe+1
+ X2N~2k+2)(ai + A)

fe=i
TV

k— 1

k±
-

z,/\ -r/\ ^LKi-r^i;

fc=l

1 - (ax + A)w
_

^-(ai+A)^ + a2
A2W - (ax + ß,)N

l-(ai+/3i) A-(ai+/3i) A2-(ai+/?i)

Hence for |A| < 1, A ^ ai + ß\, X2 ^ ai + ß\

+^-^(ir(rà++y-<"!ait?r+
(li4)

V 1 — (ai + pi) A — (ai + ßi)

2A2"-(a1+A)wx)

A2-(ai+ft) J J'

This proves (1.11). Note that if A = 0, this reduces again to (1.10).

Analogously, for A = ai + ß\ we get

^ = (ièp{^-2A^+A2^)+
^\-^l+xN2l-xN)-^)\

and for A2 = ai + ß\\

/1 \2N 1 \N
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For the unconditional N-day variance we obtain for |A| < 1

TV TV TV

Var(^Xt) =E[Var(^JQ \ fiu ai)] + Var(E[J] Xt | ^i,ai])
t=i t=i t=i

1-XN

E[S2v]+Var(T-^m)
a
2

, 1 \TV 1 a2TV

oo /Ar o\
x /v

, \2X /v
\ , /

x /v \ TUT..2
1-AW ,,1-A2JV\

/l-A«^

;i - xf\N
~

2AT3T + A

T3irJ + (—j ^,

since E[/^i] = 0. Via

oo oo oo

E[^2} = X2E[(Y^ \kY-k)2} = A2E[^(Afca_fe)2] = A2 £ A2fe E[a2fc]
fe=0 fe=0 fc=0

oo i,2

= A 2^A ^ aoo = aoo
1 _ A2>

fc=0

this finally yields

o* 1-A"
^(»)=Var(V;xt) = ^^(W-2AT-1F) (1.15)

for |A| < 1. D

In particular, for N = 1 and N = 10, (1-15) leads to

*(i) = a-y rr^
= a- (i + ^a2 + o(a4)) (1.16)

and

rr 1
_

\10
,

Q

a(10) = T^x V10
" 2XT^ = ^^t1 + Tôx + °^2^ (L17)

for A close to 0, two formulas which were used in the discussion of

Figure 1.2 at the end of Section 1.1.

In order to convert variance or volatility into value-at-risk, we have

to know the relevant quantiles of the underlying standardised proba¬

bility distribution. These are hard to obtain theoretically for TV-day
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returns in GARCH(1,1) or AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) models, but for suf¬

ficiently large N and fixed confidence level a, a suitable form of the

Martingale Central Limit Theorem can be used. For completeness, we

state the following theorem in both the conditional and unconditional

case, although we are principally interested in the latter.

Theorem 1.7 For (Xt)tez a GARCH(1,1) process defined as in (1.2),

with E[e4] <
ai

2 ,
conditional on g\,

1
N

--^Xt | ai 4^(0,1) (N^oo), (1.18)
t=i

and

1
N

= Vl( |ai 4jV(0,l) (N^oo). (1.19)

Unconditionally

N

—^£^4.^(0,1) (TV^oo) (1.20)

holds.

Proof: (1-18) and (1.20) follow from the Martingale Central Limit

Theorem, see McLeish [48], and (1.19) is a consequence of (1.18) and

->• 1 (TV^oo). D
s

\/Nac

Remark 1.8 For Student-ty distributed innovations e with variance 1,

E[e4] can be calculated as follows:

E[£4]=, «=? /o">4,
L J '

oo foru<4.

Theorem 1.9 For (Xt)tez an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) process defined as

in (1.3), with E[e4] <
ai

^ x, conditional on \i\ and g\,

1
N

^Y.Xt 1^1,^4^(0,1) (TV^oo), (1.21)
JN t=l
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and

N

r- ]„ -X)Xt |/zi,ai 4^(0,1) (N^oc). (1.22)

Unconditionally

TV

-—J——<£xtlAf(0,l) (N^oc) (1.23)
viva00/(l - A) £^

holds.

Proof: (1.21) and (1.23) follow from the Martingale Central Limit

Theorem, see McLeish [48], and (1.22) is a consequence of (1.21) and

^=r^f——^l(N^oo). D
V/TVct00/(1-A) v >

The operation of taking quantiles is sequentially continuous with re¬

spect to weak convergence of probability distributions, provided that

the limiting distribution is continuous: cf. Resnick [55] or Embrechts

et. al. [32], Proposition A1.7. We therefore conclude from Theorem 1.9:

Corollary 1.10 For an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) process, under the condi¬

tions of Theorem 1.9 and for fixed a, the conditional N-day value-at-risk

VaRc a
satisfies

V RN
C'" -><£ (iV-K»), (1.24)

'7VCToo/(l-A)

while for the unconditional one

TV

- (£ (N - 00) (1.25)
VaRa

,
A/"

7Va00/(l-A)

holds, where q^ denotes the a quantile of the standard normal distribu¬
iez

tion.

The case of a simple GARCH(1,1) process corresponds to taking A = 0.
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On the basis of these results, we expect for N large that the conditional

as well as the unconditional N-day value-at-risk can be approximated

by quantiles of normal distributions:

VaRZ99%*VN^q&% and VaR^9% « y/N ^_ qfg%. (1.26)

These normal approximations, valid in the limit of big TV, differ in gen¬

eral significantly from scaling the (conditional or unconditional) one-day

value-at-risk (which does in general not coincide with the correspond¬

ing quantile of a standard normal distribution) with the square root of

time.

We are not, however, primarily interested in the validity of the y/N

rule for large values of TV for GARCH(1,1) and AR(1)-GARCH(1,1)

processes, but much more in directly finding a good theoretical approx¬

imation for the (N = 10)-day value-at-risk for such a process. We expect

the normal approximation (1.26) not to be very good, since 10 is fairly

small. To investigate this further, we numerically compare approxima¬

tion (1.26) with the true 10-day value-at-risk for our list of test pro¬

cesses: random walks, GARCH(1,1) processes and AR(1)-GARCH(1,1)

processes, all with normal and Student-t innovations. The unconditional

10-day value-at-risk can be written as

VaR99% = 0-(io)g99%,

where 0"(io) is the standard deviation (1.17) for the corresponding sta¬

tionary distribution, and qgQyo denotes the quantile of the standardised

stationary 10-day distribution. We will investigate how close q^gy is to

the 99% quantile qggy of a standard normal distribution. For compari¬

son, we also have a look at how close qggy is to qfgy, which denotes the

99% quantile of the standardised stationary one-day distribution G.

For each model, we simulate ten million periods of ten days, to get

good approximations for the value-at-risk numbers. We divide these

numbers by the corresponding standard deviations <7(io), which are

\/ÎÏÏa for the random walk, vTÏÏaoo for the GARCH(1,1) process, and

JlO-2X^^f^ in the AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) case. In Figure 1.24 we

first compare these numbers with the 99% quantile of a standard normal
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distribution (circles). We can observe that for random walks, a normal

quantile yields quite a good approximation, while for GARCH(1,1) and

AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) processes the relative difference between the true

quantile and the normal approximation takes values up to 10% for a

Student-^ innovation. Obviously, for these processes, N = 10 is not

sufficiently large for TV-day log-returns to be close to a normal distribu¬

tion in the 99% quantile range. For comparison, also the relative differ¬

ence between the standardised 10-day quantiles and the corresponding

standardised one-day quantiles is shown in Figure 1.24 (crosses). We ob¬

serve that for GARCH(1,1) and AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) processes, taking

this 99% quantile of the standardised stationary one-day distribution as

an approximation leads to an error which is much smaller than the one

for the normal quantile.

Clearly, the distribution of the renormalised sums ^— Ylk=i Xk differs

appreciably from a standard normal one. In order to improve the ap¬

proximation, the shape of the 10-day distribution should be taken into

consideration. Because of symmetry reasons, in all models under inves¬

tigation the odd moments are zero. Hence when the variance is known,

the fourth moment is the one which gives the most important informa¬

tion about the shape. To get some more insight into this, we compute

the kurtosis of the TV-day log-returns for the stationary processes. Re¬

call that the kurtosis of a mean-zero random variable X is defined as

E[x4]/E[x212

Lemma 1.11 For a stationary GARCH(1,1) process (Xt)tez with known

parameters ao, a\ and ß\, known distribution F (ek '~
"

F) fulfilling

E[e4] <
ai

2 ,
and Z^ '= X)fc=i Xk, the fourth moment equals

,4i (o *t^t -,a , ^r 4n l-(ai+/3i)2
nzu =

(sn(n -1)+w\_H-^Z\ß1+ß\)N) CT»+

l_(al+/31)*

+ 6
l-(al+ßl) ({aiE[]+ßl)l-(a2E[e] + 2a1ß1+ß2)

-(ai +/?i)Ja40,
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and the kurtosis of Zjy is

*
-QN~l

I FMI
!-(<*!+A)2 1

,
N~

TV +Heh-(a2E[e^] + 2a1ß1+ß2)N
+

_6_
7V

i-(ai+ßi) (, M4U, l-(al+ßly
+

TV2 l-(ai+)9i) llai^e J
+

/"ljl-(a2E[e4] + 2ai/3i+/32)

-(ai+A))-

Proof: In order to prove the formula for the kurtosis Kjy = „L12 of

the stationary TV-day log-return Z^ = X)i=i^5 we nrs^ calculate the

numerator:

E[ZAN]=E['£XJ1XJ2XJ3XJ4].

Since for j\ < J2 < J3 < J4 only terms with j\ = J2 and J3 = J4 can be

non-zero, this can be written as

TV TV-1 TV

E[Z^] = E[VJX/1+6VJ 12X1*},]. (1.27)
ii=i ii=iJ3=ii+i

To develop this further, we need to calculate terms of the forms E[X^]
and E[X|X|_ ] (for j > 1). We start by the first ones:

E[X4]=E[a4e4]=E[a4]E[e4]. (1.28)

E[a4] can be calculated as follows:

E[a4] = E[(a0 +«iX2+ ßi a2)2]

= E[al + a2X4 + ß2aA +2a0aiX2 + 2a0 ßi (J2 + cla1ß1X2a2\.

Using the independence of a2 and e2, and using X2 = a2e2 and E[e2] = 1

yields

E[a4] = al + a2E[a4]E[e4] + /32E[a4] + 2 a0 c*iE[a2]+

+ 2a0 /3iE[a2] + 2a1ß1E[a/L]

= a2Q + 2 a0(ai + /3i)E[a2] + (a?E[e4] + 2ai/3i + /32)E[a4].
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Rewriting the second moment as E[a ] = a^, = 1_(^°+/3 \,
we finally

get for E[e4] < l~2a^-^

4 ao(ao + 2 (ai + ßi) vio)
_

4 l-(a\+ßi)'
L J ~

1 - /32 - 2ai/3i - a2E[e4] °°
1 - (a2E[e4] + 2ai/3i + ß\)

'

(1.29)
For the terms E[X|TV|_ •] (j > 1) we prove that the following equation

holds for all k:

+ {*i + ^)(al+ßly-1E[Xi_1].
(1.30)

Proof of (1.30): via induction.

E[*M_il = E[(«o + aiX2_! + ftaLi)<***-i

Using E[<xti*î*2-i] = EM_i*H-i3-i] = E[a4_i] = EK.J/E^
leads to

nxlXh-i] = «o E[X2_!] + (ai + ^) E[X4_X] for all fc.

Step from j — 1 to j (j > 2):

E^^] = E[(a0 + aiX2_! + ftati)«***-;]-

Because of E[e|_x] = 1, and the independence of e\_x and o\_x X^_- for

j > 2, terms of the form E[a^_x -Vjj?_J can be rewritten as E[TV^_X TV|_ •].
Hence

nX2kX2] = a0E[X2} + (a1+ß1)E[X2_1X2}.
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Plugging in (1.30) for k — 1, j — 1 gives finally

l-(a1^ß1y~1
nX2X2_3) = a0E[Xfc2_;] + (ai +A) (a0 1 _

''}
^

, E[X2_J]+

+(«i + ipj)(«i+/3ir2E[X4_J])
l-(ai+jgi)i

=

a°"i („ j_R\
EtXk-j\+

l-(ai+/7i)
^

This completes the recursive proof of (1.30).

We can now combine (1.27), (1.28), (1.29) and (1.30). From (1.27) we

know

TV TV-1 TV

E[Zà] = E[£*£+6£ £ 441.
jl=l jl = lJ3=jl + l

The first term can be rewritten using (1.28), the second one using (1.30):

N~1 N
1 - ( + R V's-Ji

Applying again (1.28) gives

TV-l TV

E[Z4/]=TVE[a4]E[e4]+6^ £ a^(l - (a, + /3i)^)^+
jl=l J3=jl+1

+ (ai E[e4] + /3i)(ai + /^"^"^[a4],
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which can be rewritten as

TV-l TV

E[Z4/]=TVE[a4]E[e4] + 6a4^^ J] (l - (a, + /31)^"^) +
jl = l J3=jl + 1

TV-l TV

+ 6S Z (aiE[e4]+A)(ai+A)j3"jl"V]
jl = l J3=jl+1

= EW*](NE[e*] + 6
"' y] + ß\ g 1 - (ai + /?.)"-*) +

V 1 - (ai + ßi) A^1 J

ai +/3i

•^-i)-i^^ä)(i-(«1+a)-)])+

y
+ 3CToo(7V(W-l)-1_(ai+A

^^-^-^^(i-^+A)-)])

Rearranging the terms using (1.29) finally yields

nz%] = (3 iv(iv -1)+n^
1 _ ^++£X+^ *)

i-(«1+A)2 ^ ,+
oo

l_(ai+/3l)iv

,
giV l-(ai+/3i) /^ m 4i , ,3 >>

X~ (<*i+Pi)

-(ai +/?i)Ja
4

oo"
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Since E[Z%] = ^=1 ^[X2] = TVa2^, we conclude that

E[Z%
KN ~

E[Z] 12
'TV.

=

3^I+E[e4] l-("i+ft)2 1+
TV

^ L J1 - (a2E[e4] + 2ai/?i + ß2) N^

_6_
7V

i-(ai+ßi) (, m 4i
, n x l-(ai+A)

+
TV2 l-(ai+/3i) VaiH l+lJl)l-(a21E[e±] + 2a1ß1+ß2)~

-(ai+A))-
D

A similar result holds for AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) processes. Since in prac¬

tice À is small, we only compute the first order contribution in A:

Lemma 1.12 For a stationary AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) process (Xt)tez

with known parameters X, ao, a\ and ß\, known distribution F (ek ~

'

F) fulfilling E[e4] < ai2
,
and Z^ := ^2k=iXk, the fourth mo¬

ment equals

nzu = (»(* -1)+n^^y/J^)Jf^+
+ 6 ((ai E[e'] + ft)

t _
J-J?V w!

+ ^
- (*' + ^'>)l-(a2E[e4] + 2ai/3i+/32)

y rr

+ 0(A2),
JV-^ë^--2A(l-(a1+A)^) «4

l-(ai+A) (1-A)

and the kurtosis of Zjy is

*
-QN~l

1 fMi
1-K+/3i)2 1

,
"

TV
+HC

ll-(a2E[eA] + 2a1ß1+ß21) N
+

6(TV + 4A) /
4 1-(<*!+A)2 ,

, , ,

+
TV3 l(ai E[e ] + ßl)

l-(a21E[e] + 2a1ß1+ß2)
" (ttl + A)

" - ±i^f - 2A(1 - (a, +/3ir-1)
+ o(a2)_

l-(ai+/3i)
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Proof: To calculate the kurtosis kn =
ffry2i2, we first develop the

numerator:

E[Z%]=ElY,XnXj2Xj3XH].
(h,J2,J3,h)e{h...,N}*

Writing Xt in the form (1.4), each factor (X]7-=i Xj) can be expressed

as

TV TV oo

j = l t=l k=0

N~1
i \i+ l °°

i \TV

i=0 i=N

Hence

oo oo

E[Z%] = E[(^2 ^Ä-uXE ^Yn-î,)-
ii=0 i2=0

oo oo

E4^»)(E^-di

where

«3=0 lA=0

1~y+1 for i < TV - 1,

Ai := { }-*
,

,N

— -^ ^

(i.3i)

Since for j\ < J2 < J3 < J4 only terms with j\ = J2 and j% = J4 can be

non-zero, this can be written as

00 00 00

E[Z%] = E[ £ (AnYN_3lf + 6 £ Ç (A,-^^Vis^-is)2]-
ii=o ii=0j3=ii+i

(1.32)
From (1.28) we know E[yfe4] = E[cr£]E[e£], with E[ct£] as in (1.29). For

the terms E[Yk2Yk2_j] (j > 1) we know from (1.30)

Wrv-2V2 i
n

1 - (a\ +/3i)J
r 2 ,

E[Yk Yk_,\
=

«o1_(ai+ft)EK_,]+
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for all k. We can now combine (1.32), (1.28), (1.29) and (1.30). The first

term in (1.32) can be rewritten using (1.28), the second one using (1.30):

oo

EK]=E[a4]E[e4] $>£ +

ii=o

^
+ ^|)(«i+A)J3"Jl"lE[yiv-Jj)-

• •

J.1
l-(ai+/3i)

+ {ai
+

Applying once more (1.28) gives

oo

E[Z4r]=E[a4]E[e4] £4 +

ii=o

oo

+ 6E4, E 4(^(1-(a1+ft)—R+
ii=o j3=ji+i

+(ai E[e4] + /3i)(ai + ft)*»-'1"^4]),
which can be rewritten as

oo oo oo

ji=o ii=o j3=ji+i

+ 6 ((ai E[e4] + A) E[a4] - (ax + /3i)a^) •

00 00

E4 E 4>i+A)i3~3W-
ii=o j3=ji+i

with t4j as defined in (1.31). Developing this up to first order terms of A

leads to

+
T^TJU ((«1 E[e4] + /3i) E[a4] - (ax + /^a4,) •

TV l-(al+ß1)N 2Al-(ai + ^1)^-1
|

l-(ai+A) (l-(ai+A))2 l-(ai+/3i)

+ 0(A2).
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Rearranging the terms using (1.29) finally yields for E[e4] < "a

E^] = (3(TV - 1) +E[^^|li^)#^<4+
l-(a2E[e4] + 2ai/3i+/32)7(l-A)4 °°

+ 6 ((ai E[e4] + ft)
* ~ {"]tßl)*

&,
~ (<*i + ßi)) •

V 1 — (afE[e4J + 2ai/3i + pf)
/

_ Y^1^^ - 2A(1 - (ai + ßi)N~l) a4

l-(ai+A) (1-A)4+LA j-

Additionally, we know from (1.15) that in AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) models

a2
nzN] =

jTz^2(X-2X + 0(X')).

Thus,

^TV
E[Zf

KN ~

E[Z2 12
'TV

=

3^±+E[e4] Woi+A)2 1+
TV

L J1 - (a2E[e4] + 2aift + ß2) TV

6(TV + 4A) /.
_r 4n ^ x

l-(ai+/3i)2 .

„ ,\
+ "4^ (^^ +^

1 - (.2E[e4] + 2alßl + /32)
" ^ + *>)

N-1-^^-2X(l-(a1+ßir-i)
l-(ai+ft)

+0(A)-

D

To obtain an improved approximation for the 10-day value-at-risk, we

look for a v such that the corresponding Student-^ distribution has the

same kurtosis as Z\g. Given kn > 3, v = v(N) can be found explicitly:

v — £N-3 ^ne 10-day quantile qQgyo can then be approximated using

qggy ; the value 0"(io) Qggy 1S a good approximation for the true quantile

of Ziq. Hence, for a model with known parameters A (small), ao, ex\

and ßi, and known E[e4], this approximation can be used to investi¬

gate the time scaling behaviour of value-at-risk (as an alternative to

performing a simulation study).

In Figures 1.25 (simulated values) and 1.26 (approximations using Lem¬

mas 1.11 and 1.12) the 10-day value-at-risk in AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) mod¬

els with normal, Student-^ and Student-^ innovations is shown for
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various choices of A (keeping a\ = 0.05 and ß\ = 0.92 fixed). A first

observation is that simulated and approximated values almost coincide.

Another observation - which is very relevant for practical applications
- is the fact that for realistic (small) values of A the square-root-of-time

scaling rule yields a very close approximation (white symbols) of the

true 10-day value-at-risk (black symbols). In particular, for Student-ts

innovations, for the parameters A = 0.04, a\ = 0.05 and ß\ = 0.92, the

estimation via the square-root-of-time rule coincides with the true 10-

day value-at-risk, an observation already made earlier. The reason for

this is the existence of two counter-acting effects. Direct dependence (A

large) leads to an underestimation, whereas the heavy-tailedness of the

one-day log-returns causes an overestimation. With the above param¬

eters, the two effects exactly neutralise each other, which causes this

perfect fit.

To finish this chapter, we have a look at the performance of the square-

root-of-time rule when varying the GARCH-parameters a\ and ß\. In

Figures 1.27 and 1.28 (different values of ai, keeping A and ß\ fixed) and

Figures 1.29 and 1.30 (different values of ßi, keeping A and a\ fixed)
we see that for small values of A, the square-root-of-time rule yields

good approximations over a wide range of choices for the parameters

a\ and ß\. We can conclude that - as long as the auto-regressive pa¬

rameter A is not too large - the square-root-of-time rule does a decent

job.
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1.5 Figures

150 200

150 200

Figure 1.1: GARCH(1,1) model with standard normal innovations

(et) and parameters ao = 3 • 10~6, a\ = 0.05, ß\ = 0.92. Top:

10-day log-returns. Middle: overlapping 10-day log-returns. Bottom:

10 • 1-day log-returns.
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Figure 1.2: Estimation of the 99% value-at-risk in a GARCH(1,1)
model. The circles represent the true 10-day value-at-risk, the crosses

indicate the scaled one-day quantiles.
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Figure 1.3: Comparison of two quantile estimation methods for a

random walk model with normal innovations: square-root-of-time rule

vs. overlapping 10-day periods.
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Figure 1.4: Comparison of the quantile estimation methods for a ran¬

dom walk model with normal innovations.
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Figure 1.5: Comparison of the quantile estimation methods for a ran¬

dom walk model with Student-tg innovations.
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Figure 1.6: Comparison of the quantile estimation methods for a ran¬

dom walk model with Student-t^ innovations.
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Figure 1.8: Comparison of the quantile estimation methods for a

GARCH(1,1) model with Student-tg innovations.
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Figure 1.9: Comparison of the quantile estimation methods for a

GARCH(1,1) model with Student-t^ innovations.
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Figure 1.10: Comparison of the quantile estimation methods for an

AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model with normal innovations.
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Figure 1.11: Comparison of the quantile estimation methods for an

AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model with Student-tg innovations.
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Figure 1.12: Comparison of the quantile estimation methods for an

AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model with Student-t^ innovations.
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Figure 1.13: Mean relative deviations of the value-at-risk estimates

from the true value-at-risk for the seven estimation methods in the nine

models.
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Figure 1.14: Relative differences between the mean of the estimated

value-at-risk values, and the true value-at-risk.
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Figure 1.15: Mean squared error of the value-at-risk estimates.
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Figure 1.16: Evaluation of the skewness-type measure introduced in

Section 1.2.
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Figure 1.17: Evaluation of the kurtosis-type measure introduced in

Section 1.2.
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Figure 1.18: Contour plot for the area, where quantiles of a nor¬

mal distribution are a good approximation for quantiles of the sum of

Student-ts distributions, x-axis: number of convolutions, y-axis: one

minus the level a, drawn on logarithmic scale.
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Figure 1.19: Contour plot for the area, where quantiles of a nor¬

mal distribution are a good approximation for quantiles of the sum

of Student-ts distributions, x-axis: number of convolutions, y-axis:

level a, drawn on linear scale.
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Figure 1.20: Contour plot for the area, where quantiles of a nor¬

mal distribution are a good approximation for quantiles of the sum of

Student-t^ distributions, x-axis: number of convolutions, y-axis: one

minus the level a, drawn on logarithmic scale.
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Figure 1.21: Contour plot for the area, where quantiles of a nor¬

mal distribution are a good approximation for quantiles of the sum

of Student-t^ distributions, x-axis: number of convolutions, y-axis:

level a, drawn on linear scale.
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Figure 1.22: Contour plot with the thresholds, from where on quantiles

of a Student-ts distribution are a good approximation for quantiles of

the sum of Student-ts distributions, x-axis: number of convolutions,

y-axis: one minus the level a, drawn on logarithmic scale.
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Figure 1.23: Contour plot with the thresholds, from where on quantiles

of a Student-t^ distribution are a good approximation for quantiles of

the sum of Student-t^ distributions, x-axis: number of convolutions,

y-axis: one minus the level a, drawn on logarithmic scale.
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Figure 1.24: Evaluation of the relative differences between the stan¬

dardised 99% 10-day quantiles and two different reference quantiles: in

the first case the reference quantile is the 99% quantile of a standard

normal distribution (circles), in the second case the standardised 99%

quantile of the one-day model is taken as reference quantile (crosses).
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Figure 1.25: Simulated values for the 10-day 99% value-at-risk in

AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) models: true VaR (black symbols) and VaR us¬

ing the y/ÏÔ-rule (white symbols). Parameters: a\ = 0.05; ß\ = 0.927

AG [0.00,0.20].

Figure 1.26: Approximated values for the 10-day 99% value-at-risk

in AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) models: true VaR (black symbols) and VaR us¬

ing the y/ÏÔ-rule (white symbols). Parameters: a\ = 0.05; ß\ = 0.927

AG [0.00,0.20].
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Figure 1.27: Simulated values for the 10-day 99% value-at-risk in

GARCH(1,1) models: true VaR (black symbols) and VaR using the

10-rule (white symbols). Parameters: ß\ = 0.92; a\ G [0.00,0.0625].
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Figure 1.28: Simulated values for the 10-day 99% value-at-risk in

AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) models: true VaR (black symbols) and VaR us¬

ing the y/W-rule (white symbols). Parameters: X = 0.04; ß\ = 0.927

ax G [0.00,0.0625].
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Chapter 2

Perturbation estimates

for GARCH-type models

In this chapter we use similarities between GARCH(1,1) models and

random walks on the one hand, and between AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) and

AR(1) models on the other hand, to construct upper and lower bounds

for value-at-risk. Sections 2.1 and 2.2 give results for the unconditional

h-day value-at-risk in GARCH(1,1) processes, whereas Sections 2.3 and

2.4 deal with the more general AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) processes.

The first model under investigation is a GARCH(1,1) process for cen¬

tered daily asset log-returns (Xaij)t£N'-

Xai,t+1 = <Tai)t+iet+i,

2 2 2 V /

aai,t+l = a0 + al Xai>t + ßi (Taut,

where (et)ten are i.i.d., symmetric around 0, E[e2] = 1, and the sta-

tionarity conditions 0 < ao < oo, a\ > 0, ß\ > 0 and a\ + ß\ < 1

are assumed to be fulfilled. When estimating the GARCH(1,1) param¬

eter a\ for real financial data, one typically gets a value close to 0.

For a\ = 0 the processes (Xaij)ten and (crai)i)iGN decouple. This

fact can be used to estimate value-at-risk in GARCH(1,1) processes

61
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with small a\. For this purpose, we introduce two decoupled processes

(Xoj)tEN and (Xoo,t)teN which are close to the above GARCH(1,1) pro¬

cess:

Xo,t+i = o-Qj+iet+i-

O"o,t+1 = <*0+ßl°Q,ti

and

, a 2 (2-2)

Xoo,t+i — croo.t+iet+i,

2
, / , a \ 2 ^l-6'

a00,t+l
= a0 + («1 + Pi) ^00,i>

where (c^^n is the innovation process introduced above. For Gq o :=

Y^ and ag0j0 := 1_(aain+/?1) ^
the volatilities (a0,t)ten and (a00,t)teN

are constant over time, implying that (2.2) and (2.3) both describe

random walks, which we denote by (X(yjv)teN and (Xoo^)iGN. If no

assumptions for the initial values are made, the volatilities converge to

the constants mentioned above: agt —> jz%~ and o-Q0t —>• 1_(^0+d \ as

t —>• oo. Hence, both difference processes (Xqj — Xçyjv)t£N and (Xoo,t —

Xoot)t£N converge to 0 in L1 as t increases. For large values of to,

(Xoj)t>t0 and (Xoo,t)t>t0 can ^e approximated by random walks.

For ai small and Xau0 = X0,0 = ^oo,o (i-e. crai,o = ^o,o = ^00,0), one

expects Xaij œ Xqj and Xaij ~ -X"oo,t f°r all t G N. This will be the

basis for the investigations in this chapter.

2.1 First investigations for GARCH(1,1) pro¬

cesses

A first step towards the aim of getting bounds for value-at-risk in

GARCH(1,1) processes are the following recursive relations, involving

the decoupled processes (Xoj)te?$ and (Xoo,t)teN:

Theorem 2.1 For (Xaij)teN a GARCH(1,1) process as defined in (2.1),
and (X0)t)tGN, (Xoo,t)ten as defined in (2.2) and (2.3),

^[(Xai,t+i ~ X0it+i) ]

<aiE[x21>t]+)9iE[(Xaiit-Xo,t)2] for allteE
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and

E[(Xaij+i — Xoo,t+i) ]

< ax E[(|XQl>t| - aoo,t)2] + ßi n(Xai,t Xoo,t)2] forallteK

(2.5)

Proof: We first prove inequality (2.4). Since for fixed time t the random

variables craii and <7o,t are independent of e^,

n(Xai,t+i - Xo,t+if] = E[(aQl>t+i - o-o,t+if].

Going one step back in time, we can write

E[(A"ai)t+i -X0,i+i) ]

= E (\Jao + ai Xlut + p\ a2^ - ^a0 + A a2t )
Straightforward calculation shows

E[(Xai,t+1-X0,t+i)2]<E (\A*i xl^t + A ^21)t - y^i ^o,t )
and hence

n(Xai,t+i - X0,t+i)2] < <*i E[X2aitt] + A E[(aQl>t - a0,t)2].

Using independence of o-aij and <ro,t from et, this finally proves

n(Xai,t+i - X0,t+i)2] < <*i E[X2ai,t] + A E[(XQl>t - XM)2]-

Also for the process (Xoo,t)tGN5 the inequality

E[(Xai)i+i — Xoo,t+i) ]

< E (^l^^t + A^.t- ^i+AWo,*)
holds. This yields

E[(Xai)t+i - X0o,t+i)2] < E[ai(|Xai,t| - a00,t)2 + ßi((Tai,t ~ ^oo,t)2],

and hence, using once more independence of o~aij and <roo,t from e^, we

can write

E[(Xai,t+1-X0o,t+i)2]<aiE[(|Xai,t|-c7oo,t)2]+/3iE[(Xai,t-Xoo,i)2].

D
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Corollary 2.2 If the initial values coincide, i.e. Xaito = Xo,o = -^oo,o?
then

t

n(Xai,t-X0,t)2} < a^ßV'nxlnt-jl (2-6)
i=i

and

t

E[(Xaitt -X0o,t)2] < a^ßr'miXaij-jl-o-ooj-j)2]. (2.7)
i=i

Proof: This is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.1. D

Corollary 2.3 Suppose that the process (Xaij)ten is second order sta¬

tionary, with variance a2K)(a\) = 1_,°+0 ^
Assume the two processes

(Xo,t)teN and (Xoo,t)ten, defined by (2.2) and (2.3), respectively, have

initial values X0,o = X00,o = Xau0 and cr0,o = ^oo,o = o~auo = ^oo(«i)-
Then

E[(XQl)t-Jr0,i)2]<ai^-^<4(ai) for all t G N. (2.8)
1 — pi

// we define cr^a^OO) := supt>0E[(|XQ,1;i| — cr0o,t)2], then we have

similarly

E[(Xai,t-X0o,t)2]<aii^a^(ai,00) forallteK (2.9)
J- — Pi

Proof: This is a direct consequence of Corollary 2.2. Inequality (2.8)
can also be proven via direct calculation. We present this alternative

proof.

Independence of o-ai,t and <7o,t from et yields

E[(Xaitt - X0,t)2] = E[(aQl|t - a0,t)2].

Using the notation At := a2Yl t, Bt := o-Qt and Ct '= crai,tcro,t we can

write

E[(Xaitt - X0,t)2] = E[At +Bt- 2Ct].
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Since for aauo = a0,o,

ali,t = «o + (ai e2 + ßi)(J2aut-i > ao + ßi o-Qj-i
= °l,t for alU > 1.

we can conclude that

Ct > Bt for all t > 0.

Hence

With

n(Xai,t - X0,t)2] < E[At - Bt] = E[a2J - a2^.

no-2ai,t} = *o + (ai+ßi)no-2aij_1]
t-i

= a0 5^(ai + ßi)1 + (ax + p\)V2i)0
i=0

1 - (ai + ßl)* , n \t 2

l-(ai+pi)

and analogously

4t = «o^—^+/3Î40, (2.10)
l-0i

we get by using ct20 = a2i0 = a^(ai) = 1_(a"i°+/3i):

Mr Y Y IV, A-foi+ft)' 1-/3Î
.

(m+&)«-#

\l-(ai+pi) 1-pi l-(o;i+Pi)

1-Pl 2 , x

D

2.2 Application to quantile estimation

2.2.1 1-day value-at-risk

We make use of (2.8) to estimate value-at-risk in a GARCH(1,1) process

with innovations et ~

'

F. We assume ctq o — &ai,o — ^oo^i)-
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If Xaij has a continuous distribution, for a given level a G (0,1), the

value-at-risk of Xaij is the value VaRi_a(Xai)i) satisfying

a = F[Xaut<-VaR1-a(Xaut)].

Hence every v < VaRi_a(Xai)i) has to satisfy

a < F[X0,t < -v + 5} + i
F[\Xaiit - X0,t\ > Ô] for all Ô > 0.

Using Chebyshev's inequality, we get

a<P[X0,i<-^ + <5] +
iE[(Xa-i"Xo'i)2
2 S2

Assuming the probability density function f(x) of the innovations (et)

having a maximum at 0 (which implies that the probability density

function of (Xaiyt — Xqj) has a maximum at 0), Chebyshev's inequality

can be improved:

n\xaitt-xott\>s\<^Xa^-Xo't)2]
9Ô2

This result was conjectured by Gauss and proven by Meidell. We refer

to Godwin [37] for this generalisation of Chebyshev's inequality. With

this result, we get

rl
2 E\(Xa, t

~ X0
t)2}

a < ¥[X0tt <-v + S] + -

LV

auts2
^^

for convenient innovation distributions (as described above). Hence,

applying (2.8) yields

„ /
T^f-V + Ô\

,
2ai l-ß\ ap 1

a K

Fl^r)
+

Ti-Ai-(a1+W?'
(2'n)

If we find ô and v such that the right hand side in (2.11) equals a,

i.e. if there exists A G [0,1] such that Ao; = 2^L 1_l1 1_r^q+0 \ ji
and

(1 - X)a = F(=^f), then v > VaRi_a(Xai)t) has to hold. Written

differently, for each 6 > 0, v satisfying

v(-v + 6\
„

,

„

2ai l-ß\ ap 1
F

)
=a-Aa = a-— — -

-rr^ (2.12)
V a0,t J 9 1 -pi 1 - (ai + ßi) bz
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is an upper bound and hence a conservative estimator for the value-

at-risk VaRi-a(Xaij). In particular, the smallest v satisfying (2.12)
for a convenient choice of ô is still a conservative value-at-risk estima¬

tor. When evaluating (2.12), we can use that o-Qt = ao 1_i1 + p^cr^o

(see (2.10)) and a2)0 = a^(ai) = x_{^+ßl) imply a2;t = a0(^ +

ßi \

l-(ai+ßi)J-

To get a lower bound, the fact that sign(Xai)i) = sign(Xo,t) and |-X"ai,t| >

\Xoj\ for all t G N (since crai)o = o"o,o) can be used. This implies that

VaRi_a(Xo,t) is a lower bound for VaRi_Qf(XQ,1;i).

A slightly better estimation for the lower bound can be deduced in

the following way: assuming o"o,o = 0"oo(^i)> every v > VaRi_a(Xai;i)
satisfies

a > V[Xaitt < -v]

/oo ¥[X0,t = -x] ¥[Xaiit - X0,t <x-v | X0,t = -x] dx.

-oo

Since P[Xai)i — Xqj < x — v \ Xqj = —x] equals 0 for x < 0 and 1 for

x > v, this can be rewritten in the form

P T»

a> ¥[et = ]dx+
Jv a0,t

IX X

+ / F[e* = ] p[(^«i,t - °o,t)et < x - v I et = ] dx.
Jo O"0,t &0,t

\Jsmget1A~'F,dF(x) = f(x) dx and F[et = ~^]dx = f(-^)/a0,tdx,
this implies

a > F(-—) + f IL-Z2À ¥[^i£ > O.] dx, (2.13)
<?0,t Jo cr0,t cro,t x
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r2 1-ßj , at J2
Using alt

=

aojqfr+ßivio (see (2.10)), ct£0 = i-^+ffi) and

<rai,t
= ao + (A + aiet_i)<Tai,t_i
= a0 + a0(/3i + a\e2_i) + a0(ßi + aie2^)^ + «ie2_2)+

H h ao(ßi + aie2_i) • • • (ßi + aie2) +

+ (p\ + aie2_i) ...(ßi+ axe2o) a2i0

> «07—^ + ßh
r

U

, o\
+aoaiT T^~re\

1-pi l-(ai+pi) f-fl-pi
î=i

«o (l - (ai +ft) + aiß\ ^„j-12 \

ï^âI ï-(<»!+A) +aih1 H

we get

2 t

aai,t . -, ,

1- (ai + fil) V^ i_i 2

—ô~
> ! + ï 7 771 Trf^l/ Pi e4-i'

*o,t
"

l-(ai+A) + ai/3î ^P1

Thus, (2.13) implies

v

a>F( )+
o~o,t

Jo °"o,t ~^ l-(ai+Pi) ai

Denoting the cumulative distribution function of X)i=i ßi~ e2_i by G,

we can finally write

a>F( )+
o"o,t

+
f *l£> (1

_
G/l-(a.+ft) +^ (1^1)) d,.

Jo ^o,t
V V l-(ai+/3i) ai /y

(2.14)

For given F, ao, ot.i,ß\ and fixed t>, the right hand side of this inequality

can be evaluated numerically. For v > VaRi-a(Xait), inequality (2.14)
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is fulfilled. Hence v satisfying

a = F(-—)+
o"o,t

«v

Jo <ro,t
V V l-(ai+ßx) ax )>

(2.15)

is a lower bound for the value-at-risk VaRi_Qf(XQ,1;i).

Example 2.4 We evaluate upper and lower bounds for value-at-risk

in a GARCH(1,1) model with typical financial log-return parameters

ao = 3 • 10~6, a\ = 0.05 and p\ = 0.92. The values are shown in

Table 2.1. It can be observed that the lower bound using (2.15) yields

a substantial improvement only in the case of stationary processes with

heavy tailed innovations.

2.2.2 /i-day value-at-risk

The one-day risk estimates can be generalised to h-day risk estimates.

Corollary 2.5 Under the assumptions of Corollary 2.3, inequalities

(2.8) and (2.9) can be generalised as follows:

n+h n+h z,
_

l~ßi /Qw+1

E[( E *°i.*- E ^)2]<«i *-fr X

a^(ai), (2.16)
t=n+l t=n+l

^l

and

n+h n+h l
_

l~ßi /Qw+1

E[( E X«-*- E Xoo,t)2]<ai ^
X

^(ai,00). (2.17)
t=n+l t=n+l

^

Proof: Writing

n+h n+h n+h

m E x«ut- E ^o,t)2] = E[( e (Xai,t - x0,t))2}
t=n+l t=n+l t=n+l

n+h

= e mxai,t-x0,t)%
t=n+l
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inequality (2.16) follows immediately from (2.8). Inequality (2.17) can

be proven similarly. D

To estimate the h-day risk measure VaRi_a(^"=n+1 Xai)i), we can

proceed as in the one-day case. We assume cro,o = o"ai,o = Coo(ai).
From the definition of value-at-risk for continuous distributions we know

n+h n+h

a = P[ E X*ut < -VaRi_a( E *«!,*)]
t=n+l t=n+l

Hence every v < VaRi_a(^=n+1 Xai>t) has to satisfy

n+h

a<P[ E X0,t<-v + ô} +
t=n+l

1
n+h n+h

+ 2P[I Ï2 X^~ Ï2 *o,t|><*] for all 5 > 0.

t=n+l t=n+l

For convenient innovation distributions, the generalisation of Cheby¬

shev's inequality yields

n+h
0 -rrr|IYY^n+^ V sr^n+h v \2l

/ TO>r V^ / i XI i
Ei^t=n+lAai,t

~

2^t=n+lX0,t) \
a <F[ 2_^ o-0,tet < -v + d\ + -^ ,

t=n+l

and hence, applying (2.16),

„ < ff(_„ + S) + ______ (2.18)

where H denotes the /i-fold convolution of F with changing parameters,

H = Fi * • • • * Fh, and F* is defined by Fi(x) = F(^f^). If we

find ô and v such that the right hand side in (2.18) equals a, i.e. if

h i-Jl ßn+
l

there exists A G [0,1] such that Aa = 2^L—\i.\ —i_t^\n ) J^
anc^

(1 — A)a = H(—v + (5), then v > VaRi_a(_=n+1 X„1)t) has to hold.

Written differently, for each 6 > 0, v satisfying

rrf ,
c, x

2ain 1-/31^1 Q^O 1
/010x

_(-,; + _) =a-Aa = a--

^ l^+^j^ (2"19)
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is an upper bound for the h-day value-at-risk VaRi_a(^"=n+1 Xaij).
In particular, the smallest v satisfying (2.19) for a convenient choice of ô

is still a conservative value-at-risk estimator.

Example 2.6 We use (2.19) to get an upper bound for value-at-risk

in a GARCH(1,1) model with typical financial log-return parameters

ao = 3 • 10~6, a\ = 0.05, ß\ = 0.92 and h = 10. The values are shown

in Table 2.2. For comparison, the values for VaRi-a(^2t=1 Xqj) are

also given. For et ~

'

7V(0,1), these are lower bounds for the 10-

day value-at-risk in the corresponding GARCH(1,1) model. This does

not necessarily hold for general distributions of the innovation term.

The bad news from this example is that the upper bound for the risk

measure in the GARCH(1,1) process (Xaij) exceeds the known 10-day

value-at-risk for the process (Xqj) by far. The good news, however, is

that an upper bound can be calculated at all. It provides a conservative

estimation of risk over a 10-day period.

2.3 Generalisation to AR(1)-GARCH(1,1)

processes

As a generalisation of a GARCH(1,1) process, the mean can be mod¬

elled with an AR(1) term. This gives an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) process

(Xai,t)t£fi:

Xai,t+1 — ßai,t+l + 0-aij+lt+l,

VaiJ+l = Alai)t, (2.20)

ali,t+i = a0 + ai (Xaut - Haut)2 + ßi o-1ut,

where (et)t^n are i.i.d., symmetric around 0, E[e2] = 1, and the station-

arity conditions |A| < 1, 0 < ao < oo, ai > 0, ß\ > 0 and ai + ß\ < 1

are assumed to be fulfilled. As seen in Chapter 1, the AR(1)-GARCH(1,1)
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process (2.20) can be rewritten in the form

oo

Xai,t = /_^^ ^t-fe?
k=0

Yt=atet, (2.21)

o-t = a0 + ai yt_! + ßi crt_i,

et i.i.d., symmetric around 0, E[et] = 1.

The process (Yi)iGN is a GARCH(1,1) process fulfilling (2.1). Writing

the AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model this way, it becomes obvious that for

small values of A, approximations similar to the ones for the GARCH(1,1)

process can be made. As for the GARCH(1,1) process, also for an

AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) process the parameter ai is typically close to 0.

To estimate value-at-risk of such a process, we make use of the fact

that for ai = 0 the processes (Xaiit)teN and (o-aij)teîi decouple. We

introduce again two processes (Xoj)teN and (Xoo,t)teN which are close

to the above AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) process:

Xo,t+i = ßo,t+i + o-Qj+iet+ii

Vo,t+i = AX0;t, (2.22)

o-0,t+i
= ®o + ßi°o,t,

^00,t+l = Voo,t+i + &00,t+lt+l,

ßoo,t+i = AX0o,t, (2.23)

Ooo.t+i
= a0 + (ai + p\) a2^,

where (et)teN is the innovation process introduced above. For Gq 0
:=

Y3^ and cr^o,o := i^Vli) '
the volatilities (cr0,t)tGN and (a0o,t)teN are

constant over time, which means that (2.22) and (2.23) both describe

AR(1) processes, which we denote by (XQ-R)t£N and (XQQRt)t£?$. If no

assumptions for the initial values are made, the volatilities converge to

the constants mentioned above: <Tq f
—> 1"^ and o-Q0t —>• 1_r^+ß \ as

t —>• oo. Hence, both difference processes (Xqj — XQR)t^ and (Xoo,t —

XQQRt)t£N converge to 0 in L1 as t increases. For large values of to,

(Xoj)t>t0 and (Xoo,t)t>t0 can ^e approximated by AR(1) processes.

and
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We proceed in the same manner as for the GARCH(1,1) process in Sec¬

tion 2.1. Since for ax small, Xai;0 = ^o,o = ^oo,o and //~1)0 = //o,o =

//oo,o (which implies aai>0 = cr0,o = ooo.o), one expects Xaut « X0)t and

Xaut « X00,t for all t G N, we approximate the AR(1)-GARCH(1,1)

processes (Xaij)teN by the corresponding decoupled processes (Xo,t)teN
and (Xoo,t)tGN- We start by stating recursive relations between these

processes.

Theorem 2.7 For (Xaut)teN an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) process as de¬

fined in (2.20), and(Xoj)tETi, (Xoo,t)ten as defined in (2.22) and (2.23),

n(Xai,t+i -X0,t+i)2] < aiE[(„Qlit -ßai,t)2] +

+ (A2 + A) E[(Xai tt
- X0,t)2} for allteN

(2.24)

and

E[(_ai,t+i - X0o,t+i) ] < aiE[(\Xaiit - pai,t\ - o"oo,t) ]+

+ (A2 + p\) E[(„aiit - X00,t)2] for all t G N.

(2.25)

Proof: We first prove inequality (2.24). Since for fixed time t the

random variables /xai)t, /xo,t, o~ai,t and ao,t are independent of et,

E[(Xai>t+i - X0,t+i) ] =E[(/iai)t+i-//0)t+i) ]+E[(aai)t+i-a0)t+i) ].

Going one step back in time, we can write

n(Xai,t+i - X0,t+i)2] = X2E[(Xai,t - X0,t)2] +

+ E (ya0 + ai (Xai)t - Hai,t)2 + A cr2i>t - \Jcyo + A crg>t j

Proceeding as in the GARCH(1,1) case eventually proves

^[(Xai,t+i ~ Xo^t+i) ]

< X2 E[(„Ql|t - X0)i)2] + ai E[(„aiit - iiai,t)2] + ßi E[(aQlit - a0,*)2]
= A2 E[(„Ql>t - X0)i)2] + ai E[(„aiit - ßai,t)2] + ßi n(Xai,t - X0,t)2]-

-ßiX2E[(Xai,t-i-X0,t-i)2]
< ai E[(„Qlit - iiai,t)2] + (A2 + ft) E[(„aiit - X0,t)2'
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Also for the process (Xoo,t)teN, the equality

E[(Xaijt+i - _oo,t+i) ] = A E[(Xai)t — _oo,t) ]+

+ E (y a0 + ai (Xai)t - Hai,t)2 + A cr2i>t - ^Ja0 + (ai + ft) ag0)t j

holds. Straightforward calculation shows

n(Xai,t+i - X0o,t+i)2] < A2E[(„Ql>t - X00,t)2]+

+ E (y'ai (_ai,t - fiai,t)2 + A a2l)t - ^/(ai + ft) a20)t J

and hence

E[(Xaij+i — Xoo,t+i) ]

<A2E[(Xai,t-X00,t)2]+

+ E[ai(|_ai)t - pai,t\ - o"oo,t) +ft(o"ai,t - o"oo,t)

= ai E[(|„ai>t - iiaut\ - ^oo,t)2] + (A2 + ft) E[(„Ql>t

— ftA E[(Xai)i_i — Xoo,t-i) ]

< ai E[(|„ai>t - iiaut\ - ^oo,t)2] + (A2 + ft) E[(„Ql>t

XoQ,t) ]-

^00,t) ]•

D

Corollary 2.8 If the initial values coincide, i.e. Xaiio = Xq,o = -^oo,o?
then

t

n(Xaiit-X0it)2]<a1^(\2^ß1y-1n(Xaiit.j-^aut.j)% (2.26)
i=i

and

t

n(Xai,t-XoO,t)2} < a1Y,(^^ßl)J~1n(\Xai,t-j-tiai,t-j\-O-00,t-j)2].
J' = l

(2.27)

Proof: This is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.7. D
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Corollary 2.9 Suppose that the process (Xaij — /J>ai,t)teN is second

order stationary, with variance cr^ai) = 1_^Q+/3 \
Assume the two

processes (Xoj)t<EN and (Xooj)ten, defined by (2.22) and (2.23), respec¬

tively, have initial values X0,0 = ^oo,o = Xau0, //0)o = /^oo,o = pai,o,

and a0,o = cr00,o = crai>0 = o„(ai). Then

E[(Xaitt - X0,t)2] < ai \Z%Xßß!) a^ai) f°rallteK (2-28)

If we define cr2^(ax, 00) := supt>0E[(|_ai)t - pai,t\ ~ <?oo,t)2], then we

have similarly

E[(Xaitt -X00,t)2] < oci \~^2+Jn\ ^(ai,00) for all te N.
1 — {A* + p\)

(2.29)

Proof: This is a direct consequence of Corollary 2.8. Inequality (2.28)
can also be proven via direct calculation. We present this alternative

proof.

Independence of/xai)t, /i0,t, <rai,t and a0j from et yields

E[(„Ql)t - X0,t)2} = E[(/zai>t - Ho,t)2] + E[(aQl>t - <70>t)2].

Using the notation At := cr2
t, _?t := o-Qt and Cf := o-aijo~oj we can

write

E[(„Ql>t - X0,t)2] - A2E[(„Ql>t_i - X0,t-i)2] = E[At + Bt - 2Ct].

Proceeding as in the alternative proof of equation (2.8) yields

E[(„Ql>t - X0,t)2] - A2E[(„aiit_i - X0)i_i)2]

(l-(a1+ß1)t l-ß\ (a1^ß1)t-ß\\

-a°\l-(a1+ß1) l-ft+ l-(a1+ßl) )
l-ßj 2 , ,

= al ~

^-^oo(al)^
1 — PI
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and hence

n(xai,t - x0,t)2] < ^Br1 _x2j^ ~ #"'')

= ai^„(ai)ËA2i E ft-
j=0 k=0

The double sum can be estimated as follows:

t-i t-j-i t-i t-i ,
. x t-1 i / \

e^eä^ee ; x2'ßT'=ss 0 )xVßl~
3=0 k=0 3=0 i=j

\J ' i=0 j=0
\J '

"è(A +A)
-l-(A2 + A)-

This finally yields

n(Xai,t-xo,t)2}<a^\Z{^Xßß!) a-(ai)-

D

2.4 Application to quantile estimation

2.4.1 1-day value-at-risk

We make use of (2.28) to estimate value-at-risk in an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1)

process with innovations et ~' F. We assume cro,o = o"ai,o — 0"oo(ai)
and //0)o = A*ai,o = 0.

Proceeding as for the GARCH(1,1) process, we find for convenient in¬

novation distributions that every v < VaRi_a(Xai;i) satisfies

a < F[X0 t < -v + S] + I E^X"^- X°^ foralUX).
9 oz
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With (2.21) this can be rewritten as

a < n't X"Y^ <-» + *] + § rcK*«"'-*"-')2]

fe=0

Hence, applying (2.28) yields

-,
, P,

,. i n
2«1l-(A2 + ft)' a0 1

a<F(-v
+ 5) +
—

___J____,
(2.30)

where F denotes the (t + l)-fold convolution of F with changing param¬

eters, F = F0 * • • • * Ft, and F; is defined by Fi(x) = F(-—^—^-)-

If we find ô and v such that the right hand side in (2.30) equals a, then

v > VaRi-a(Xaij) has to hold. In particular, the smallest v satisfying

jr( „ + X\ n,

2ail-(A2 + ftr ao 1
, .

I {—v + Ô)
=
a

-—

—:5
——

7TTTÏ
(2.61)

v ;
9 1- (A2+ft) 1- (ai+ft)(S2

v ;

for a convenient choice of ô is still an upper bound for the value-at-

risk VaRi_a(Xai)i). When evaluating (2.31), we can use that ctq4 =

ao(iE|f+i_(cf1Vig1)) holds-

Example 2.10 We evaluate the upper bound for value-at-risk in an

AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model with typical financial log-return parameters

X = 0.04, ao = 3-10-6, ai = 0.05 and ft = 0.92. The values are shown

in Table 2.3. For comparison, the values for VaR\-a(Xo,t) are also

given. For et ~

'

A/"(0,1), these are lower bounds for the one-day value-

at-risk in the corresponding AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model. This does not

necessarily hold for general distributions of the innovation term. Com¬

paring Tables 2.1 and 2.3, we observe that including the AR(1) term

has only a minor effect on the risk measures and their approximations.
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< <
2

^oo

2.4.2 /i-day value-at-risk

Also for AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) models the one-day risk estimates can be

generalised to h-day risk estimates.

Corollary 2.11 Under the assumptions of Corollary 2.9, inequalities

(2.28) and (2.29) can be generalised as follows:

n+h n+h

m E x^< - E x^)2]
t=n+l t=n+l

^ool^iJirrär yi^-Y) \a T-"
- a Pi ßl-\2 +fi-Pi \—ß~[)

z/ft^A2,

(-i)î^ (^)2 (A2W - «A2(n+1) + * - A2^1^)
z/ft = A2,

(2.32)

and

n+h n+h

ek E *«i.* - E x^)2]
t=n+l t=n+l

[^i,00)^(^)2(a2^^
z/ft^A2,

^(«1,00)Î^(^)2(A2^ _ nA2(n+l) + Ä _ A2(„+l)i^)
tfßi = X2.

(2.33)

Proof: Writing

n+h n+h
^ _ ^n+h+1_t

E (Xai,t ~ X0,t) = E (*"i>* ~~ ^°'*) f_"

<<

t=n+l t=n+l

n
1 _ X*1

t=l
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we get (for ft ^ A2)

n+h n+h

'[( E Xai>t ~ E x°^
t=n+l t=n+l

n

1-Ah- 2

E An"t+1T^T E[(yai|t-y0,*)2]+
*=i

n+h , xn+h_t+1.2
+ E ———) EK^i,*-^,*)2].

t=n+l
1-A

Applying (2.8) yields

n+h n+h

ek E ^«i.* - E x»*)2
t=n+l t=n+l

^»(oi)ä(s(a^+1^)2(1-'3S)+
n+h

/1 \n+/i-i+l\2
+ E ( , ) a-tf)
t=n+l

1-A

^^)r^(\^)2(Ê^-t+1)(i-^)+
+ E a-tf)
t=n+l /

2 / x «1 /"!- A^\ / x2
ï \2n on \2n

^Wt^iv^i (^V4^-A2ft^
1 - ft V 1 - A J V 1 - A2 ft - A2

+h -

ß\
n+\ ^~ß\\

l-ßl)1
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and similarly for ft = A2

n+h n+h

m E x^< - E x^
t=n+l t=n+l

M\
2

/ 1 \2n

<-^ï^(h=à) (a'^t-»a*">+
1 \2/l\

+A_A2(n+1)i^_).
Inequality (2.33) can be proven similarly. D

To estimate the h-day risk measure VaRi_a(^"=n+1 Xai)t), we proceed

as before. We assume <7o,o = c"ai,o = 0"oo(ai), A*o,o — A*ai,o — 0, and

ft ^ A2. We know that every v < VaRi_a(^"=n+1 Xai)t) has to satisfy

n+h

a<P[ E X0,t<-v + ô} +
t=n+l

1
n+h n+h

+ 2P[I E X^i_ E *o,t|><*] for all (5 > 0.

t=n+l t=n+l

With (2.21) this can be rewritten as

n+h t

t=n+lfc=0

n+h n+h

+ «n\ E x«^- E *<mI><*]
2

t=n+l t=n+l

n~rh -. \ min(n+l —s,0)
= P[V Y0 s\^^+i-s,o) <-v + (5]+

.. n+h n+h

+ 2pti E x«i.*- E ^o,*i>5].
t=n+l t=n+l

Using the generalisation of Chebyshev's inequality for convenient inno¬

vation distributions, we get

a < H(-v + 6) + -

2 mztin+i x«ut - Ztin+i xo,t)2]
9 Ô2
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where H denotes the (n + h + l)-fold convolution of F with chang¬

ing parameters, H = Fq * • • • * Fn+^, and Fi is defined by Fi(x) =

^(Amax(,+i-t,0)(11:^+min(n+1-,,o)) ^7)• Applying (2.32) yields

h^2 / 21-A2n 2 ßn -X2n
«<"(- + *) +^) (— ) ^T3ât-^^â5

rc+1 l-fth\ a0 1

1-ßiJ l-(a1+ß1)o2'

(2.34)

If we find ô and v such that the right hand side in (2.34) equals a, then

v>

VaRi

satisfying

v>

VaRi_a(_"=n+1 X„1)t) has to hold. In particular, the smallest v

h\ / 1 \2n on \2n

^(-v+5) = a-9(r3ft)(T3xj ^V^-^t^Ä2"

l-ft; l-(ai+ft)(52

(2.35)

for a convenient choice of 6 is still an upper bound for the h-day value-

at-risk VaRi_a(_J^+1 Xaut).

Example 2.12 Also (2.35) can be used to get an upper bound for value-

at-risk in an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model. For the process with the typ¬

ical financial log-return parameters X = 0.04, ao = 3 • 10~6, ai = 0.05,

ft = 0.92 and h = 10, the values are shown in Table 2.4- For compar¬

ison, the values for VaRi-a(Y^=n+i Xoj) are also given. Again, for

et ~

'

7V(0,1), these are lower bounds for the 10-day value-at-risk in

the corresponding AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model. This does not necessar¬

ily hold for general distributions of the innovation term. A comparison

of Tables 2.2 and 2.4 shows that including the AR(1) term increases

the 10-day risk measures and their approximations by a factor which is

close to 1 + A, as one would expect when summing up terms of the form

Xai,t = }~2k=o A Yt-k-

In this chapter we saw that the similarities between GARCH(1,1) mod¬

els and random walks on the one hand, and between AR(1)-GARCH(1,1)
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and AR(1) models on the other hand allow for constructing upper

bounds for h-day risk measures in GARCH(1,1) and AR(1)-GARCH(1,1)

processes. From a quantitative point of view, these bounds only yield

a rough estimate of the risk measures. However, they are still within a

range where they prove useful in practical applications.
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2.5 Tables

moc

a

el pai

£

rameters

F

optimal

S = (5min

1-day

value-at-risk

upper

bound

(1*)

lower

bound

(2*)

lower

bound

(3*)

5% 1 A/"(0,1) 0.0070 VaR95%(XQl,i) 2.57% 1.60% 1.62%

5% 1 U 0.0077 VaR95%(XQl,i) 2.54% 1.47% 1.48%

5% oo A/"(0,1) 0.0186 VaR95%(XQl)00) 3.29% 1.01% 1.02%

5% oo U 0.0201 VaR95%(XQl)00) 3.42% 0.92% 1.08%

1% 1 A/"(0,1) 0.0129 VaR99%(XQl;i) 3.94% 2.27% 2.29%

1% 1 U 0.0155 VaR99%(XQl;i) 4.66% 2.58% 2.60%

1% oo A/"(0,1) 0.0389 VaR99%(XQl)(X)) 5.82% 1.42% 1.44%

1% oo U 0.0428 VaR99%(XQl)(X)) 6.73% 1.62% 2.02%

Table 2.1: Upper and lower bounds for value-at-risk in a GARCH(1,1)
model: (1*) denotes the minimal v in (2.12), (2*) are the values

VaRi-a(Xoj), and (3*) is the v satisfying (2.15). Setting t = 1 corre¬

sponds to estimating the one-day value-at-risk of Xaiji, whereas t —>• oo

gives the one-day unconditional value-at-risk of the stationary process

mod«

a

3l pai

n

~ameters

F

optimal

" = "min

10-day value-at-risk

upper

bound

(1*)

for com¬

parison:

(2*)

5% 0 jV(0, 1) 0.0392 VaR95%(_f=1 Xai,t) 9.76% 4.60%

5% 0 £4 0.0405 VaR95%(_f=1 Xai,t) 9.84% 4.51%

5% 00 JV(0,1) 0.0588 VaR95%(limn^oo _t=n+i x<*i,t) 10.40% 3.19%

5% 00 *4 0.0604 VaR95%(limn^oo _t=n+i x<*i,t) 10.57% 3.12%

1% 0 JV(0,1) 0.0772 VaR99%(_f=1 Xai,t) 15.83% 6.50%

1% 0 £4 0.0823 VaR99%(_f=1 Xai,t) 16.82% 6.78%

1% 00 JV(0,1) 0.1232 VaR99%(limn^oo _"=n+i ^ai,<) 18.40% 4.50%

1% 00 £4 0.1246 VaR99%(limn^oo _t=n+i X(*i,t) 19.54% 4.69%

Table 2.2: Upper bound for the 10-day value-at-risk in a GARCH(1,1)
model: (1*) denotes the minimal v in (2.19). For comparison, the

values VaRi-a(Y^=n+iXoj) are listed under (2*). Similarly to the

one-day case, n = 0 corresponds to estimating the 10-day value-at-risk

of '^2t=iXai,t} whereas n —> 00 gives the 10-day unconditional

value-at-risk of the stationary process.
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moc

a

el pai

£

~ameters

F

optimal

" = "min

1-day value-at-risk

upper

bound

(1*)

for com¬

parison:

(2*)

5% 1 Af(0,l) 0.0070 VaR95%(Xai,i) 2.57% 1.60%

5% 1 £4 0.0077 VaR95%(Xai,i) 2.54% 1.47%

5% oo Af(0,l) 0.0188 VaR95%(Xai;0O) 3.31% 1.01%

5% oo £4 0.0203 VaR95%(Xai;0O) 3.44% 0.92%

1% 1 Af(0,l) 0.0129 VaR99%(Xai;i) 3.94% 2.27%

1% 1 £4 0.0155 VaR99%(Xai;i) 4.66% 2.58%

1% oo Af(0,l) 0.0393 VaR99%(Xai;0O) 5.86% 1.43%

1% oo £4 0.0430 VaR99%(Xai;0O) 6.76% 1.63%

Table 2.3: Upper bound for value-at-risk in an AR(1)-GARCH(1,1)
model: (1*) denotes the minimal v in (2.31). For comparison, the val¬

ues VaRi-a(Xoj) are listed under (2*). Setting t = 1 corresponds to

estimating the one-day value-at-risk of Xaiji, whereas t —> 00 gives the

one-day unconditional value-at-risk of the stationary process Xaij00.

mod«

a

3I pai

n

~ameters

F

optimal

" = "min

10-day value-at-risk

upper

bound

(1*)

for com¬

parison:

(2*)

5% 0 jV(0, 1) 0.0408 VaR95%(_f=i xai,t) 10.14% 4.77%

5% 0 £4 0.0421 VaR95%(_f=i xai,t) 10.22% 4.69%

5% 00 JV(0,1) 0.0613 VaR95%(limn^oo _t=n+i Xai,t) 10.81% 3.30%

5% 00 £4 0.0633 VaR95%(limn^oo _"=n+i ^"i,*) 10.99% 3.24%

1% 0 JV(0,1) 0.0804 VaR99%(_f=i xai,t) 16.46% 6.75%

1% 0 £4 0.0850 VaR99%(_f=i xai,t) 17.49% 7.04%

1% 00 JV(0,1) 0.1283 VaR99%(limn^oo _t=n+i X(*i,t) 19.14% 4.67%

1% 00 £4 0.1330 VaR99%(limn^oo _"=n+i x<xi,t) 20.21% 4.88%

Table 2.4: Upper bound for the 10-day value-at-risk in an

AR(1)-GARCH(1,1) model: (1*) denotes the minimal v in (2.35). For

comparison, the values VaR\-aÇ^^_n+1 Xqj) are listed under (2*).

Similarly to the one-day case, n = 0 corresponds to estimating the

10-day value-at-risk of ^2t=i Xai,t, whereas n —>• 00 gives the 10-day

unconditional value-at-risk of the stationary process.



Chapter 3

10-day value-at-risk for

stochastic volatility

models

In this chapter we investigate estimates for the unconditional 10-day

99% value-at-risk for stochastic volatility models. More precisely, we

are interested in finding the best estimation for the unconditional 10-

day 99% value-at-risk if only data for 250 trading days are available.

We investigate whether the one-day 99% value-at-risk can simply be

rescaled by \/ÏÏÏ as in the case of independent normally distributed

returns. To answer these questions, we follow the same framework as

in Chapter 1. We compare the square-root-of-time rule with several

alternative methods to estimate the 10-day 99% value-at-risk based on

a small sample of 250 trading days.

We assume the following stochastic volatility model with jumps for daily

85
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log-returns (_t)tez:

Xt = a at Zt + bJtet,

at = af_1ecY\

et,zt,y/^d-Af(o,i),

Jt ~

'

Bernoulli (A).

For our analysis, we use the parameters À = 0.01, a = 0.01, b = 0.05,

c = 0.05 and 0 = 0.98. These values are typical values for financial

log-return data, see for example Johannes et al. [41] and [42]. Note that

the process (3.1) can also be written in the form

Xt = ^a2 a2 + b2 Jt Zt (3.2)

with a, at, b, Jt and Zt defined as above. Typical paths of such a

stochastic volatility price process and of the underlying volatility process

are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

Defined as above, the process is symmetric around zero, which means

that it should only be used to model detrended data. In Section 1.4

we saw how trends can be taken into consideration. Danfelsson and

Zigrand [22] show that neglecting existing trends in a jump process can

cause serious misestimations of risks.

As for the GARCH-type models in Chapter 1, we start the discussion

by glancing at possible 10-day value-at-risk estimators. In Section 3.2

the performances of these estimators for stochastic volatility models

with and without jumps are investigated. Section 3.3 discusses the

goodness of fit of the square-root-of-time rule for different choices of the

parameters in stochastic volatility models.

3.1 Estimators for 10-day value-at-risk

We start our investigations by analysing the stochastic volatility model

(3.1) with and without jumps (A = 0.01 and À = 0). A long-period sim-

(3.1)
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ulation of the model without jumps shows that the scaled one-day value-

at-risk (0.0836) almost coincides with the 10-day value-at-risk (0.0833).
The reason for this is the relatively stable volatility process (at), see

Figure 3.2. If volatilities were constant in the model without jumps,

we would be in the case of a random walk with normal innovations.

We know that in such a situation the square-root-of-time scaling rule is

exact. When including the jump term (A = 0.01), the scaled one-day

value-at-risk (0.0893) clearly underestimates the true 10-day value-at-

risk (0.0955). This underestimation can be explained as follows. When

the jump term is included and the jump intensity is low (e.g. A = 0.01

as in (3.1)), only very few (one out of a hundred) daily log-returns are

affected by this extra term. For the 10-day log-returns, however, ten

times as many values are affected. While for the one-day values the

jump term has its main effect far out in the tail (beyond the 99% quan¬

tile in the case of A = 0.01), the 99% quantile of 10-day values is strongly

affected.

As done in Chapter 1 for GARCH-type models, also for the stochastic

volatility models with and without jumps we compare the square-root-

of-time rule with alternative non-parametric estimators. We simulate

again time series consisting of 250 daily returns, and use the following

estimation methods:

1. square-root-of-time rule,

2. non-overlapping periods,

3. overlapping periods,

4. random resampling,

5. independent resampling,

6. dependent resampling, and

7. extreme value method.

For descriptions of these methods and of the measures used to compare

them we refer to Chapter 1.
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3.2 Performance of the estimators

We compare the alternative estimators with the simple square-root-of-

time rule for the stochastic volatility model with jumps (see Figure 3.3)
and for the one without jumps (see Figure 3.4). The methods using

directly 10-day log-returns (methods 2 and 3; left graphs in Figures 3.3

and 3.4) perform much worse than the square-root-of-time scaling rule.

Also dependent resampling (method 6, top right graphs) has a rather

poor performance. A comparison of the remaining three methods (4,
5 and 7, i.e. random resampling, independent resampling and extreme

value method) with the square-root-of-time rule shows that there is

no significant difference in the performance of these methods for the

stochastic volatility model with and without jumps.

Figure 3.5, which summarises the information contained in the slopes in

Figures 3.3 and 3.4, confirms that for both processes under investigation,

the square-root-of-time rule performs very well. As for the GARCH-

type models before, we compute the descriptive statistics 5j and present

the corresponding values in dotplots (see Figures 3.6 to 3.9). The eval¬

uation of the bias Sj in Figure 3.6 shows that all methods tend to un¬

derestimate value-at-risk (negative values of Sj). In the model without

jumps, this underestimation is by far the smallest for the square-root-of-

time rule. In Figure 3.7 we see that the square-root-of-time rule, random

resampling, independent resampling and the extreme value method have

lowest variabilities. The low variability is the main reason why these

estimation methods perform better than the other ones. Figures 3.8

and 3.9 show that in the model with jumps, the third and the fourth

moment of the difference from the true value-at-risk are significantly

larger for the extreme value method than for random resampling, in¬

dependent resampling and square-root-of-time scaling. Large third and

fourth moments mean that the probability for a very bad estimation is

high. Hence for estimating value-at-risk for stochastic volatility mod¬

els, random resampling, independent resampling and the square-root-

of-time rule - which are more stable than the extreme value method -

should be preferred.
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3.3 Sensitivity analysis

We conclude this chapter about stochastic volatility models by investi¬

gating the goodness of fit when parameters are changed. In Figure 3.10

the square-root-of-time rule is compared with the true 10-day value-

at-risk in stochastic volatility models for various choices of A (keeping
a = 0.01, b = 0.05, c = 0.05 and </> = 0.98 fixed). At first sight it might

be surprising that the underestimation for small values of A changes into

an overestimation for A > 0.04. The reason for this change is the fact

mentioned in Section 3.1. For low jump intensities A, one-day returns

are affected by the jump term only far out in the tail. If A is increased,

the one-day 99% value-at-risk is suddenly strongly affected. For the

10-day value-at-risk, this effect is less marked. This explains the shape

of the curves in Figure 3.10.

To illustrate the effect of the jump term, we use a simplified version of

the stochastic volatility model (3.1):

Xt = a Zt + b Jtet,

et,Zt[A~jV(0,1),
(3.3)

Jt ~' Bernoulli(A), A = 0.01,

a = 0.0113, 6 = 0.05.

The parameter à = 0.0113 is chosen such that a Zt has the same one-day

99% value-at-risk as aat Zt (where a = 0.01, at = crf_1 ecYt, c = 0.05,

(j) = 0.98 and Yt,Zt ~

'

Af(0,1)). For this simplified model,

v
i.i.d. J 7V(0,a2) with probability 1 — A,

*
~

{ M(0,a2 + b2) with probability A,

and hence the one-day value-at-risk VaRa is the value fulfilling

(1 - A) P[A(0) < -VaRi] + AP[A(1) < -VaR^] = 1 - a, (3.4)

where A^) ~ Af(0,a2 + kb2). Analogously, the 10-day value-at-risk
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VaR^° fulfils

10
/m\

E u A"(1 " A)10"fe p[jB(fe) - ~VaR«°] = l "a' (3-5)
k=0

^ '

where B^) ~ -^"(0,10 a2 -\-kb2). Equalities (3.4) and (3.5) can be evalu¬

ated numerically. The three-dimensional graphs in Figures 3.11 and 3.12

display the real 10-day value-at-risk and the scaled one-day value-at-risk

for different values of a and A. It can be observed that the effect seen

in Figure 3.10 occurs for all levels a. While already for small jump

intensities A the real 10-day value-at-risk is affected for all levels of a,

the jump term has only a small effect on the one-day value-at-risk for

a < 1 — f- (Note that ^ is the frequency of negative jumps.) For levels

a > 1 — -|, however, the one-day value-at-risk is strongly affected. The

square-root-of-time rule scales this value by a factor of \/ÎÏÏ, which leads

to an overestimation of the true 10-day value-at-risk.

Returning to the original model with the stochastic volatility term at,

Figure 3.13 shows how the 10-day value-at-risk and the scaled one-day

value-at-risk depend on the jump size parameter b (keeping A, a, c

and 0 fixed). For small jump intensities A, an increase in the jump

sizes increases the 10-day value-at-risk dramatically, while the one-day

value-at-risk is hardly affected. This is reasoned by the fact that the

main impact of the jump term for daily returns is far out in the tail.

For large values of b (or similarly for small values of a), scaling the

one-day value-at-risk by vTÏÏ to estimate the 10-day value-at-risk is not

appropriate.

In Figure 3.14 (different values of c, keeping A, a, b and 0 fixed) we see

that an increase in the randomness of the volatility term affects the one-

day value-at-risk slightly more than the 10-day value-at-risk. Compared

to other parameters, the difference for a change in this parameter is not

as dramatic. Finally, Figure 3.15 (different values of </>, keeping X, a, b

and c fixed) shows that increasing the dependence between succeeding

volatilities (i.e. choosing a value of </> close to 1) improves the goodness

of fit.

Overall we can conclude that in a stochastic volatility model with typi-
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cal financial log-return parameters, for estimating unconditional 10-day

value-at-risk numbers at the 99% level, the \/ÎÏÏ-rule works very well.

However, one should be aware of the difference in behaviour between

the one-day value-at-risk and the 10-day value-at-risk when the jump

parameters (A and in particular b) are changed. The scaled one-day

value-at-risk and the 10-day value-at-risk can diverge dramatically for

models with large jump sizes b. Depending on the value of the jump

intensity A, this can lead to a severe underestimation (for small values

of A) or overestimation (for large values of A) of the 10-day value-at-risk.
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3.4 Figures

50 100 150 200 250

Figure 3.1: Typical path of the price process in a stochastic volatility

model.

Figure 3.2: Typical path of the volatility process in a stochastic volatil¬

ity model.
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Figure 3.3: Stochastic volatility model with jumps: comparison of the

quantile estimation methods.
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Figure 3.4: Stochastic volatility model without jumps: comparison of

the quantile estimation methods.
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Figure 3.5: Mean relative deviations of the value-at-risk estimates

from the true value-at-risk.
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Figure 3.6: Relative differences between the mean of the estimated

value-at-risk values, and the true value-at-risk.
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Figure 3.7: Mean squared error of the value-at-risk estimates.
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Figure 3.8: Evaluation of the skewness-type measure Sj.
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Figure 3.9: Evaluation of the kurtosis-type measure Sf.
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0.0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.10

Figure 3.10: Simulated values for the 10-day 99% value-at-risk in

stochastic volatility models: true VaR (black symbols) and VaR using the

\/ÏÏÏ-ru/e (white symbols). Parameters: a = 0.01, b = 0.05, c = 0.05,

0 = 0.98, AG [0.00,0.10].
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Figure 3.11: The 10-day 99% value-at-risk in the simplified model

(3.3) as a function of the parameters: a G [0.50,0.99], A G [0.00,1.00].
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Figure 3.12: The scaled one-day 99% value-at-risk in the simpli¬

fied model (3.3) as a function of the parameters: a G [0.50,0.99],
AG [0.00,1.00].
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Figure 3.13: Simulated values for the 10-day 99% value-at-risk in

stochastic volatility models: true VaR (black symbols) and VaR using the

^ÏÔ-rule (white symbols). Parameters: X = 0.01, a = 0.01, c = 0.05,

= 0.98, be [0.00,0.20].
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Figure 3.14: Simulated values for the 10-day 99% value-at-risk in

stochastic volatility models: true VaR (black symbols) and VaR using the

10-rule (white symbols). Parameters: X = 0.01, a = 0.01, b = 0.05,

= 0.98, ce [0.00,0.20].
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Figure 3.15: Simulated values for the 10-day 99% value-at-risk in

stochastic volatility models: true VaR (black symbols) and VaR using the

y/ÏÔ-rule (white symbols). Parameters: X = 0.01, a = 0.01, b = 0.05,

c = 0.05, 0G [0.80,0.995].





Chapter 4

Models for yearly risks

In the first part of this thesis we concentrated on 10-day risks. In this

second part, the evolution of single risk factors for a one-year horizon

is studied. An overview on approaches that can be used to model such

yearly risks is given. First we investigate dynamical models such as

random walks, AR(p) and GARCH(1,1) models, which allow to model

price changes. Then we propose a static approach based on heavy-tailed

distributions. We follow a unified framework for the presentation of the

results across the different approaches. First, the model including the

statistical tools used to estimate the parameters is described, then it

is shown how returns can be aggregated. Finally, the methodology to

compute value-at-risk and expected shortfall is given.

The chapter is concluded by empirical studies. Properties of financial

data are presented, and empirical scaling rules are investigated.

4.1 Definitions and notation

For this chapter, we need to define a second risk measure besides value-

at-risk (see Definition 1.1).

101
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Definition 4.1 The expected shortfall at level a of R is defined as

ESa(R) = -E[R \R<- VaRa(R)}.

For continuous distributions, expected shortfall is coherent, whereas

value-at-risk does in general not fulfil the subadditivity property re¬

quired for a risk measure to be coherent.

Definition 4.2 A measure of risk p is subadditive, if p(Ra + Rb) <

p(Ra) + p(Rb) for all random variables Ra, Rb.

Artzner et al. [4] explain why the subadditivity property is a natural

requirement for risk measures and show that this property holds under

certain restrictions on the discounted risks, as well as on the underly¬

ing probability space. Rockafellar and Uryasev [56] give an equivalent

representation of the conditional expected value as the solution of an op¬

timisation problem only requiring the probability distribution of the risk

to be continuous. From this minimisation problem, Pflug [54] shows the

convexity (including the subadditivity property) of expected shortfall.

Finally, Acerbi and Tasche [1] and Rockafellar and Uryasev [57] give an

alternative definition of conditional value-at-risk, which is identical to

expected shortfall for continuous distributions, but stays coherent even

in the case of discontinuous underlying return distributions. Moreover,

this alternative definition of conditional value-at-risk (and hence for con¬

tinuous distributions also expected shortfall) is consistent with second

degree stochastic dominance, which is important for decision theory, see

Ogryczak and Ruszczynski [53]. In Embrechts et al. [33] it is shown that

value-at-risk is coherent for elliptically distributed risk factors.

Notation. Throughout this chapter we use the following notation. St

denotes the asset price at time t, st = log St is the asset log-price, h

denotes the length (in days) of one period, Rt = *s
t~h is the one-

period asset return, rt = st — st-h the one-period asset log-return, and

r\ denotes the fc-period (i.e. kh-day) asset log-return (think of kh days

being 1 year). The mean p of one-period asset log-returns is assumed to

be constant over time, and ft = rt — p is the centered one-period asset

log-return.
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4.2 Random walks

A simple, but for many practical applications crucial starting model for

h-day log-returns is the random walk model with normal innovations.

Definition 4.3 The process (st)tehn is a random walk process with con¬

stant trend and normal innovations, if for all t G KN it satisfies the

equation

st = st-h+n, withrt1A~' Af(p,a2). (4.1)

4.2.1 Scaling rule

When changes in the log-price are independent and identically dis¬

tributed with mean p = 0 and variance a2 < oo, then the fc-period

log-returns r\ = Yli=o rt-ih have mean zero and standard deviation

\fka. Hence the one-period volatility can be multiplied by the square-

root-of-time to calculate the fc-period volatility in the i.i.d. case. As¬

suming additionally normality as in (4.1), the same scaling law holds

for the quantiles.

It is well known that daily log-returns show neither independent nor

normally distributed behaviour (see Fama [34], or Campbell et al. [18]).
Lower frequency data are closer to the normality assumption which is

needed to apply the square-root-of-time rule; see for instance Campbell

et al. [18] and Dacorogna et al. [21]. Hence, this scaling rule should

work better for models fitted to monthly or even lower frequency data.

In general, the square-root-of-time scaling rule cannot be applied di¬

rectly to log-returns. First the mean p has to be subtracted. For

i.i.d. normally distributed one-period log-returns with constant mean

p = E[rt] and constant variance a2 = E[r|], the following rule for k-

period log-returns holds: r\ ~ kp-\-\fk(rt—p), where ~ denotes equality

in distribution.

The one-period mean p and the one-period standard deviation a can be

estimated from data via p = \ YTi=\ rih and a = J^j YJi=i(rih ~ V)2-
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The square-root-of-time rule leads to ak = yka for the fc-period stan¬

dard deviation. The trend for k periods can be estimated by pk = k p.

4.2.2 Risk estimation

The estimate for a fc-period (think of one year) value-at-risk at level a

is

VaRa = -(exp(/2fc + îfean_Q) - l), (4.2)

and correspondingly for expected shortfall,

ÉSa = - (exp^ + «CI!) ^^-^^ - l), (4.3)

where x\-a is the (1 — a)-quantile of a standard normal random variable,

and $ denotes the cumulative standard normal distribution function.

4.3 Autoregressive processes

A first model that takes into account the dependence of subsequent

log-returns is the AR(p) process.

Definition 4.4 The process (st)tehN is an AR(p) process with trend, if

for all t e KN it satisfies the equation

st /^aiSt-ih + et, (4.4)
i = \

where ai are (constant) coefficients fulfilling the stationarity condition

Y^=i\ai\ < 1? £t ~ A/"(yLio +/^i^o"2)? (e*)te/iN are independent, and a2

is the variance of the innovation process.

The constant term po has only a translation effect on the process (st)tehn-
Hence setting the constant term to zero has no effect on log-returns
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(ft)tehN- Equation (4.4) can be rewritten as an AR(p)-process with

i.i.d. Af(0,a2) innovations:

v

St = /^2 ai~st-ih + ët, t e hN, (4.5)
i=\

where st = st — pt are the detrended log-prices, p = ,_Jtp , et ~

'

Af(0,a2), and ai,a2 are as in (4.4).

4.3.1 Scaling rule

For one-period steps, the AR(j?)-process (4.5) can be used to model the

detrended log-prices (ßt)tehN- To calculate fc-period parameters from a

sample of n h-day periods, we proceed as follows:

- Subtract the linear trend from log-prices st: st = st — pt for t G

hN, where p = Snh~So.
' r" nil

- Fit an AR(j?)-process to the drift-free one-period log-prices (st)tehN:
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) gives the estimates p,a,i

(i = l,...,p) and ae. Note that ae = J^hj Y!i=i&h)2 is the

volatility of the innovation process (ët)tehN and not of the de-

trended log-prices (st)tehn-

- At time t, forecast the fc-period log-return using the relation pk =

khp + m, where m = 'st+kh — s* ?
and 'st+kh is defined recursively:

st+jh = _i=i aiSt+(j-i)h (j = 1, • •

•, k), and su = su for u<t.

- Forecast the fc-period volatility using the scheme ak = îeJ^.Ç0 52,

where So = 1, Sj = YH=i^i^j-i^ ai = 0 for all i > p.

Conditioned on st, the fc-period forecast st+kh has distribution Af(st +

pk, (ak)2), where pk and ak can be estimated as shown in the above

steps.
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4.3.2 Risk estimation

As in the random walk model, the fc-period value-at-risk at level a can

be estimated by

VaRa = -(exp(/2fc + akx1_a) - l), (4.6)

and the corresponding expected shortfall by

rk\2

ES, = _(exp(?*+(Çl)_^__1)> (4.7)

where x\-a is the (1 — a)-quantile of a standard normal random variable,

and $ denotes the cumulative standard normal distribution function.

4.4 GARCH(1,1) processes

A widely used approach to model the dependence between subsequent

one-period log-returns via the volatility is the family of GARCH(1,1)

processes.

Definition 4.5 The process (st)tehn is generated by a GARCH(1,1)

process, if for all t G hN it satisfies the equation

st = st-h + rt, where rt=rt+ p, (4.8)

and (rt)tehN is a GARCH(1,1) process:

rt = o-tet,

a2 = a0 + a1r2_h + ßia2_h, (4.9)

et i.i.d., E[et] = 0, E[et2] = 1.

In our investigations, the innovations (ct)tehN are assumed to be Student-

t distributed, and the stationarity conditions 0 < ao < oo, a\ > 0, ß\ >

0 and a\ + ß\ < 1 are assumed to be fulfilled.
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This model is known to be well-suited for reproducing the heteroscedas-

tic behaviour of the conditional volatility of financial daily returns. In

practice, it is intensively used for estimating the 10-day value-at-risk.

Sometimes, it is also applied for longer-term (e.g. yearly) forecasts; see

however the critical paper Stäricä [59], which questions the appropriate¬

ness of GARCH(1,1) models to forecast returns for horizons exceeding

60 days. One often fits the model to daily data, and then applies the

square-root-of-time rule to extend the results to a longer time hori¬

zon (e.g. 10 days). In Chapter 1 we showed that the square-root-of-

time rule works well to scale a one-day 99% value-at-risk to a 10-day

99% value-at-risk in GARCH(1,1) processes. However, this scaling is

inappropriate when applied to long-term horizon conversion. Christof¬

fersen et al. [20] discuss the square-root-of-time scaling rule, showing

that in GARCH(1,1) models for large k (such as k > 15 days) applying

this standard rule to the strongly varying short-time volatilities at leads

to an overestimation of (actually low) volatility fluctuations of fc-period

log-returns (see also McNeil and Frey [49] for a critical discussion of this

scaling rule).

4.4.1 Scaling rule

Drost and Nijman [25] investigate the temporal aggregation of so-

called weak GARCH processes. We refer to their paper for the formal

definition of this generalisation of GARCH processes. The so-called

Drost-Nijman formula allows to extend short-term risk estimates to

longer horizons. Suppose the one-period log-prices (st)tehN are gen¬

erated by a GARCH(1,1) process as in Definition 4.5, with symmetric

innovations. Drost and Nijman [25] show that, under regularity con¬

ditions, the corresponding fc-period log-prices are generated by a weak

GARCH(1,1) process with

(ak)2 = aM + a*,i (r*_fc/l)2 + ßk,i tâ-kh)2, (4-10)

where (rk)tekhN denote the centered fc-period log-returns,

ak,o = bo^ff^ , ak,i = (ai + ßi)k - ßk,i, and \ßktl\ < 1 is

the solution of the quadratic equation x x^'1 ,2
= a^? V^,1 _Ta \2~k\_2b '
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Further, a = k (1 - ßl)2 + 2k(k- 1) {1-%Z^\Z^]ßi:
+4

and b = (ax - ax ßi (ai + ßi)) ^^t^ßl)2

{k-l-k{ai+ßi)+{ai+ßi)k){ai-aißi{ai+ßi))
l-(ai+/302

\2k

Note that the Drost-Nijman scaling rule does not give exact information

about the distribution of the innovations (ek)tekhN- Only even moments

(up to order four) are calculated. Indeed, all odd moments are zero

because of the symmetry assumption for one-period innovations.

We follow the approach of modelling fc-period innovations (ek)tekhN with

Student-t distributions with correct first five moments (i.e. two even mo¬

ments). The second moment E[(e^)2] equals one. The fourth moment,

the conditional fc-period kurtosis Kk, can be calculated via the uncon¬

ditional fc-period kurtosis Kk:

,
1 - (ak i + ßk i)2 + al ï

,

The unconditional kurtosis Kk of (rk)tekhN is given by

Kfc = 3 +

+ 6(«-l)

k

(k-1- k(ax + ßi) + (ai + /3i)fe)(ai - ai/3i(ai + A))

fc2(l-a1-/31)2(l-/312-2a1/31)
(4.12)

(see Drost and Nijman [25]), where k denotes the unconditional one-

period kurtosis, which can be expressed via the conditional one:

H
l-(ai+A)2 , >

Proofs of equations (4.11) and (4.13): We prove the two equations by

examining the stationary distribution. First we rewrite the GARCH(1,1)
model (4.9) in the form

a2 = a0 + ax(at-h £t-h)2 + ßi^t-h = ao + <Tt-h(aiet-h + ßi)-

This yields an equation for the stationary distribution:

od o / o

a = ao + a (aie + ßi).
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Taking the expected value of this expression gives

E[a2] = ao+ E[a2](aiE[e2] + ßi) = a0 + E[cr2](c*i + ßi),

which can be rewritten as

L J
l-(ai+ßi)

For the fourth moment we get

E[a4] = E[(a0 + a2(axe2 + ßx))2\
= al + 2ao E[a2](aiE[e2] + ßx) +

+ E[a4](a2E[e4] + 2a1ßlE[e2] + ß2)

= a2 + 2a2 Ql+^ +E[a4]((a1+/31)2 + a2(E[e4]-l)),
1 - (a\ + ßi)

which yields

4 aKl + ax+ßx)
E[a

(1 - (ax + A))(l - (ax + A)2 + a2(l - E[e4]))

With

E[r2]=E[a2]E[e2]=E[a2]-
a°

l-(a1+ß1)'

E[r4]=E[<x4]E[e4]
a2(l + (ai+/3i))

M
(1 - (ax + ß1))(l - (ai + A)2 + a2(l - E[e4]))

and

_

E[e4]
_

,
K ~

(E[e2])2
~ E[

we finally get (4.13):

„=
E[r4]

=

l-(ai+/3i)2
* ~

(E[r2])2
~

1 - (ai + A)2 - a2 (« - 1)
*'

From this equation one can easily calculate

_

1- (ax+ßx)2 + a\ „

K~

1- (ax +/3i)2 + a2KK'
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This proves (4.11), since centered fc-period log-returns are assumed to

fulfil an equation of the form (4.9). D

When Student-t distributions are assumed for one-period innovations

(ct)tehN, the estimation procedure for the parameter vk of the Student-

tvk distributed fc-period innovations consists of the following steps:

- Estimate the parameter v of the Student-^ distributed one-period

innovations.

- Calculate the conditional kurtosis k via k = ?>v~f.
v — 4

- Calculate the unconditional kurtosis k via (4.13).

- Apply (4.12) to get the unconditional kurtosis Hk for fc-period

log-returns.

- Calculate the conditional kurtosis Kk for fc-period log-returns via

(4.11).

- Calculate the parameter vk of the Student-^ distributed innova¬

tions (ek)t£khN as vk = ^fef •

Since a\ + ß\ < 1 (and a\ > 0, ß\ > 0), the stationarity condition

0 < otk,\ + ßk,i < 1 is fulfilled for the fc-period parameters, and the

asymptotic behaviour lim^oo ^f- = 1_,^°+r \
holds. From the for¬

mulas for ak^\ and ßk,i, it can be seen that ak,i —>• 0 and ßk,\ —> 0 as

k —>• oo. This means that long-term volatility fluctuations stay rather

small. More precisely, asymptotically the volatility becomes constant,

and therefore the weak GARCH(1,1) process behaves in the limit like a

random walk.

To make the quasi maximum likelihood estimation (QMLE) procedure

for the parameters in the one-period GARCH(1,1) process more sta¬

ble (but somewhat less flexible), we simplify model (4.9) and continue

working with standard normally distributed innovations for one-period
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log-returns:

rt = (Ttet,

a2 = a0 + a\r2t-h + ßi°t-hi

et^'jV(0,1).

After estimating ao, ot\ and ß\, the Drost-Nijman scaling rule can be

applied to calculate âk,o, Q?fc,i and ßk,i for the centered fc-period log-

returns. For estimating vk, we use the steps listed above. In the first

step, we take the limit v —> oo, which corresponds to assuming standard

normally distributed one-period innovations (et)tehN, and which yields

k = 3 in the second step.

An alternative approach to taking v —>• oo would be to continue working

with Student-t distributed one-period innovations, and to only assume

normality during the estimation procedure (to get ao, a\ and ß\). The

parameter v can then be estimated from the residuals. Gouriéroux [38]
shows that this so-called pseudo maximum likelihood method yields a

consistent and asymptotically normal estimator, see also Straumann [62]
and Straumann and Mikosch [63].

At time t, the fc-period conditional volatility ak = a(t,t) can be fore¬

casted using a recursive relation: for t* = t — (n — l)kh,... ,t — kh,t

(where n stands for the total number of fc-period log-returns)

a2(t*,t) = a0 + ai(rj; - pk)2 + ß\a2(t* - kh,t), starting with

a2(t — nkh,t) =

nk_1 ^27=0 (rt-ih — V)2 For the fc-period mean we

use pk = kp, where p stands for the QMLE for the mean one-period

log-return up to time t.

4.4.2 Risk estimation

Since the fc-period innovations are fitted with Student-t distributions,

the fc-period (one-year) value-at-risk at level a can be estimated by

VaRa = -(exp(/2fc + dk xf_a) - l), (4.15)

(4.14)
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and the corresponding expected shortfall by

ESa = - (-^ J exp(/2fe + dk xf_ß)dß - l\, (4.16)

where x\_a denotes the (1 — a)-quantile of a Student-^ distributed

random variable with mean zero and variance one. The integral in (4.16)
can be evaluated numerically.

Stationarity conditions are often violated for parameters estimated on

a one-month (or longer) horizon. Hence, GARCH(1,1) models should

only be calibrated on shorter horizons.

4.5 Heavy-tailed distributions

Extreme Value Theory (EVT) provides procedures for estimating ex¬

treme quantiles. It has attracted much interest from the finance indus¬

try lately. For an exhaustive description of EVT see the monograph of

Embrechts et al. [32]. Applications to risk management are summarised

in Embrechts [30].

Definition 4.6 The log-returns rt = st — st-h of the process (st)tçhN
are said to have a heavy-tailed distribution, if for all t G hN they satisfy

IP[rt < —x] = x~7L(x) as x —>• oo, (4-17)

where 7 G M.+ and L is a slowly varying function, i.e. lim^^oo Lw = 1

for all t > 0.

For heavy-tailed distributions (4.17), the mth moment is infinite for

all m > 7.
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4.5.1 Scaling rule

A natural estimator for the tail index 7 is the so-called Hill estimator

where n is the sample size and r^ is the lib. order statistic (i.e. r^ <

f{2) _

• • < r(n))i taken as a threshold. Other estimators, as discussed

in Embrechts et al. [32], can also be used. When working with the

Hill estimator, one should be careful with the choice of the number / of

ordered data points used. If I is too large, the bias of the estimator gets

large. On the other hand, decreasing / increases the variance.

From (4.17), estimates for the (1 — a)-quantile x^a can be derived.

On the one hand, putting x = —r^ leads to ^ = ¥[r < r^] =

(—r{l))~1 ^{~r{l))- On the other hand, setting x = —x{_\a yields

1 - a = P[r < x\n_a] = (-xl£a)-iL(-xl£a). (4.19)

Combining these equations gives the estimate

*- = r"> (^r^y) (4-20)

Equation (4.20) yields an easy way to calculate the (1 — a)-quantile once

the tail (shape) parameter 7 is estimated. As the Hill estimator (4.18)
is based upon the lowest order statistics, only a proportionally small

subsample of the whole data set is considered. Consequently, a large

data set to start with is desirable. Therefore, rather high frequency data

should be used to estimate 7 and to calculate x^Z^- Then, a theoretical

scaling rule can be applied to get the quantile estimate at the required

frequency.

For one-period log-returns which are i.i.d. and which satisfy (4.17), by

the subexponentiality property (see e.g. Feller [36, VIII.8, p.271] and

more in detail Embrechts et al. [32]), the fc-period log-returns (rk)t£khN
fulfil

¥[rk < -x] =kx~1L(x)(l + o(l)), as x ->• 00. (4.21)
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This result supplements the central limit theorem by providing infor¬

mation concerning the tails. It describes the self-additivity in the tails

of heavy-tailed distributions. The implication of this result for portfo¬

lio analysis has been discussed in the specific case of non-normal stable

distributions by Fama and Miller [35]. In that case 7 < 2 holds, and

the variance is therefore infinite. Here we focus on the finite variance

case. Dacorogna et al. [21] show the following asymptotic result, which

can be derived from (4.19) and (4.21):

x\_a ~ kxhxX-a, as a -+ 1, (4.22)

where xk_a is the (1 — a)-quantile of the fc-period log-returns. This

means that for a constant level a, increasing the time horizon by a

factor k increases the (1 — a)-quantile for the heavy-tailed model by a

factor k1/1. For financial log-returns, the estimated tail index 7 usu¬

ally belongs to the interval (2,5) (see Dacorogna et al. [21] and Straet-

mans [61] for empirical studies on foreign exchange rate and stock in¬

dex data). For 7 > 2, the factor k1'1 is smaller than for the normal

model, where the value-at-risk is increased by a factor of k1'2. Hence

the square-root-of-time rule - used very often in practice to scale quan¬

tiles - leads to an overestimation of value-at-risk in this heavy-tailed

case.

In comparison with the normal model, the probability of an extreme

one-period loss is higher for the heavy-tailed model. However, as just

mentioned, the multiplication factor used to obtain the multi-period

value-at-risk is smaller for heavy-tailed log-returns (k1/1, 7 > 2) than

for normal log-returns (k1'2). Hence, the value of an estimated extreme

fc-period quantile may become larger for the normal model than for the

EVT model, if k is chosen large enough (as confirmed by simulation in

Dacorogna et al. [21]).

4.5.2 Risk estimation

Estimates for the fc-period value-at-risk at level a can be derived by

applying the quantile transformation (4.22) to one-period values fulfill-
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ing (4.17):

° = - (exp((^^))1/'"'"°'" r«-«>) " 0 (423)

and for the corresponding one-year expected shortfall

a- = -(rb/aI-'((Ä)I/*"-'"r(l-))*'-1)' (424)

where Zn>Q = [n(l -a + 0.045 +0.005 h)\, 7^ = } E!=ilog(r(0/r(0) is

the Hill estimator, and r^ denotes the Zth order statistic of one-period

log-returns. The integral in the estimation of ESa can be evaluated

numerically. The choice made for ln^a works well in practice; it turns

out that the results for the above risk measures are rather insensitive

to the exact choice of ln,a-

4.6 Empirical studies

Before evaluating the above models for real financial data in Chapter 5,

we conclude the model description part with empirical studies. We first

investigate the statistical properties and the behaviour of financial data

considered at different frequencies (from 1 day to 30 days). Then we

carry out some tests concerning the temporal aggregation of returns.

These two studies are essential for a better understanding of the per¬

formance of each of the models described above. As for an institutional

investor, the data sets of main interest are exchange rates, stock indices

and government bonds; we look at data in each of these categories. We

investigate data from five different countries: Switzerland, Germany,

United Kingdom, United States of America and Japan.

Table 4.1 (foreign exchange rates from 1.1.1985 to 29.12.2000), Table 4.2

(stock indices from 1.1.1990 to 29.12.2000) and Table 4.3 (10-year gov¬

ernment bonds from 1.1.1990 to 29.12.2000) present descriptive statis¬

tics of log-returns taken at different frequencies from one day to one

month. We remark the well-known stylised facts of financial log-returns:

leptokurtosis and skewness. For most data sets, the kurtosis decreases
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with increasing frequency, whereas there is evidence for persistence of

skewness.

In the sequel, we explore two data sets more intensively: the USD/DEM

exchange rate from 3.1.1980 to 21.5.1996 and the German stock in¬

dex (Deutscher Aktienindex, DAX) from 2.1.1973 to 23.7.1996, see Fig¬

ure 4.1 for a graphical representation of the data. We carry on the data

exploration by using two graphical tools: the quantile-quantile-plot and

the sample autocorrelation function.

4.6.1 Data exploration

The quantile-quantile-plot against the normal distribution

The quantile-quantile-plot (QQ-plot) is defined by

{(^•-1(2^i)).'-.-.»}.
where r^ denotes the Zth order statistic and $_1 is the inverse of the

cumulative standard normal distribution function. The QQ-plots in

Figures 4.2 and 4.3 confirm that daily data are heavier tailed than nor¬

mally distributed data, whereas monthly data seem to be almost as light

tailed as normally distributed data. Contrary to the USD/DEM data,

the DAX sample is clearly skewed at all evaluated frequencies.

The sample autocorrelation function: long-range dependence

or non-stationarity?

Though financial log-returns do not exhibit clear correlation, this is not

true for the absolute and the square values of log-returns. We focus our

investigation on the sample autocorrelations of absolute values. Finite

second moments of financial data are sufficient for this investigation,

it is not necessary to assume finite fourth moments. Indeed some log-

returns of financial data do have infinite fourth or even infinite third
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moment (see Embrechts et al. [32] for the statistical theory of tail and

high quantile estimation).

Assuming E[r2] < oo, we plot

{(h,pn,lrl(k)) ,
fc = l,2,...,100},

where

5 ,,m-__ fceN

P"'|r|()_7„,w(0)'
G

'

and

n— k

,\r\(k) = ~ Y;(\rt\ ~ lrD(lr*+fc| - M)' k G N>%
n

t=i

1
rr

i
v^ i i

\r
= —

> \rt \.ii

nZ^i
*i

We plot the sample autocorrelation functions for different periods. In

Figures 4.4 and 4.5, we observe that for samples of long periods the

sample autocorrelations are significantly different from zero with posi¬

tive values, even for large lags. On the one hand, this empirical finding

is usually interpreted as evidence for long memory in the volatility of fi¬

nancial log-returns. On the other hand, Mikosch and Starica [51] as well

as Diebold and Inoue [24] show that similar effects can be observed for

time series which consist of subsamples originating from different sta¬

tionary models, so-called regime switching models. Mikosch and Starica

conclude: "It might be misleading to take the empirical evidence of long

memory and strong persistence of the volatility in log-returns at face

value, especially when it comes from the analysis of time series that

cover long periods". Indeed, we also observe changes in the sample

autocorrelations when time windows of different sizes are considered.

It can be seen in Figure 4.5 that for short periods (lower graphs) val¬

ues are small from a lag of 20 days onward. This is an indication for

non-stationarity in the data and against long-range dependence.
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4.6.2 Scaling in practice

We fit the models described in Sections 4.2-4.5 to higher frequency data

than required for the long-term risk horizon under study (typically one

year), and then scale the risk measures to a one-year horizon. This

strategy is pursued because at some point a bias-variance tradeoff has

to be made. Using low frequency data leads to high variability for

the parameters fitted, caused by the lack of data. On the other hand,

considering too high frequency data would lead to a bias in the risk

measures (see Hancock et al. [39]).

Empirical scaling function

In order to verify theoretical scaling rules for risk aggregation (such as

the square-root-of-time rule or the EVT scaling rule), it is necessary to

explore financial data. To investigate the empirical scaling of quantiles,

we proceed as follows. Let (rt)\<t<n represent n observations of daily

log-returns. Denote by x\_a the quantile defined by

k

x\_a = inf{r G R | P[^ U < r] > 1 - a}. (4.25)
i=\

We are interested in finding an empirical relation between quantile val¬

ues for different frequencies, computed at the same confidence level a.

This relation is expected to be dependent on the convolution number k.

We assume that this function with respect to time is of power type, as

for i.i.d. normally distributed or heavy tailed random variables. For¬

mally, such a relation can be written as follows:

xk-a = (^)
"'"

xî-a, l<k* <k, ßKk* e R, and a G [0,1].

(4.26)

Thus, the exponent ßk,k* equals

ßk,k* = log {^A (lQg (-pj) >
1 < fc* < fc, and a G [0,1].

(4.27)
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As reference quantile xk_a we choose the one obtained from the empir¬

ical distribution of daily log-returns (k* = 1). Then, from a data set

of size n we pick the first m < n data, and estimate for each k > 1

the k-day quantile using non-overlapping log-returns. Finally, equation

(4.27) can be used to compute ßk,i- Then, the time window is shifted,

and the procedure is repeated Z = n — m + 1 times (overlapping tech¬

nique) to obtain values ßkx (i = 1,..., I). For fixed k, their average is

denoted by

1
i=\

We plot for each data set (with a = 0.99):

{(k,ßKl), k = 2,3,...}.

These plots for stock indices and foreign exchange rates are presented in

Figures 4.6 and 4.7. For both types of data, the scaling factors ßkii show

no significant deviation from 0.5. Applying the square-root-of-time rule

to scale one-day 99% quantiles to k-day 99% quantiles seems to work

quite well for the time horizons investigated (k < 40 days).

Test of the theoretical time aggregation rule for heavy-tailed

distributions

We investigate the reliability of the theoretical time aggregation rule

for heavy-tailed distributions given by (4.22), which is based on the

Hill estimator. We focus on checking this rule in the case of quantile

estimates for long-term horizons like one year. An obvious way to test

this approach is to compare the Hill estimator (4.18) with the empirical

power parameters given by (4.27), both evaluated on the same sample

of length n (n = 2869 for stock indices, n = 4173 for foreign exchange

rates), at daily frequency. For fixed time horizon h = 250 and fixed

probability value a = 0.95, we estimate 7W and ß^Q 1 (i = 1,..., 500)
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based on the overlapping yearly log-returns rf^^g,..., r2^_500, where

r|50 _ r. _|_... _|_r^._24Q_ This corresponds to moving windows of n — 499

daily log-returns. We plot on one graph the estimates

{(i,l/7(ï)),i = l,-..,500}
and

{(i,ß(2%,1),i = l,...,W0},
as well as the square-root-of-time rule (horizontal line at 0.5).

For the DAX (Figure 4.8), the time aggregation rule given by (4.22) is

close to the empirical one. The square-root-of-time rule would lead to an

overestimation of risk. For the USD/DEM exchange rate (Figure 4.9),

using the square-root-of-time rule leads to a slight underestimation of

risk. For these exchange rate data, applying the EVT rule (4.22) does

not seem to be appropriate to scale one-day 95% quantiles to 250-day

95% quantiles.

These results are a warning sign. But when trying to draw conclusions

from these two plots, we should be aware of the fact that the esti¬

mates (T^)i=i...5oo (and analogously also the values (ß^o i)i=i...50o)
are strongly dependent. The n — 998 values of (rt) in the center part

of the whole time window influence all estimators (i = 1,..., 500). Ad¬

ditionally, Figures 4.8 and 4.9 only show a particular situation: scaling

from a one-day horizon to a 250-day horizon. For other horizons, the

EVT scaling rule (4.22) might work well. Hence, despite the negative

impression Figure 4.9 gives, for heavy-tailed distributions we will still

apply this scaling rule in our study.

Test of the Drost-Nijman formula

We conclude this empirical part by examining the Drost-Nijman for¬

mula (4.10). Assuming normally distributed innovations for centered

daily log-returns, we use quasi maximum likelihood estimation (QMLE)
to get values for the GARCH(1,1) parameters ao,ai and ß\. For the

USD/DEM exchange rate this leads to

a2 = 4.472 TO"7 + 0.05127r2_x + 0.9393a2t_x,
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and for the DAX we get

a2 = 2.750 TO"6 + 0.09706r2_! + 0.8815a2_x.

There are now two possibilities for estimating the GARCH(1,1) param¬

eters of the centered Zi-day log-returns. Either the temporal aggregation

formula (4.10) of GARCH(1,1) processes can be used, or the parameters

can be estimated directly with data taken at the requested frequency. In

the latter case we assume h-day innovations to be normally distributed.

From (4.9) we know that in a GARCH(1,1) model the expectation of the

variance is E\af] =
-j—, aq.

„ >.,
and that the conditional variance can be

L tl 1
—(cki+/3i)

'

written as E[a2 \ a2_x] = ao + (a\ + ß\) a2_x. Therefore it makes sense

to evaluate the expressions 1_(^°,g x
and a\ -\-ß\ for the two parameter

estimation methods, see Tables 4.4 and 4.5. We observe that for a time

horizon of five days the estimated parameters are quite close to the ones

calculated via Drost-Nijman. For the USD/DEM example, this remains

true for a horizon of 20 days. In all other cases, the estimates differ

significantly. A main reason for this is the fact that the stationarity

assumption for such long periods is quite unrealistic. Additionally, for

long horizons, the data sets do not contain enough data to enable reliable

estimates via the QMLE method.

In order to trace the origin of these problems for GARCH(1,1) models,

we repeat the test for a simulated time series. We assume the following

volatility process:

a2 = 2 TO"6 + 0.08 r?.! + 0.90a2t_x.

From this, we simulate 5000 daily returns (which corresponds to a time

horizon lying in between the number of returns for the USD/DEM ex¬

change rate and for the DAX, respectively). We apply again the two

methods to get GARCH(1,1) parameters for longer horizons, see Ta¬

ble 4.6. These results are in line with the ones for the USD/DEM

exchange rate and for the DAX. Hence it is not only non-stationarity -

which is not present in these simulated data - which causes problems.

The lack of sufficiently many Zi-day returns turns out to be at least as

unfavourable.
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We can conclude that for short horizons the results from direct esti¬

mation indicate appropriateness of the Drost-Nijman formula. Due to

the problems when working with intermediate horizons longer than one

week, one should renounce calibrating GARCH(1,1) models on such

long horizons.
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4.7 Tables and Figures

Data Freq. Length Mean Variance Skewness Kurtosis

DEM/CHF 1 4173 -0.00001 0.00002 -0.325 7.14

5 834 -0.00007 0.00004 -0.315 4.36

10 417 -0.00014 0.0001 -0.298 3.49

20 208 -0.00028 0.0001 -0.524 3.90

30 139 -0.00041 0.0002 -0.385 3.46

GBP/CHF 1 4173 -0.00005 0.0001 -0.613 11.80

5 834 -0.00025 0.0002 -0.686 9.37

10 417 -0.00049 0.0003 -0.862 7.66

20 208 -0.00098 0.0006 -0.657 4.56

30 139 -0.00147 0.0011 -0.758 5.50

USD/CHF 1 4173 -0.00011 0.0001 -0.271 5.47

5 834 -0.00055 0.0003 -0.112 3.84

10 417 -0.00109 0.0006 -0.042 3.37

20 208 -0.00219 0.0013 -0.111 3.00

30 139 -0.00328 0.0019 -0.146 3.16

JPY/CHF 1 4173 0.00008 0.0001 0.274 6.04

5 834 0.00042 0.0002 0.586 5.77

10 417 0.00085 0.0005 0.629 5.18

20 208 0.00170 0.0010 0.226 3.32

30 139 0.00255 0.0015 0.017 3.18

Table 4.1: Figures of foreign exchange rates: DEM/CHF, GBP/CHF,

USD/CHF and JPY/CHF from 1.1.1985 to 29.12.2000 considered at

different frequencies.
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Data Freq. Length Mean Variance Skewness Kurtosis

SMI 1 2779 0.0005 0.0001 -0.374 8.42

5 555 0.0027 0.0006 -0.449 4.41

10 277 0.0054 0.0011 -0.381 4.94

20 138 0.0109 0.0022 -0.525 4.87

30 92 0.0163 0.0029 -0.412 4.39

DAX 1 2807 0.0004 0.0002 -0.401 7.54

5 561 0.0018 0.0008 -0.368 4.69

10 280 0.0038 0.0016 -0.175 4.54

20 140 0.0075 0.0035 -0.354 4.95

30 93 0.0114 0.0047 -0.495 3.75

FTSE 1 2786 0.0003 0.0001 0.013 4.82

5 557 0.0017 0.0004 -0.086 4.42

10 278 0.0034 0.0008 0.076 3.71

20 139 0.0068 0.0014 -0.155 2.98

30 92 0.0105 0.0025 -0.103 3.49

S&P 1 2817 0.0005 0.0001 -0.294 7.82

5 563 0.0023 0.0005 -0.792 7.11

10 281 0.0046 0.0007 -0.358 4.67

20 140 0.0097 0.0016 -0.363 4.91

30 93 0.0144 0.0022 -0.931 9.01

NIKKEI 1 2802 -0.0002 0.0002 0.042 8.15

5 560 -0.0012 0.0009 0.091 5.01

10 280 -0.0024 0.0019 0.385 6.69

20 140 -0.0047 0.0036 0.111 3.44

30 93 -0.0071 0.0049 0.339 3.13

Table 4.2: Figures of stock indices: SMI, DAX, FTSE, S&P and

NIKKEI from 1.1.1990 to 29.12.2000 considered at different frequen¬

cies.
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Data Freq. Length Mean Variance Skewness Kurtosis

CH-B10y 1 2779 -0.0002 0.0001 0.279 9.73

5 555 -0.0007 0.0003 0.005 4.61

10 277 -0.0014 0.0008 0.146 4.21

20 138 -0.0027 0.0016 0.055 3.29

30 92 -0.0041 0.0029 -0.126 3.37

DE-B10y 1 2807 -0.0001 0.0001 0.338 5.36

5 561 -0.0007 0.0003 0.839 4.93

10 280 -0.0013 0.0005 0.694 4.58

20 140 -0.0027 0.0011 0.688 3.91

30 93 -0.0040 0.0021 0.851 3.87

GB-B10y 1 2786 -0.0002 0.0001 0.296 6.96

5 557 -0.0012 0.0003 0.363 5.29

10 278 -0.0025 0.0006 0.065 3.22

20 139 -0.0051 0.0011 0.050 3.39

30 92 -0.0076 0.0018 0.279 3.05

US-B10y 1 2817 -0.0001 0.0001 0.232 5.39

5 563 -0.0005 0.0004 0.269 4.26

10 281 -0.0011 0.0007 0.381 3.41

20 140 -0.0021 0.0014 0.423 3.03

30 93 -0.0032 0.0022 0.443 2.91

JP-B10y 1 2869 -0.0004 0.0002 0.186 11.14

5 573 -0.0022 0.0011 0.131 7.98

10 286 -0.0043 0.0022 0.177 8.63

20 143 -0.0087 0.0053 0.596 5.75

30 95 -0.0130 0.0065 0.957 5.51

Table 4.3: Figures of 10-year government bonds for Switzerland, Ger¬

many, Great Britain, USA and Japan from 1.1.1990 to 29.12.2000 con¬

sidered at different frequencies.
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USD/DEM exchange rate

&h,0 Uh,l ßh,i
ah,0

<Xh,l+ßh,l1-(.cxh,i+ßh,i)

h = 5 days

(1 week)

Drost-Nijman 1.10 10"5 0.070 0.884 2.37 10"4 0.954

direct estimation 1.03 10"5 0.081 0.879 2.58 10"4 0.960

h = 20 days

(1 month)

Drost-Nijman 1.64 10"4 0.081 0.746 9.48 10"4 0.827

direct estimation 1.42 10"4 0.162 0.715 1.16 10"3 0.878

ft. = 80 days

(4 months)

Drost-Nijman 2.02 10"3 0.058 0.411 3.79 10"3 0.469

direct estimation 5.10 10"3 0.071 -0.087 5.02 10"3 -0.016

h = 261 days

(1 year)

Drost-Nijman 1.13 10"2 0.018 0.066 1.24 10"2 0.084

direct estimation 9.55 10"3 -0.156 0.589 1.68 10"2 0.433

h -+ oo Drost-Nijman 4.74-10"5/i 0 0 4.74-10"5ft 0

Table 4.4: Parameter estimates in the GARCH(1,1) model for

USD/DEM exchange rates at different frequencies.

German stock index (DAX)

«h,0 %,i ßh,i
ah,0

&h,i+ßh,i1-(ah,l+ßh,l)

h = 5 days

(1 week)

Drost-Nijman 6.59 10"5 0.105 0.792 6.41 10"4 0.897

direct estimation 1.75 10"5 0.097 0.871 5.53 10"4 0.968

h = 20 days

(1 month)

Drost-Nijman 9.02 10"4 0.096 0.552 2.57 10"3 0.648

direct estimation 5.74 10"5 0.092 0.885 2.48 10"3 0.977

h = 80 days

(4 months)

Drost-Nijman 8.45 10"3 0.040 0.136 1.03 10"2 0.177

direct estimation 2.91 10"3 0.115 0.609 1.05 10"2 0.724

h = 261 days

(1 year)

Drost-Nijman 3.34 10"2 0.007 -0.003 3.35 10"2 0.003

direct estimation 1.70 10"2 -0.025 0.442 2.91 10"2 0.417

h -+ oo Drost-Nijman 1.28-10"4/i 0 0 1.28-10"4ft 0

Table 4.5: Parameter estimates in the GARCH(1,1) model for the

DAX at different frequencies.
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Simulated GARCH(1,1) with a0 = 2 -lO"5,«! = 0.08, ^i = 0.90

&h,0 Uh,l ßh,i
ah,0

<Xh,l+ßh,l1-(ah,l+ßh,l)

ft = 5 days

(1 week)

Drost-Nijman 4.80 10"5 0.092 0.812 5.00 10"4 0.904

direct estimation 5.42 10"5 0.096 0.774 4.17 10"4 0.870

ft = 20 days

(1 month)

Drost-Nijman 6.65 10"4 0.086 0.582 2.00 10"3 0.668

direct estimation 6.21 10"4 0.122 0.477 1.55 10"3 0.599

ft = 80 days

(4 months)

Drost-Nijman 6.41 10"3 0.037 0.162 8.00 10"3 0.199

direct estimation 4.28 10"4 0.118 0.812 6.09 10"3 0.930

ft = 261 days

(1 year)

Drost-Nijman 2.60 10"2 0.006 -0.001 2.61 10"2 0.005

direct estimation -1.46 10"3 -0.115 1.195 1.82 10"2 1.080

ft -+ oo Drost-Nijman 1.00-10"4ft 0 0 1.00-10"4ft 0

Table 4.6: Parameter estimates for a simulated GARCH(1,1) process

at different frequencies.
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Figure 4.1: Daily log-returns of USD/DEM exchange rates (top) and

the DAX (bottom).
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Figure 4.8: Hill plot (dots) and empirical power parameter (thin line)

for the DAX. The dashed line at 0.5 corresponds to the power parameter

when applying the square-root-of-time rule.
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Figure 4.9: Hill plot (dots) and empirical power parameter (thin line)

for USD/DEM exchange rates. The dashed line at 0.5 corresponds to

the power parameter when applying the square-root-of-time rule.



Chapter 5

Evaluation of yearly

financial risk models

This chapter compares the suitability of the models presented in Chap¬

ter 4 for estimating one-year financial risks. First the models are cal¬

ibrated on some horizon h < 1 year, using exchange rate data, stock

indices, 10-year government bonds and single stock data. For the gap

between h days and one year (kh days), the scaling rule belonging to

the corresponding model can be applied, see Figure 5.1. Then, for the

one-year horizon, value-at-risk and expected shortfall can be evaluated.

Modelling h-day log-returns causes a first uncertainty. Scaling h-day

log-returns to one-year log-returns produces a second uncertainty. The

optimal horizon h for a chosen model is the one leading to the minimal

total uncertainty, in our case measured by the quality of the prediction

for expected shortfall and value-at-risk. This quality of the prediction

can be assessed by performing backtesting for expected shortfall and

value-at-risk predictions. This finally answers the question which model

(and at which frequency) gives the most reliable estimation of one-year

asset risk.

In Section 5.1, after explaining the backtesting in detail, the results of

137
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this study are presented. Section 5.2 provides a variance analysis for

the time series models. In Section 5.3, confidence intervals for expected

shortfall and value-at-risk for the random walk approach are computed.

The final Section 5.4 contains the main conclusions that can be drawn

from these investigations.

5.1 Backtesting

5.1.1 Backtesting measures

For backtesting the forecasted expected shortfall ESq,^, we introduce

two measures. The first measure V^s evaluates excesses below the neg¬

ative of the estimated value-at-risk VaRa)i. This is a standard method

for backtesting expected shortfall estimates. In detail we proceed as fol¬

lows: every model provides for each point of time t an estimation ESQ)t
for the one-year ahead expected shortfall ESq,^. First, the difference

between the observed one-year (fc-period) return Rk and the negative

of the estimation ESQ)t is taken, and then the conditional average of

these differences is calculated, conditioned on {Rk < —VaRaji},

Vfs
T,t=t0 [Rt - (-Es«,t)j ^i^-vâït^}

,t=t0 J-{JRfe<_VaRcM}

A good estimation for expected shortfall will lead to a low absolute

value of ViES.

This first measure sticks very closely to the theoretical definition of

expected shortfall. Its weakness is that it depends strongly on the value-

at-risk estimates (without adequately reflecting the goodness/badness
of these values), since only values which fall below the value-at-risk

threshold are considered. This is possibly a fraction which is far away

from (1 — a) • 100% of the values - which is the fraction one would

actually like to average over. Hence, when analysing the values of V^ES,
these results should be combined with the ones given by the frequency

of exceedances Vireq which will be described below.
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In practice, one is primarily interested in the loss incurred in a one in

1/(1 — a)-event, as opposed to getting information about the behaviour

below a certain estimated value. Therefore we introduce a second mea¬

sure V^, which evaluates values below the one in 1/(1 — a)-event:

T/ES _ T,t=t0 Al{Dt<£)°}

l^t=t0 L{Dt<D<*}

where Dt := Rk — (—ESQ)t) and Da denotes the empirical (1 — a)-

quantile of {Dt}t0<t<ti- Note that, since ESQ)t is an estimate on a

level a, we expect Dt to be negative in less than one out of 1/(1 — a)
cases. A good estimation for expected shortfall will again lead to a low

absolute value of V^

The next step is to combine the two measures V^s and V<^s:

IT/ESI
,
lyESl

yES _

\V1 I + \V2 I

This measure - which tells how well the forecasted one-year expected

shortfall fits real data - will be used in our investigations to backtest

the quality of the models.

We introduce one more measure that provides information about the

quality of the estimators: the frequency of exceedances

1
ll

Vireq = V 1
h - to

+1 ^
ti-to

+i

^

{^fc<-Vaîwr
t—to

This measure is used by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision,

which in order to encourage institutions to report their value-at-risk

numbers, devised a system in which penalties are set depending on the

frequency of violations. See The New Basel Accord by the Basel Com¬

mittee on Banking Supervision [10] for a detailed description. A good

estimation for value-at-risk will lead to a value of V{req which is close

to the level 1 — a.

Another way to deal with exceedances would be to calculate the relative
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excess beyond value-at-risk, focusing on the average size of exceedance:

^t! flffc-(-VaRa,t)
1

V
size

^t=t° ~V*Ra,t '{fi^-VaR«,,}

Eti
t=t0 J-{Äfc<-VaRa,t}lrrifc.

The drawback of this measure is its instability. Already when one single

estimation VaR^ is close to zero, Vsize is not able to give reasonable

values. Hence we do not evaluate and interpret this risk measure in the

present study.

5.1.2 Backtesting results

We start this section by describing the set-up for backtesting expected

shortfall. For each data set, the models (random walk, AR(p) process,

GARCH(1,1) process, heavy-tailed distributions) are calibrated at dif¬

ferent frequencies (one day, one week, one month, three months, one

year). For the GARCH(1,1) model, horizons from one month upwards

are missing since stationarity conditions are violated for the estimated

parameters. For heavy-tailed distributions there are not enough quar¬

terly and yearly data to estimate the tail index with the Hill and indeed

any other EVT based estimator.

In a second step, one-year value-at-risk and expected shortfall are esti¬

mated as described in Sections 4.2.2-4.5.2. Finally, the backtesting mea¬

sures presented in Section 5.1.1 are evaluated. Comparing the results

across all models and all calibration horizons then tells which model

yields the most reliable estimation for one-year asset risk.

In a first study, we use foreign exchange rates, stock indices, and 10-year

bonds from five different markets. In a second part, we concentrate on

single stocks. As seen in Section 4.6, for all data sets under investigation,

the well-known stylised facts of financial log-returns can be observed:

leptokurtosis, skewness, and significant positive autocorrelations.
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Foreign exchange rates, stock indices and 10-year bonds

We first use the following data sets, obtained from Datastream: foreign

exchange rates (DEM/CHF, GBP/CHF, USD/CHF, JPY/CHF), stock

indices (SMI, DAX, FTSE, S&P, NIKKEI), and 10-year government

bonds (CH, DE, UK, US, JP). For each of these data sets, when trying

to backtest the models, one encounters the problem that the number of

yearly data is rather small to estimate model parameters and proceed¬

ing the backtesting in a significant way. This problem can be handled

by aggregating the backtesting results for several data sets. For each

of the four foreign exchange rates, 16 years of data are available (1985—

2000, n=4173 daily log-returns). For both stock indices and bonds we

have five samples each containing 11 years of data (1990-2000, n=2869

daily log-returns). The backtesting is carried out on each sample inde¬

pendently, and then the results are aggregated within each of the three

types of data. In detail, for each level a, each model, each calibration

horizon h and each data sample, we proceed as follows:

- Estimate the yearly forecasted expected shortfall ESa,t on a win¬

dow containing half of the data. I = \n/2h\ non-overlapping h-day

log-returns are used for this estimation.

- Compare these estimates with the observed one-year returns Rk.

- Move the window by one, then repeat steps 1 and 2 till the end

of the data set.

- Finally, for each of the three pooled samples (foreign exchange

rates, stock indices and bonds), the risk measures can be evaluated

as described in Section 5.1.1.

The results for the three types of data for a = 99% and a = 95% are

presented in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. Since risk managers are mainly

interested in rare event cases, our main focus will be on the outcomes

for the 99% expected shortfall. Results for the 95% level will be used

to confirm the reliability and the flexibility of each approach.
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For foreign exchange rates (Table 5.1), all four models seem to perform

rather well for appropriate choices of the calibration horizon h. The

best results are obtained when the models are calibrated with monthly

(h = 22) or quarterly (h = 65) data. This behaviour was expected, since

most scaling rules (for random walks, AR(p) processes, heavy-tailed dis¬

tributions) require some independence structure between returns and,

in some cases, the normality assumption for innovations. Low frequency

(h > 22) returns are closer to fulfil this hypothesis than daily or weekly

returns. Concerning the comparison across models, it can be observed

that the random walk and the heavy-tailed distributions perform better

than the other models. However, one should point out that the heavy-

tailed approach is not reliable at frequencies other than the monthly one.

While the random walk model and the heavy-tailed distributions slightly

overestimate the risk measures, the AR(p) model underestimates them,

which can be explained by the frequent underestimation of variance for

this approach. We will come back to this issue in Section 5.2.

For stock indices (Table 5.2) the same lines of analysis can be followed.

Here, the random walk model with h < 65 days and the GARCH(1,1)
model calibrated on daily data outperform the other models. Finally,

for 10-year government bonds (Table 5.3), the random walk models

calibrated on horizons h < 65 days provide the most reliable forecasts

for one-year 99% expected shortfall, and they are at the same time

reliable on the 95% level.

Summarising the results for the three types of data, we can say that

random walk processes with a constant trend and normal innovations,

calibrated on horizons h < 65 days, are a good choice. They clearly

outperform the other models under investigation. However, these back-

testing results do not provide direct information about the variability

of the risk measures. For the random walk models with normal in¬

novations, we will investigate this issue in Section 5.3 by calculating

confidence intervals for expected shortfall and value-at-risk.
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Single stocks

After backtesting foreign exchange rates, stock indices and government

bonds, we repeat this analysis for single stocks. For this study we use

a data set of 22 single stocks which are part of the German stock index

DAX.

As in the study above, there do not exist enough stationary returns per

stock in order to perform the backtesting in a straightforward way. In

the case of German stock data, we evaluate the backtesting measures

on the pooled sample of all 22 stocks. Each sample contains 23.5 years

of data (n=6146 daily values). We proceed as in the study for foreign

exchange rates, stock indices and 10-year bonds.

The results for a = 99% and a = 95% are presented in Table 5.4. For

this data set the random walk model achieves its best performance when

working directly with yearly data. For a GARCH(1,1) model a one week

horizon seems to be a good choice. The results for AR(p) models do

not seem to depend much on the calibration horizon. For the heavy-

tailed distributions the optimal calibration horizon for a = 99% is one

month. However, this choice gives very unsatisfactory results for a =

95%. Moreover - as will be discussed in Section 5.1.3 - for appropriate

models the backtesting results on a 95% level should indicate a slight

overestimation of the risk. The results in Table 5.4 show the opposite

behaviour for heavy-tailed distributions applied to monthly data.

Comparing the four models with each other, and considering the short¬

comings of heavy-tailed distributions, GARCH(1,1) models applied to

weekly data provide the best forecasts, measured by their suitability

to predict one-year 99% expected shortfall (and asking for an accurate

prediction on a 95% level). Also a random walk calibrated on yearly

data gives reasonable forecasts for these German stock data.
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5.1.3 Discussion for a simulated random walk

The results of the backtesting confirm that random walk models with a

constant trend and normal innovations are a good choice for estimating

99% expected shortfall for a one-year period. In order to get a better

understanding of these backtesting results, we repeat the same analysis

for time series where the distribution of the log-returns is known. We

analyse the properties of simulated random walks with normal innova¬

tions. We proceed as follows. We simulate one-period log-returns

^'-Nifi'Kd^), j = l,...,5, t = h,2h,...,nh, (5.1)

where ?W) =
I £»=1 PW> and a«) = ^E^r«' - ?0))= are

mean and standard deviation estimated for the one-period (h-day) log-

returns r[j) of the stock indices SMI (j=l), DAX (j=2), FTSE (j=3),
S&P (j=4) and NIKKEI (j=5), and nh œ 2869, which corresponds to

the length of the original stock index samples.

To estimate the risk measures, we proceed as described in Section 4.2.

The backtesting is done as explained in Section 5.1. Since the results

vary from simulation to simulation, we repeat the whole procedure a few

times. The results are displayed in Table 5.5, together with a recapitu¬

lation of the corresponding results for stock index data (see Table 5.2).
Note that for the simulated processes (5.1) it is known that the correct

model (random walk with normal innovations) is fitted.

We observe that the results for calibration horizons h < 65 days outper¬

form the ones for h = 261 days by far. A second observation, which we

are going to discuss in more detail, is the fact that expected shortfall

and value-at-risk seem to be underestimated. In particular, this clearly

holds for the 95% level. These indications for an underestimation (large

Vfreq, negative V^s and V^) are partially caused by the statistical

properties of the backtesting measures. To illustrate this, we examine

the frequency of exceedances V{req. When evaluating this measure, the

portion of returns below —VaRa is calculated. Let Q be an estimator of

a quantile of normally distributed log-returns. Since the cumulative dis¬

tribution function &(q) of a normally distributed random variable is con¬

vex for q < 0, unbiasedness of Q (i.e. E[Q] = q) leads to E[$(Q)] > &(q).
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This means that the probability of a log-return being below —VaRa

tends to being overestimated in the backtesting procedure. As an ex¬

ample, we consider the situation where the mean of a standard normal

distribution is overestimated by 0.5 in the first case and underestimated

by 0.5 in the second case. On average these two scenarios lead to an

overestimation of the number of values which lie below the real value-at-

risk of \ ($($"1(5%) + 0.5) +$($"1(5%) -0.5)) -5% « 2.11% for the

95% VaR, and |($($-1(l%) + 0.5)+$($-1(l%)-0.5))-l%« 0.81%

for the 99% VaR. The uncertainty in the estimated standard deviation

has a similar effect. This even enlarges the above differences. Since

ESa can be written as y^— J VaR^ dß, this fact also holds for expected

shortfall. This explains the indications for an underestimation of ex¬

pected shortfall and value-at-risk in Table 5.5

The backtesting results in Section 5.1.2 have shown that random walks

with normal innovations and a constant drift give quite good results

for the data sets under investigation. To be critical, we can ask our¬

selves whether replacing normal innovations by heavier tailed ones,

e.g. Student-t, would lead to even better results. An analysis of the

backtesting results shows that the answer to this question is negative.

With normal innovations, for most of the 20 cases in Tables 5.1-5.4

(four data sets, h = 1,5,22,65,261), VaRgs% is clearly underestimated

(^95% ^ 5%); while VaR99% is overestimated for three of the four types

of data. This over- and underestimation is approximately of the same

order as for the simulated time series in Table 5.5. Replacing normally

distributed log-returns by heavier tailed ones would even worsen the

slight overestimation for the 99% level. This is due to the fact that re¬

placing a normal distribution by a Student-t distribution with the same

mean and the same 95% quantile increases the size of the estimated

99% quantile, which is the opposite effect to the one we would like to

have. This suggests that working with normal innovations in the ran¬

dom walk model (as done in our study) should be preferred to assuming

Student-t distributed innovations.
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5.2 Variance analysis

To learn more about the statistical properties of the models in use,

we analyse the variance of forecasted yearly log-returns. This analysis

consists of the following steps:

- For each data set, each model and each intermediate time hori¬

zon, the model parameters for h-day (one-period) log-returns are

estimated.

- Based on these estimations, the one-year (fc-period) variance (and
the standard deviation as its square root) is calculated.

- To get some information about the precision of these standard

deviations, one thousand periods of 16 years (for foreign exchange

rates) and one thousand periods of 11 years (for stock indices and

10-year government bonds) are simulated. These simulations are

based on the parameters estimated in the first step. For each

one of the thousand simulations, the yearly standard deviation is

estimated. Finally, based on these 1000 values, the 95% confidence

intervals for standard deviation are calculated.

Note that only the confidence intervals are determined via simulation,

whereas the point estimate for standard deviation is the theoretical one

calculated from the parameters estimated in the first step.

We first explain the exact proceeding within the above three steps for

random walk, AR(p) and GARCH(1,1) processes. Then we present the

results of this variance analysis.

5.2.1 Random walks

1. Estimate the one-period (h-day) parameters \i and a2 by using

the full data sets (n one-day log-returns (r\), and n — (h — 1)
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overlapping one-period (h-day) log-returns (rt)):

n

4e^II
n

t=\

ï2 = ^lZ(rt-ïï-
t=h

2. For random walks with normal innovations, we calculate the yearly

standard deviation

ok = y/ka.

3. For / = 1,..., 1000, simulate rfl
i ~d" N(ji, d2) (i = 1,..., m;

m = |_f _!)• Calculate the yearly standard deviation

3Ffc>(0
, m

KK

Vf^0 - 77(0)2

where
-i I I V

i=l

This gives the 95% confidence interval [\(a[2h] + 5^26]), ±(?[975] +
crt976])], where a^ denotes the Zth smallest value of the parameters

5Ffe'(0.

5.2.2 Autoregressive processes

1. Subtract the linear trend from log-prices st (t = 0, h,..., nh):

— ^ ^ snh ~ s0
St = St — lit, where /i = .

nh

Estimate the one-period (h-day) AR(p)-parameters p, a\,..., dtp
and ae by applying maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to the

drift-free log-prices st (t = 0, h, 2h,...).
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2. For AR(]5)-processes, the unconditional standard deviation of k-

period (yearly) log-returns can be calculated as

ak = ae

\

fc-i

j=0

where

SJ = ^2 ®iSJ~ii j = l,...,fc— 1,
i = \

ai = 0 for all i > p,

So = l.

For I = 1,..., 1000, simulate AR(p)-processes s^ (i = 0,..., m;

m = |_f J) based on the estimates of step 1. Estimate the AR(p)-

parameters p^l\ a\ ,..., a~{l) and a), via MLE. Proceed similar

to step 2 to calculate ak^ out of these parameters.

This gives the 95% confidence interval [\(à^ + à^), \(a^7^ +
crt976])], where a denotes the Zth smallest value of the parameters

ak^.

5.2.3 GARCH(1,1) processes

1. Obtain estimates ao, a\ and ß\ by applying quasi maximum like¬

lihood estimation (QMLE) to non-overlapping one-period {h-day)

log-returns of the full data set.

2. Apply the Drost-Nijman scaling rule to get fc-period (yearly) pa¬

rameters afc,o, &k,i and ßk,i- The unconditional yearly standard

deviation for GARCH(1,1) models can then be estimated as

~fc
=

/ aM

1 - (Sfc,i + ßk,i)

3. For I = 1,...,1000, simulate GARCH(l,l)-processes rf^ (i =

1,... ,m; m = |_tJ) based on the estimates of step 1. Use again
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QMLE to get estimates a0 , a\ and ß[ . Applying Drost-Nijman

gives akQ, akl and ßk\- For simulation number / we get the

yearly standard deviation

Ml)
-

a

~(0
ako

V-^+C)

This gives the 95% confidence interval [\(a[2b] + a[26]), |(5[975] +
crt976])], where a denotes the Zth smallest value of the parameters

ak^.

5.2.4 Results

Using the above formulas, we estimate the yearly standard deviations

ak and the 95% confidence intervals for random walk, AR(p) and

GARCH(1,1) models, calibrated on foreign exchange rates, stock indices

and 10-year government bonds for different horizons. In Figures 5.2-

5.4, these values (point estimates and confidence intervals) are plotted

for calibration horizons varying from one day to one year.

As in the investigations before, for GARCH(1,1) models only horizons

up to one week are used, since for longer horizons stationarity conditions

are violated for some of the estimated parameters. We observe that also

for calibration horizons of one day and one week, estimated variances

for GARCH(1,1) models vary significantly. Some of the 95% confidence

intervals are very large.

For AR(p) models, variances tend to be underestimated. The confi¬

dence intervals are very asymmetric around the point estimates upon

which the simulations are based. For several data sets the confidence

interval for the standard deviation even does not contain the value ak,
which is the true value of the standard deviation belonging to the pa¬

rameters underlying the simulations. This means that AR(p) models

provide unsatisfactory results for estimating the standard deviation of

such processes.

Only for random walk models we observe a satisfying behaviour. For
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most data sets these variance estimates are fairly stable. As one would

expect, the confidence intervals are increasing with increasing calibra¬

tion horizon (i.e. using fewer data).

This variance investigation confirms the conclusion of Section 5.1.2,

where a random walk model with a calibration horizon of at most three

months was proposed. Considering the stylised fact that daily (log-)
returns in a portfolio have characteristics which are not present in longer

horizon returns, using an intermediate horizon between one week and

one month seems to be most appropriate for modelling one-year returns.

5.3 Confidence intervals for random walks

In random walk models with normal innovations, confidence intervals

for one-year expected shortfall and value-at-risk can be calculated based

on h-day observations. For the sake of simplicity, we drop the index

denoting time when deriving these confidence intervals.

For fixed one-period (h-day) parameters /i and a, the estimator for the

mean fulfils
2

j2~JV(/i,— ), (5.2)

where m denotes the number of h-day log-returns. For fixed ft, this can

be written as

a2

m

For the variance estimator a2 it can be shown that

a
2

(m-1)-? ~Xm_i. (5.3)
a2

From (5.3), for fixed a2, the density of the one-period variance a2 can

be calculated:

(rn
—

1 Um-l)/2 ^m-1
f(o2)

=
Aü_ til _^ -(m-l)*2/2*2

J V '
2(m~1)/2 r(TO~1) j-m+ 1

Based on this density, and based on the equation for expected shortfall

in random walks (4.3), the 7 confidence interval (typically 7 = 0.95) for
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expected shortfall on a level a can be derived:

= P[- (e*p(*„ + kÇ) *^:f°) _ l) > C]

2

= F[kp < ln((l - a)(l - c)) - ln$(a:i_a - Vka) - k^—]

f°° a2
= / P[fc/i<ln((l-a)(l-c)) -\n<S>(x1-a-Vka)-k— \a2 = s]f(s)ds

Jo 2

= J$(^(lM(l-a

fm-l^x^e-^-1)-2^
,

as

2s J sT(^)

f°° e~xlu ( \ 2m (\

/„ ^^)7^p^*W(^^)^^ln((1"a)(1"C))'

1,
T/

k(m — l)a2u.
^

(m — l)a2u\ , ,

--ln$(xi_a-y-i ^ )-A*-- ^ ) )du

9(c).

The two sided 7 confidence interval for expected shortfall is [g 1(—tj1),
g~1(—^L)]. This interval can be calculated numerically.

In the same way, based on the equation for value-at-risk in random

walks (4.2), the 7 confidence interval for value-at-risk on a level a can
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be calculated:

P[-(exp(/+afeari_Q)-l) > c]

= P[-(exp(k/i + Vkaxi-a) - l) > c]

= F[k/i < ln(l -c) - Vkaxi-a]
/»OO

= / P[fc// < ln(l - c) - Vkaxx-a \ a2 = s] f(s)ds
Jo

(m-l)52\mfie-(m-1);?3/2» ,

2s J sT(Vf±)

C*U(m%iu(lin{i-c)-^Fxi-»-t)
e-l/u

du

u(m+l)/2r(m=l)

l ^w^-T)^^^1-^)-^)-^!-«
1/u

du

u(m+l)/2T(U^l)
=: h(c).

The two sided 7 confidence interval for value-at-risk is defined by

[h~l(—y~), h~l(—yl)], which can also be evaluated numerically.

5.3.1 Confidence intervals for the Swiss Market In¬

dex

Assuming a random walk model, we calculate 95% confidence inter¬

vals for VaRgg% and ESgg% of the Swiss market index SMI. The es¬

timations are performed using 11 years of data (January 1, 1990 to
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December 31, 2000). This gives one-year forecasts for December 31,

2001. The percentage losses, using daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly

and yearly data, are shown graphically in Figure 5.5. The full and

the dotted lines represent 95% confidence intervals for 99% expected

shortfall and 99% value-at-risk, respectively. The dots visualise the

corresponding point estimates.

To elucidate what this percentage loss means for the absolute value

of SMI, we transform these one-year point estimates and confidence

intervals into predictions for the index for December 31, 2001, see Fig¬

ure 5.6 (value of the SMI at the end of 2000: 8135.2; at the end of 2001:

6417.8). For example for h = 22 days (1 month), the point estimate

for the 99% value-at-risk gives a value of 0.288. This means that with

a probability of one percent, the SMI will lose 28.8% of its value or

more during the year 2001. Transformed to the value at the end of the

year 2001, this gives a point estimate of 5795. With a probability of one

percent the SMI will be below 5795 at the end of this one-year period.

The 95% confidence interval around the percentage loss goes from 0.191

to 0.388, meaning that with a probability of 95%, the true 99% value-at-

risk lies between these bounds (which corresponds to the interval [5017,

6584] for the SMI at the end of 2001). Values for expected shortfall can

be read off in a similar way.

The most evident observation in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 is the fact that

the confidence intervals get larger as the intermediate time horizon h

increases (i.e. as the number of values used for the prediction decreases).

Furthermore, the point estimate for h = 1 year seems to differ from the

ones for shorter intermediate horizons. To investigate this further, we

evaluate the point estimates for all intermediate horizons h between

one day and one year, and plot them in Figure 5.7. This plot does not

confirm such a trend. But it does confirm the increase in variation as h

increases. This suggests once more that a relatively small h (h smaller

than 3 months) should be chosen for estimating one-year asset risks.
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5.3.2 Confidence intervals for a simulated random

walk

As for the SMI data, 95% confidence intervals of VaR9g% and ESgg%

can also be calculated for a simulated random walk. First, from SMI

log-returns (11 years of data), mean and variance are estimated. Based

on these values, a random walk (with normal innovations) of length

11 years is simulated. Finally, one-year value-at-risk and expected short¬

fall and the corresponding confidence intervals are estimated based on

daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and yearly data. These risk estimates

are shown graphically in Figure 5.8. As before, the full and the dotted

lines represent 95% confidence intervals for 99% expected shortfall and

99% value-at-risk, respectively, while the dots visualise the correspond¬

ing point estimates. The slight overestimation compared to the true

values (ESgg% = 27.35%, full horizontal line; VaRg9% = 23.09%, dotted

horizontal line) stems from the fact that the average of the simulated

daily log-returns is slightly smaller than the mean estimated from SMI

data. At first glance, the estimates for simulated data seem to vary

less than for the SMI (Figure 5.5). To analyse this further, we plot the

point estimates for all calibration horizons h from one day to one year

(see Figure 5.9). We observe that for simulated random walk data these

estimates do in fact not behave significantly more stable than for SMI

data. (For comparison: 10% in Figure 5.9 corresponds to 813.52 units

in Figure 5.7.) Like for the SMI data, the variation of the point esti¬

mates around the true value increases as the intermediate horizon h is

increased. This indicates again that for a reliable prediction of one-year

risks, h should not be chosen too large.

5.4 Conclusion for a one-year period

We summarise the outcome of our investigations for one-year risks.

- In contrast to short term horizons, for a one-year period a good

estimate of the trend of (log-)returns is critical when measuring
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risks.

- The best frequencies for calibration are the intermediate ones like

one month. An important reason for not recommending longer cal¬

ibration horizons are the statistical restrictions, such as the sample

size for estimating reliable model parameters and hence reliable

risk measures. On the other hand, using higher frequency data

(daily data for example) is not recommended either, since their

properties (e.g. leptokurtosis) are clearly different from those of

yearly data. The estimation for a certain percentile might still be

fine, but it would not be possible to estimate the whole distribu¬

tion function appropriately.

- The random walk model performs better on average than the other

models. It provides satisfactory results across all classes of data

and for both confidence levels investigated (99%, 95%). However,

like all models under investigation, the risk estimates for single

stocks are not as good as those for foreign exchange rates, stock

indices, and 10-year bonds.

Based on these results, it can be recommended to use a random walk

model with a constant trend calibrated on a time horizon of about one

month, and to apply the square-root-of-time rule for estimating the

one-year 99% expected shortfall.
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5.5 Tables and Figures

Model
Freq

days vES

ES99%
T/ES

v2

VaR99%

yfreq yES

ES95%

V

VaR95%

T/freq

Optimal 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 5%

Random

Walk

1 1.4% 1.1% 1.7% 0.4% 1.0% 0.8% -1.3% 8.6%

5 1.1% 0.8% 1.4% 0.5% 1.1% 1.0% -1.3% 8.7%

22 1.0% 0.7% 1.3% 0.5% 1.2% 1.2% -1.2% 8.1%

65 0.9% 0.5% 1.4% 0.5% 1.1% 1.1% -1.1% 7.1%

261 0.8% -0.4% -1.1% 1.6% 1.7% 0.1% -3.3% 9.4%

GARCH(1,1) 1 N/A N/A 3.9% 0.0% 1.9% 3.7% 0.0% 7.3%

5 2.2% 1.9% 2.6% 0.3% 1.5% 2.0% -1.1% 10.1%

AR(p) 1 2.3% -0.7% -3.9% 6.6% 3.9% -1.1% -6.8% 19.5%

5 2.4% -0.9% -4.0% 5.9% 3.9% -0.9% -6.9% 19.1%

22 2.3% -0.8% -3.8% 5.9% 3.8% -0.8% -6.8% 18.8%

65 2.1% -0.7% -3.4% 5.8% 3.6% -0.8% -6.4% 18.3%

261 5.2% -1.9% -8.6% 10.7% 6.9% -2.3% -11.4% 23.4%

Heavy-tailed

Distribution

1 5.1% -1.2% -8.9% 15.2% 2.4% -0.4% -4.3% 19.9%

5 3.7% 0.2% -7.1% 9.3% 1.9% 1.0% -2.8% 14.5%

22 0.8% 1.6% 0.1% 1.4% 3.4% 4.0% 2.7% 5.2%

Table 5.1: Backtesting results for the levels a = 99% and a = 95%; us¬

ing foreign exchange rate data. Measures for one-year expected shortfall

and value-at-risk are evaluated.
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Model
Freq

days t/ES

ES99%
t/ES

y2

VaR99%

T/freq T/ES

ES95%

vp

VaR95%

yfreq

Optimal 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 5%

Random

Walk

1 0.8% 0.3% 1.3% 0.8% 3.5% 0.0% -7.0% 8.3%

5 1.2% 0.5% 1.9% 0.7% 3.2% 0.0% -6.4% 8.1%

22 0.7% 0.2% 1.1% 0.8% 3.7% -0.2% -7.1% 8.3%

65 1.3% -1.2% -1.3% 1.0% 4.7% -0.8% -8.5% 8.6%

261 10.5% -6.0% -15.0% 2.5% 11.0% -4.0% -18.0% 9.2%

GARCH(1,1) 1 0.6% 0.2% -1.1% 1.3% 5.4% -0.3% -10.5% 8.8%

5 3.7% 2.6% 4.9% 0.5% 3.1% 1.6% -4.6% 7.6%

AR(p) 1 6.3% -3.2% -9.3% 3.3% 8.5% -3.5% -13.5% 10.6%

5 6.4% -3.2% -9.6% 3.4% 8.5% -3.4% -13.7% 11.0%

22 7.1% -3.8% -10.4% 3.2% 8.8% -3.2% -14.4% 11.2%

65 8.8% -4.1% -13.4% 3.8% 9.9% -3.3% -16.6% 12.3%

261 13.7% -6.4% -21.0% 12.4% 14.7% -6.8% -22.6% 20.9%

Heavy-tailed

Distribution

1 3.0% 4.1% 1.9% 2.0% 2.5% 1.5% 3.5% 3.6%

5 2.4% 1.8% 2.9% 0.8% 4.5% 2.4% 6.7% 2.3%

22 1.7% -0.5% 2.9% 0.5% 8.4% 3.0% 13.8% 0.9%

Table 5.2: Backtesting results for the levels a = 99% and a = 95%;

using stock index data. Measures for one-year expected shortfall and

value-at-risk are evaluated.
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Model
Freq

days T/ES

ES99%
VE8 t/ES

y2

VaR99%

T/freq T/ES

ES95%

1/ES t/ES

y2

VaR95%

T/freq

Optimal 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 5%

Random

Walk

1 1.0% 0.3% 1.8% 0.6% 1.9% 0.5% -3.3% 7.3%

5 1.8% 0.5% 3.2% 0.4% 1.6% 0.8% -2.4% 7.1%

22 2.4% -0.4% 4.4% 0.2% 1.2% 1.3% -1.1% 6.7%

65 3.6% 1.1% 6.1% 0.1% 1.0% 1.6% 0.5% 5.6%

261 4.1% -4.7% -3.4% 0.9% 5.2% -2.8% -7.7% 6.0%

GARCH(1,1) 1 6.1% -1.8% 10.4% 0.0% 4.8% 4.4% 5.2% 4.4%

5 10.7% 11.8% 9.5% 0.1% 2.3% 2.6% 2.0% 5.1%

AR(p) 1 5.9% -2.4% -9.3% 3.4% 7.8% -2.1% -13.5% 12.4%

5 5.8% -2.6% -9.0% 3.0% 7.6% -1.9% -13.2% 11.9%

22 5.7% -2.8% -8.5% 2.8% 7.4% -1.9% -12.8% 11.9%

65 6.9% -3.6% -10.2% 3.4% 8.2% -2.3% -14.2% 13.6%

261 13.1% -4.9% -21.2% 13.5% 15.0% -5.9% -24.1% 23.8%

Heavy-tailed

Distribution

1 11.4% -2.2% -20.5% 35.0% 9.4% -3.1% -15.8% 41.4%

5 8.4% -1.2% -15.6% 25.2% 7.8% -1.8% -13.8% 35.8%

22 7.6% -1.4% -13.7% 11.7% 4.8% 0.1% -9.4% 19.8%

Table 5.3: Backtesting results for the levels a = 99% and a = 95%;

using 10-year government bond data. Measures for one-year expected

shortfall and value-at-risk are evaluated.
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Model
Freq

days T/ES

ES99%
1/ES t/ES

y2

VaR99%

T/freq T/ES

ES95%

1/ES t/ES

y2

VaR95%

T/freq

Optimal 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 5%

Random

Walk

1 10.3% -5.2% -15.4% 3.3% 6.8% -4.2% -9.4% 8.3%

5 9.6% -4.7% -14.6% 3.3% 6.5% -4.0% -9.1% 8.3%

22 8.3% -4.1% -12.5% 2.9% 5.8% -3.7% -7.9% 7.7%

65 9.0% -4.5% -13.6% 3.0% 6.1% -4.0% -8.2% 7.5%

261 4.8% -2.6% -7.0% 2.1% 3.3% -2.5% -4.1% 6.0%

GARCH(1,1) 1 6.1% -2.6% -9.5% 2.3% 4.2% -2.2% -6.1% 7.5%

5 2.6% -1.4% -3.8% 1.4% 1.3% -0.2% -2.4% 6.5%

AR(p) 1 8.8% -3.8% -13.9% 4.4% 6.8% -3.3% -10.2% 11.2%

5 8.6% -3.8% -13.3% 4.0% 6.3% -3.0% -9.6% 10.8%

22 7.7% -3.6% -11.8% 3.4% 5.3% -2.5% -8.2% 9.9%

65 7.3% -3.3% -11.2% 3.5% 5.2% -2.4% -8.1% 10.0%

261 9.8% -4.3% -15.3% 3.2% 5.8% -2.8% -8.9% 8.9%

Heavy-tailed

Distribution

1 6.1% 1.3% -10.8% 5.2% 2.8% 2.0% -3.5% 10.1%

5 6.2% -0.3% -12.1% 4.7% 2.6% 0.5% -4.7% 8.9%

22 1.7% 2.6% 0.8% 1.1% 7.2% 5.7% 8.6% 3.0%

Table 5.4: Backtesting results for the levels a = 99% and a = 95%

for stocks of the DAX. Measures for one-year expected shortfall and

value-at-risk are evaluated.
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Model
Freq

days T/ES

ES99%
1/ES T/ES

v2

VaR99%

T/freq T/ES

ES95%

1/ES T/ES

y2

VaR95%

T/freq

Optimal 0% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 0% 5%

Stock Indices 1 0.8% 0.3% 1.3% 0.8% 3.5% 0.0% -7.0% 8.3%

5 1.2% 0.5% 1.9% 0.7% 3.2% 0.0% -6.4% 8.1%

22 0.7% 0.2% 1.1% 0.8% 3.7% -0.2% -7.1% 8.3%

65 1.3% -1.2% -1.3% 1.0% 4.7% -0.8% -8.5% 8.6%

261 10.5% -6.0% -15.0% 2.5% 11.0% -4.0% -18.0% 9.2%

Simulation 1 1 1.3% 0.9% -1.7% 2.9% 5.6% -1.1% -10.0% 12.7%

5 1.4% 0.4% -2.4% 3.0% 6.0% -1.3% -10.7% 13.1%

22 2.1% -0.3% -3.9% 3.2% 6.9% -1.8% -11.9% 14.0%

65 2.4% -0.2% -4.5% 3.9% 7.1% -2.0% -12.3% 15.0%

261 9.6% -4.4% -14.8% 6.3% 12.7% -3.8% -21.6% 18.2%

Simulation 2 1 0.9% 1.2% 0.6% 1.2% 4.4% 0.4% -8.5% 9.4%

5 1.8% 1.9% 1.7% 1.1% 4.1% 0.6% -7.6% 9.1%

22 0.4% 0.7% 0.1% 1.2% 4.6% 0.1% -9.0% 9.2%

65 2.5% -1.1% -3.8% 1.9% 6.6% -0.9% -12.3% 11.1%

261 12.0% -5.2% -18.8% 7.1% 14.9% -5.3% -24.6% 16.5%

Simulation 3 1 0.7% 1.2% 0.2% 1.5% 3.6% -0.1% -7.0% 10.5%

5 0.8% 0.8% -0.8% 1.8% 4.1% -0.4% -7.8% 10.8%

22 0.6% 1.0% 0.3% 1.3% 3.5% 0.2% -6.9% 10.8%

65 2.7% 2.3% 3.0% 0.7% 2.5% 0.6% -4.4% 10.2%

261 7.1% -4.0% -10.2% 4.3% 8.4% -2.7% -14.0% 13.8%

Table 5.5: Backtesting results for a random walk model for the levels

a = 99% and a = 95%; using real stock indices and simulated random

walk data, respectively. Measures for one-year expected shortfall and

value-at-risk are evaluated.
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scaling rule

suitable model

today h days 1 year

Figure 5.1: The two steps: first a suitable model is calibrated on a

time horizon h, then the risk estimates are scaled from h days to one

year.
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Figure 5.2: Foreign exchange rates: estimates for standard devia¬

tions (including confidence intervals constructed via simulation), us¬

ing random walk models (full lines), AR(p) models (dotted lines) and

GARCH(1,1) models (dashed lines).
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Figure 5.3: Stock indices: estimates for standard deviations (includ¬

ing confidence intervals constructed via simulation), using random walk

models (full lines), AR(p) models (dotted lines) and GARCH(1,1) mod¬

els (dashed lines).
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bonds CH standard deviations bonds DE standard deviations
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Figure 5.4: 10-year government bonds: estimates for standard devi¬

ations (including confidence intervals constructed via simulation), us¬

ing random walk models (full lines), AR(p) models (dotted lines) and

GARCH(1,1) models (dashed lines).
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Figure 5.5: Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals for the

one-year 99% expected shortfall and 99% value-at-risk for the SMI (per¬

centage loss), based on different calibration horizons h. Underlying

model: random walk with normal innovations.
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Figure 5.6: Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals for the

one-year 99% expected shortfall and 99% value-at-risk for the SMI,

transformed in such a way that the values at the end of the year 2001 can

be read off. The estimates are based on different calibration horizons h.

Underlying model: random walk with normal innovations.
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Figure 5.7: Point estimates for the one-year 99% expected shortfall

for the SMI, transformed in such a way that the values at the end of

the year 2001 can be read off. The estimates are based on calibration

horizons h from one day to one year. Underlying model: random walk

with normal innovations.
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Figure 5.8: Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals for the

one-year 99% expected shortfall and 99% value-at-risk (percentage loss)

for a simulated random walk, based on five different calibration hori¬

zons h. Underlying model: random walk with normal innovations.

The true values (horizontal lines) are 27.35% for expected shortfall and

23.09% for value-at-risk.
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Figure 5.9: Point estimates for the one-year 99% expected shortfall

(percentage loss) for a simulated random walk, based on calibration hori¬

zons from one day to one year. Underlying model: random walk with

normal innovations. The true value (horizontal line) is 27.35%.
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